CoC Board Meeting Agenda
March 19, 2020
•

Introductions

•

Approval of February 6, 2020 Minutes (ACTION ITEM) (pg. 2-3)

•

Approval of Committee Membership (ACTION ITEM) (pg. 4)
o System Planning Committee
o Nominating Committee

•

Approve VHSP Two Year Request and Collaborative Application (ACTION ITEM) (pg. 5230)

•

Updates
o CoC Strategic Planning
o Coronavirus planning
o 2020 Census

•

2020 Policy Priorities (pg. 231)

CoC Board Meeting
Date: February 6, 2020
Time: 2PM
Location: George Washington Regional Commission
MEETING
CALLED BY
TYPE OF
MEETING
NOTE TAKER

ATTENDEES

ABSENT

Kate Gibson
Monthly Meeting
Anne Marie Kluempen
Lisa Crittenden (Loisann’s Hope House)
Susanna Finn (City of Fredericksburg)
Kathy Anderson (Empowerhouse)
Wendy Sneed (Caroline DSS)
Leslie Martin (UMW)
Clay Mihoulides (Chrismarr Realty) – on phone
Christian Zammas (Katora Coffee/ Individual)
Samantha Shoukas (GWRC)
Anne Marie Kluempen (GWRC)
Alexander Reidell (Legal Aid Works) – on phone
Michelle Patton Swisher (Spotsylvania County Public Schools) – on phone
Joe Hargrove (Individual)
Marta Fuentes (RACSB - Healthy Families)
Lori Yelverton (Micah)
David Cooper (TBC)

DISCUSSION
Introduction
Consent Agenda
 The consent agenda included approval of the following items: October 24, 2019 minutes;
November 21, 2019 minutes; AmeriCorps VISTA VHA 2020-2021 Application; Revised HCIS
Policies & Procedures; Strategic Planning Steering Committee Composition.
 There are currently no further updates on the source of match funding for the VHA VISTA 20202021 member.
 Leslie Martin moved to approve the consent agenda and Wendy Sneed seconded the motion.
The motion passed unanimously.

DRAFT

Approval of Project Performance Standards
 The board discussed a wording change to “returns to services” to avoid the association of the
word “recidivism” with re-incarceration.
 Christian Zammas moved to approve the project performance standards and Michelle Patton
Swisher seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
Approval of Funding and Performance Policies and Procedures
 Michelle Patton Swisher moved to approve the Funding and Performance Policies and
Procedures and Christian Zammas seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
Nomination of Funding and Performance Committee Members
 The board recommended that new Funding and Performance committee members be added
over the next two years to ensure the sustainability of the committee.
 Kathy Anderson moved to nominate Christen Gallik (Fredericksburg DSS), Dee Smith (Central VA
Housing Coalition), and Sarah Walsh (Rappahannock United Way) to the Funding and
Performance committee for their second terms, from 01/2020 to 01/2022, and Leslie Martin
seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously. The nominations will be on the agenda
for the full membership meeting on February 12th.
Approval of VHSP Application Materials
 The board reviewed the VHSP application materials recommended by the Funding and
Performance committee.
 The board requested that the housing locator VHSP renewal amount be provided to the board
by CoC staff.
 Christian Zammas moved to approve the VHSP application materials and Wendy Sneed
seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
Data Integration Project Update
 Anne Marie provided an update on Kate Gibson’s participation on the Advisory Council that is
overseeing the formation of DHCD’s data integration project for the state.
Strategic Planning Retreat Debrief
 The board discussed the Strategic Planning board retreat held in November.
Next meeting is scheduled for March 19, 2020 at 2 PM at GWRC in order to approve the VHSP
collaborative application before the DHCD submission deadline. The February 27th and March 26th
regularly scheduled meetings are cancelled.

CONCLUSION
ACTION ITEMS

PERSON(s) RESPONSIBLE

DRAFT

DEADLINE

Committee Membership Composition
System Planning Committee Membership
• Empowerhouse
• Loisann’s Hope House
• Micah Ministries
• Thurman Brisben Center
• Rappahannock Area Community Services Board
• Christian Zammas (individual)
• Spotsylvania County Schools
Nominating Committee Membership
• Deb Lokrantz, Office on Youth
• Tammy Torres, Empowerhouse
• Lori Yelverton, CoC Board Representative

Fredericksburg Regional Continuum of Care
FY21 Virginia Homeless Solutions Program Application
Narrative Responses
Part I

Community Analysis and Processes

1. Using PIT and other homeless data, detail who is experiencing or at risk of experiencing
homelessness in your CoC/LPG. (Character Limit: 6000)
Character count: 2,613
During the 2019 Point-In-Time (PIT) count the CoC identified 221 HUD-defined homeless persons, an
increase over the 200 persons identified in the 2018 PIT count. From the 2018 to 2019 PIT count, the
number of unsheltered persons remained level at 36; no families with children were identified as
unsheltered during the 2019 PIT count. The number of chronically homeless persons decreased by 16%
from 2018 to 2019, from 36 to 30. 8.5% (19 persons) of those identified as homeless during the 2019 PIT
count were veterans, a 14% decrease from 2018.
However, the PIT data only provides a snapshot in time. HMIS data collected over the course of each
year provides a more accurate picture of what the homeless population in the CoC looks like. Over the
course of fiscal year 2019, the CoC served 935 literally homeless persons:
• Persons between the ages of 25 and 62 made up the largest portion (69%) of the homeless
population served. Children under the age of 18 accounted for 17% of the homeless population
served; 41% of these children were under the age of five. 9% of those served were youth (ages
18-24) and 5% were elderly (62+).
• The homeless population was predominately male, consisting of 58% of the population. Less
than 1% were trans or gender non-conforming.
• Households without children make up a majority of the homeless population served at 89%.
• The homeless population was 50% white, 37% black, 10% multiple races and less than 1% of
Asian, American Indian, and Native Hawaiian each. This is a disproportionate number of persons
of color compared to the region’s general population and the region’s population living in
poverty; persons of color are twice as likely to become homeless than their white counterparts.
• The homeless population suffers from disabling conditions: 29% reported suffering from a
mental illness, 18% a chronic health condition, 15% a physical disability, and 11% a substance
abuse disorder.
• 51% of the homeless population served did not have any income at the start of their services,
which often can make obtaining and maintaining housing difficult.
• 53% of people entered the homeless system from a literally homeless situation (place not meant
for human habitation or another emergency shelter). However, there continues to be portion of
the population that enters from hotels (13%), doubled up situations (16%), institutions (11%)

and evictions (3%). Because of this, the CoC continues to target these groups who are at
imminent risk of homelessness for prevention services, in turn working to increase the
proportion of entries from literal homelessness into shelter.
2. Detail the CoC/LPG’s Crisis Response System from outreach to permanent housing placement
including the service providers for each activity. (Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 5,953
Outreach
CoC outreach projects connect unsheltered persons to temporary and permanent housing services.
Persons experiencing unsheltered homelessness are typically identified when seeking basic needs
services at the community’s drop-in center, administered by Micah Ecumenical Ministries. Drop-in
center staff support visitors with connecting to the Homelessness Helpline for assessment for
emergency services. However, those not utilizing the drop-in center or those not seeking services on
their own are targeted by community outreach staff. The CoC’s outreach team is comprised of street
outreach staff at Micah Ecumenical Ministries as well as a PATH outreach worker with the Community
Services Board. Outreach staff work to engage those known to be unsheltered in order to build rapport
and provide needed services once accepted. The community’s PATH outreach worker engages those
with serious mental illness who are sleeping outside and works to connect them to mental health and
housing services. The outreach team members visit service locations, such as hospitals and jails, when
those locations identify persons as unsheltered. Outreach staff visit encampments to engage those
identified as unsheltered. Outreach staff work from community referrals in order to identify potential
target locations in addition to those that are visibly living on the street.
Coordinated Entry
The CoC’s coordinated entry system is designed to quickly identify, assess, and connect people to the
services needed to end their housing crisis. The coordinated entry system uses a standardized screening
process for assistance and ensures limited resources are targeted to the community’s most vulnerable.
Using a centralized access model and phased assessment approach, those experiencing or at risk of
experiencing homelessness are connected to needed services. Loisann’s Hope House administers the
Homelessness Helpline, the community’s one door to assistance and services. Helpline assessors
complete an initial assessment and make referrals to needed emergency services based on the
household’s current situation. Referrals include targeted prevention, emergency shelter, street
outreach, United Way ALICE programming, and community mainstream resources. Case managers
attempt to assist households enrolled in emergency shelter or street outreach in self-resolving. When
self-resolution is not possible quickly (within 14 days), clients are prioritized for housing resources
through the community by-name list of all persons currently experiencing homelessness.
Diversion and Targeted Prevention
Diversion and prevention are critical components of the community’s crisis response, as strategies to
reduce the size of the homeless population.

Diversion happens at every door and attempts to identify alternative housing options to eliminate the
need to use system services altogether. Diversion is not a community program, but a strategy used by
providers at each step in the response system. At initial assessment, staff assist persons seeking services
through diversion conversations to try to divert them from the system through safe, appropriate
housing alternatives. For those who cannot be diverted and are referred onto services, staff continue to
have diversion conversations at every point possible.
Targeted prevention is used to assist those that are imminently at risk of homelessness (within 14 days)
to stabilize their housing crisis and avoid ever experiencing an episode of homelessness. This strategy is
used to assist individuals with finding alternative, permanent housing arrangements or to stabilize their
current permanent housing arrangements, depending on the situation. Loisann’s Hope Hose administers
the VHSP targeted prevention program on behalf of the community; Fredericksburg Area HIV/AIDS
Support Services (FAHASS) and Volunteers of America Chesapeake provide prevention assistance
through HOPWA and SSVF.
Emergency Shelter
Emergency shelter is used to provide temporary shelter to those experiencing a housing crisis or fleeing
an unsafe environment while individuals locate permanent housing arrangements. The CoC’s emergency
shelters strive to be low barrier and housing focused, ensuring that those in need of shelter can access it
as quickly as possible. The Thurman Brisben Center provides an 80-bed emergency shelter for both
single women and men and families with children. Micah Ecumenical Ministries provides an 8-bed
medical respite shelter for individuals returning to homelessness from hospitals. Micah also provides a
seasonal Cold Weather Shelter for up to 35 individuals who would otherwise be on the street in below
freezing temperatures. Loisann’s Hope House provides emergency shelter for 16 families with children.
Empowerhouse provides emergency shelter for individuals and families with children who are fleeing
domestic violence.
Permanent Housing
The CoC has two main permanent housing programs to assist households with returning to permanent
housing: rapid re-housing and permanent supportive housing. Both permanent housing strategies use
the community’s by-name prioritization list as their only source of participant referrals. CoC permanent
housing resources are targeted to the most vulnerable and least likely to succeed in the community.
Households that are not prioritized for these housing resources are assisted with identifying selfresolution options in order to return to permanent housing without community assistance.
Empowerhouse, Loisann’s Hope House, Micah Ecumenical Ministries, and Volunteers of America
Chesapeake administer the community’s rapid re-housing program using numerous federal, state, local,
and private funding sources. Micah administers the community’s 52-bed, scattered-site, permanent
supportive housing program using HUD CoC program funding and private donations. Additionally, the
community partners with the VA and FAHASS to connect qualifying person with HUD-VASH and HOPWA.

3. Identify where gaps exist within the CoC/LPG Crisis Response System. Detail the methodology for
determining gaps within the system. (Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 5,793
The CoC services the 1,387 square miles of Virginia Planning District 16. Since 2010, the district has
experienced an estimated 13.6% growth in population and is the second-fastest growing planning
district behind Northern Virginia (Weldon Cooper). Local poverty rates range from 5.4% in Stafford to
14.5% in Fredericksburg (Census Bureau). With fair market rent starting at $1,380 for an efficiency for a
majority of the region, many low-income households lack the resources to afford available housing
(HUD). The percent of rent-burdened residents, those paying more than 30% of their income toward
housing costs, ranges from 42% in Caroline to 63% in Fredericksburg; three out of five of the region’s
jurisdictions have a higher percentage of rent-burdened households than the statewide average of 46%
(Census Bureau).
The annual Point in Time (PIT) Count reveals what these demographics mean for local homelessness. On,
January 23, 2019 the CoC identified 221 HUD-defined homeless persons, an increase over the 200
persons identified in the 2018 PIT Count. From the 2018 to 2019 PIT Count, the number of unsheltered
persons remained level at 36. With level homeless services funding, it has been difficult for the CoC to
keep up with rapid population growth and high housing costs. The CoC used PIT, HIC, and HMIS data to
compare need with service inventory to identify gaps in the response system. The CoC also used
information gathered during input sessions with people with lived experience, which were conducted in
January of this year as part of the CoC’s process to update its strategic plan.
Outreach
In the 2019 PIT Count, the CoC identified 36 unsheltered persons. In FY19, 95 persons who were
identified as consistently living outdoors received housing-focused case management through Micah’s
street case management project. During the 2018-2019 winter season, 224 persons utilized the Cold
Weather Shelter (CWS), with about 45 people (20%) using the shelter consistently throughout the
season; many of these consistent users would have been staying outside without the CWS as temporary
shelter option as many refuse to go to the community’s year-round shelters. In order to more fully
address the needs of those living unsheltered, there is a need for increased outreach capacity. The
number living unsheltered compared to available outreach staff throughout the CoC is disproportionate;
the staff-to-program-participant ratio for outreach case management is 1:38 on any given day. With
additional staffing, more time could be spent with each participant to work more intensely to progress
them toward housing and shortening the length of time homeless or unsheltered.
Coordinated Assessment
Since centralizing the coordinated assessment process in November of 2018, the Homelessness Helpline
has completed 3,994 coordinated assessments. From federal fiscal year (FFY) 2018 to FFY19, the CoC
saw a 13% (77-person) decrease in the number of persons who entered shelter for the first time in 24
months. This signals the overwhelming improvement of the CoC’s coordinated assessment process by

centralizing it to one door and emphasizing diversion and prevention. However, recent input sessions
with current participants in homeless services showed that many still do not understand the system or
are confused on how to access it. Many participants stated that they were looking for services through
multiple avenues before getting where they needed, and many were not aware that they accessed
services through the Homelessness Helpline.
Targeted Prevention
The CoC continues to see high demand for targeted prevention resources. Since November 2018, the
Homelessness Helpline has referred 278 households to prevention; 82 of these households were
enrolled in targeted prevention program. Those unable to be assisted with VHSP targeted prevention
funding were referred to other prevention resources for assistance, such as SSVF and Rappahannock
United Way ALICE funding. Since taking over the project from Northern Virginia Family Service in
November 2018, Loisann’s Hope House has focused on ensuring that the program targets those least
likely to succeed without the assistance. This has meant focusing on those that require more intensive
case management services and longer rental assistance to stabilize. This shift in focus has increased
length of stay for participants by an average of two months and doubled the cost per household,
reducing the overall number of households assisted. Additional resources are needed in order to ensure
those served are fully supported and to accommodate additional households.
Emergency Shelter Operations
Demand for emergency shelter remains high. In FY19, 824 unduplicated persons in 625 unduplicated
households experienced literal homelessness in the region, either staying in an emergency shelter or
identified as unsheltered through street case management. Waiting lists remain long; 74 households are
currently in need of shelter and are unable to access it due to lack of space.
Permanent Housing
Current rapid re-housing resources fall short of need. Currently there are 75 individuals and 17 families
on the prioritization list waiting for housing assistance. Of those on the waitlist, the community’s rapid
re-housing projects are usually only able to prioritize 4-5 households per month for services and
vacancies in the permanent supportive housing remain scarce, only occurring about once every few
months. Households not prioritized are assisted to identify opportunities for self-resolution, but with
high housing costs, self-resolution without any financial assistance is difficult, often resulting in longer
shelter stays; from federal fiscal year (FFY) 17 to FFY18 the CoC saw a 14% (9 days) increase in the length
of time homeless.
4. What is your CoC/LPG doing to address these gaps/needs? (Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 5,990
Over the past two years, the CoC has seen improvements in homelessness response system functioning.
The centralized intake model has ensured better connection to services; a focus on community-wide
program standards has structured and better-aligned programming with best practices; and greater

partnerships with community systems and agencies have allowed for more non-traditional approaches
to successful outcomes. However, gaps in the system still exist and continue to pose challenges for the
CoC to continue to make progress toward preventing and ending homelessness. With the assumption
that state and federal funding for homeless services will remain level, the CoC has explored creative
ways to address gaps.
Outreach
The CoC has relied on the Community Services Board PATH worker to lead the community’s outreach
efforts as private dollars paired with other local funding have only been able to provide one part-time
staff through the community drop-in center. The CoC requests $31,200 to fund outreach services by
Micah Ecumenical Ministries. This request will increase outreach case management capacity by .65 FTE
by replacing funding sources that require the current outreach worker to do split focus on other duties.
This increase will allow the case manager to spend more time with each client.
Coordinated Assessment
In 2018, the CoC centralized the coordinated assessment process under one provider with the help of
VHSP and United Way funding. This allowed for more effective and efficient connection to needed
services. Prior to this change, the line was ran by three service providers following the loss of the
community’s previous central intake provider in 2016. Changes in a short period of time has caused
confusion about how to access services and the CoC has worked to improve understanding of service
access by outreaching community partners to provide education on the new system to ensure
participants are connected with services quickly after initial contact. Many of these partners are the first
contact with a person in need, such as law enforcement, social services, hospitals, and community
services boards.
Targeted Prevention
The community’s targeted prevention program partners with other community resources in order to
serve those at risk of homelessness, notably the Rappahannock United Way’s ALICE program. The
community’s asset limited, income constricted, employed (ALICE) population often needs light touch,
one-time assistance to stabilize. Homelessness Helpline staff identify those eligible for ALICE assistance
and work to make referrals to the project. Since taking over the Homelessness Helpline and targeted
prevention in November 2018, Loisann’s Hope House has connected 53 households to ALICE funding,
preventing the escalation of these situations to the point where households would become imminently
at risk of homelessness and need targeted prevention assistance. However, there is still need for
increased targeted prevention assistance for those who are at imminent risk of homelessness and need
more assistance than can be provided through the ALICE program or other community resources. This
VHSP request includes an $20,000 increase in financial assistance to provide additional prevention
support to those enrolled in the program.
Emergency Shelter
With high demand for shelter, the CoC is focused on prioritizing vacant beds for literally homeless.
Diversion strategies have been used to decrease the number of people entering shelter. All coordinated

entry staff are trained in diversion as part of annual training. Providers also use unrestricted agency
funds to provide one-time assistance to those that need a small amount of financial assistance in order
to be diverted. For example, agencies have been able to assist with items such as bus tickets to help
return at risk households back to permanent housing or food gift cards to assist family members willing
to take in at risk households.
The CoC has also been refining the shelter prioritization process in order to accommodate unique
circumstances that have arisen, such as overcrowding at the Cold Weather Shelter this season. The
System Planning Committee monitors the inflow of people coming into shelter and uses data to
understand changes that may be needed to better serve those seeking assistance. This VHSP request
includes costs for Loisann’s Hope House, who has not received funds in this category before. In addition,
the request includes an additional $18,885 in shelter case management for Micah to add .25 additional
shelter case managers to the Micah Respite shelter. These increases will allow additional time to be
devoted toward housing-focused case management to help clients move more quickly into permanent
housing.
Permanent Housing
The CoC has explored several avenues outside of VHSP to fund rapid re-housing and close the gap
between need and availability of housing resources. With funding from the City of Fredericksburg and
Mary Washington Healthcare (MWHC), the CoC began a two-year, $40,000 pilot to move 8 households
experiencing unsheltered homelessness from the street to permanent. The CoC exceeded its goal,
ultimately housing 9 households in less than 2 years. Using the success of the pilot, the CoC has applied
to all five of the region’s jurisdictions to continue and expand the program in FY21. In addition, for the
past two years, Micah Ecumenical Ministries has applied for and been awarded Housing Trust Fund
grants to target rapid re-housing resources to vulnerable youth and elderly participants. Homeless
service providers have also been able to fundraise for rapid re-housing dollars. Infusions of rapid rehousing dollars from partnerships like these have allowed the CoC to make a greater impact in housing
vulnerable populations, but as referenced above, there is still a significant gap. This VHSP request
includes a $35,426 expansion to the community’s rapid re-housing dollars in order to serve an additional
10 households.
5. Describe in detail the CoC/LPG’s coordinated entry process to include: how households access
services (phone, walk-in, etc.), after-hours access for emergency services, and how referrals are made.
Is HOPWA included in the coordinated entry process? (Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 5,610
The CoC’s coordinated entry system triages assistance for emergency services and prioritizes permanent
housing resources to the most vulnerable and least likely to self-resolve.
Households experiencing or at risk of experiencing homelessness can access the coordinated entry
system by calling the Homelessness Helpline at 540-358-5801. The line is staffed 24-hours a day, seven

days a week, and can be contacted from any location within the CoC’s geographic area. Those unable to
call into the line are also able to walk-in or be connected to the line through street outreach or the
community’s day center. The helpline serves as the front door to all homeless services. With its 24/7
operation, those in need of services have access to available emergency services whenever needed.
The CoC uses a phased approach to assessment which progressively collects only enough participant
information to triage, prioritize, and refer participants to needed services. Participants are screened and
assessed based on their current situation and referred to the most appropriate resources using a
community decision tree.
Helpline staff completes an initial assessment in order to determine the household’s need for services
and make referrals for assistance. Referrals include targeted prevention, emergency shelter, the
Rappahannock United Way’s ALICE program, and community mainstream resources. Street outreach
staff connect identified unsheltered households to the line but are also trained to complete the initial
assessment in order to provide assessments to those that may not otherwise seek services on their own.
Coordinated Assessment Tool
All coordinated entry participants are initially assessed using a common coordinated assessment tool.
The tool is designed to identify the participant’s immediate needs and assess eligibility and need for
emergency shelter, homelessness prevention, specialized services (e.g., for veterans or domestic
violence survivors) or other community resources. Coordinated assessors through the Homelessness
Helpline or street outreach staff conduct a brief assessment with the participant to determine the most
appropriate emergency service referral. Referral outcomes can include emergency shelter, targeted
prevention, or mainstream resources.
Diversion
The CoC attempts to divert all participants seeking assistance when possible, safe, and appropriate.
Utilizing diversion questions built into the coordinated assessment tool, access points work with
participants to identify and facilitate diversion options. Diversion conversations will occur again at each
entry to services.
Housing Barrier Assessment
A Housing Barrier Assessment is completed as soon as a participant is enrolled in emergency shelter or
street case management and is used to assess possible barriers to housing as well as client housing
needs and preferences. This is completed with all participants, regardless of housing options being
pursued. The information collected allows case managers and participants to understand possible
challenges to obtaining and maintaining housing and guides work to self-resolve over the next 14 days
and beyond.
VI-SPDAT
The VI-SPDAT is completed 14 days after enrollment into a shelter or street outreach project to
determine prioritization for housing resources. The VI-SPDAT identifies those who have not been able to

successfully self-resolve within 2 weeks and may need assistance to support their return to permanent
housing. Adults in households without children will complete the Individuals VI-SPDAT v2, and adults in
households with children will complete the Families VI-FSPDAT v2. Results of VI-SPDAT assessments will
be paired with other data points to inform the prioritization for rapid re-housing and permanent
supportive housing.
The current supply of permanent housing resources within the CoC does not match the community’s
need. Therefore, the system uses a prioritization process to target limited permanent housing resources
to those most vulnerable and least likely to self-resolve. A community by-name list of all persons who
have been in an emergency shelter and/or unsheltered for at least 14 days is generated using HMIS
data. The by-name list provides a prioritization score for each household using VI-SPDAT score and other
criteria. Households are prioritized based on position on the prioritization list and case conferencing.
Households that are prioritized through the list are referred and assigned to a housing provider based
on provider expertise with specific subpopulations and current caseload availability. Referrals for rapid
re-housing are made by completing the VI-SPDAT and placing the participant on the prioritization list.
Referrals for permanent supportive housing (PSH) are made by completing documentation of chronic
homeless status and sending it to the PSH provider for review and consideration as beds become
available.
While HOPWA is not fully integrated into the CoC’s coordinated entry system (HOPWA primarily receives
referrals from outside of the Homelessness Helpline due to confidentiality concerns) the CoC has the
ability to make referrals to HOPWA for participants that are known to be HIV positive. Upon receiving a
referral, Fredericksburg Area HIV/AIDS Support Services (FAHASS) staff interview the client to determine
qualification and eligibility. If criteria are met, FAHASS attempts to fulfill the request for assistance based
on available funding and sustainability of the current housing.
The FRCoC Coordinated Entry Policies & Procedures is included as an attachment to this application (see
Attachment 5).
6. Describe the CoC/LPG’s coordinated entry system’s prioritization process for prevention assistance,
emergency shelter placement, and permanent housing placement. How were these prioritization
criteria developed? If applicable, include any DHCD-funded HOPWA services in this discussion.
(Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 5,528
The CoC prioritizes emergency services, including targeted prevention and emergency shelter, through
the coordinated assessment process. Households within the community may experience a multitude of
housing crises, but not everyone needs services offered by the homelessness response system. Initial
coordinated assessment screenings are used to triage need and to connect clients with other services
outside of the response system when possible. This includes connecting those seeking services to

mainstream resources or assisting with diversion to safe alternatives when possible. Only those that are
not able to be diverted or connected to other community resources are considered for services through
the response system.
Targeted Prevention
Households that are at risk of experiencing homelessness within 14 days and are unable to be diverted
are considered for targeted prevention services. Households complete a prevention intake to determine
eligibility. Eligible households that are at risk of becoming homeless, but for the assistance provided by
the prevention program, are prioritized. Households are prioritized for prevention in real time,
depending on the current needs and situations of eligible prevention referrals.
The CoC used HMIS shelter data to inform its homelessness prevention prioritization. Local analysis
revealed that individuals generally enter non-DV shelters from hotels, doubled-up situations, or
institutions. Based on this analysis, the CoC adopted the following order of priority for prevention
assistance:
1. Households fleeing or attempting to flee domestic violence, labor trafficking, or sex trafficking
2. Households temporarily staying in a hotel or motel that is self, family, or friend paid and must
leave
3. Households temporarily staying with family or friends and must leave
4. Households exiting hospitals, jails, or other institutions with no identified housing plan
5. Households being evicted within two weeks
The targeted prevention prioritization process is outlined in the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Policies &
Procedures, which is included as an attachment to this application (see Attachment 5, Page 11).
Emergency Shelter
All households requesting accessing to shelter are required to be screened through our community’s
Homelessness Helpline. All households who are currently experiencing unsheltered homelessness or
have nowhere to go on the night that they call and cannot be diverted are referred to emergency
shelter. Shelter referrals for those that are unsheltered are prioritized first, in the order of referral.
Vulnerable cases can be flagged for increased priority by services provider case conferencing with
helpline staff. The CoC decided to prioritize beds for those who are unsheltered after local analysis
revealed that individuals generally enter non-DV shelters from hotels, doubled-up situations, or
institutions.
The emergency shelter prioritization process is outlined in the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Policies &
Procedures, which is included as an attachment to this application (see Attachment 5, Page 11).
Permanent Housing
In 2016, the CoC developed the community housing prioritization process after receiving funds from the
Virginia Housing Trust Fund. Provider working groups developed prioritization scoring criteria for each
subpopulation. The criteria developed and approved by the partners is as follows:

The CoC uses a community process that prioritizes those most vulnerable and least likely to self-resolve
for limited permanent housing resources. This process involves generating a community list of all
persons who have been in an emergency shelter and/or on the street for at least 14 days using HMIS
data. Households are prioritized for permanent housing based on position on the prioritization list and
case conferencing.
The CoC has three prioritization lists, one for households without children, one for households with
children, and one for survivors of domestic violence. Each list is prioritized by vulnerability using factors
such as VI-SPDAT score, disabling condition, consecutive time homeless, number of homeless episodes,
and total months homeless in 3 years to calculate an overall vulnerability score. A final prioritization
score is calculated for each household by averaging the scores assigned to each of the criteria. The most
vulnerable, who are least likely to self-resolve, will be prioritized for housing resources.
In some instances, a client may not fall within the prioritization for housing resources but is given a flag
to move him/her into the prioritization. Flags can be given for the following circumstances:
• Terminal Illness
• Serious Mental Illness
• Chronic Homeless Status
• Veteran Status
Households that are prioritized through the list are assigned to one of the rapid re-housing providers
based on provider expertise with specific subpopulations and current caseloads. All permanent
supportive housing beds within the CoC are prioritized for persons experiencing chronic homelessness.
The CoC has adopted the recommended orders of priority for permanent supportive housing beds per
Notice CPD-16-11. Households are prioritized for permanent supportive housing beds, when they are
available, based on documented chronic homelessness status, position on the prioritization list,
permanent supportive housing flags, and case conferencing.
The permanent housing prioritization process is outlined in the FRCoC Prioritization Guidelines, which is
included as an attachment to this application (see Attachment 5, Page 18).
7. How is the length of financial and supportive service provision for households in Rapid Rehousing
and Targeted Prevention determined? Is the process determined at the CoC/LPG level or by the
individual service provider(s)? (Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 3,602
Each rapid re-housing and targeted prevention participant works with a case manager to determine the
amount and length of financial support and case management to be provided. Participants are not
required to pay any portion of their rent in order to be eligible for services; however, the case manager
partners with the participant to determine what amount they would be able to pay and what assistance

they would need. Using budgeting tools, the case manager and the participant collaboratively determine
the need for assistance. A three-month projection is created detailing the amount to be paid by the
provider and the amount to be paid by the participant. Reviews of the projection occur monthly with the
participant to determine the participant’s ability to pay their housing expenses for the month. In cases
where the participant is not able to make their housing expenses, case managers must work with them
to find resources and to increase income so that they are able to do so in later months. Though an initial
projection is created for three months, the amount that the client pays will be based on the monthly
review and the projection is subject to change.
Reassessments are completed every three months to determine need for continued assistance. Similar
to the process for the initial projection, case managers work with participants to determine their need
for financial assistance and case management over the next three months. Monthly reviews of
projections continue until the client can assume total housing costs on their own.
Financial assistance is provided using a progressive engagement and graduated subsidy model.
Progressive engagement is where the minimum amount of financial assistance is provided before
increasing support to meet the household’s needs. Graduated subsidy is where participants are
responsible for more and more of their housing cost as they progress through the program. Participants
may be asked to contribute the most that they are able to pay from the beginning. If participants are
expected to pay an amount toward their housing, the case manager provides written notification to the
participant. The case manager also provides written notification if the projection changes as a result of a
monthly review.
Transition from financial assistance is coordinated with case management efforts to assist program
participants to assume and sustain their housing costs. Participants that are not able to sustain housing
without the financial assistance are assessed for more long-term options such as permanent subsidies.
Those in need of more intensive services, beyond the scope of rapid re-housing case management, are
assessed for permanent supportive housing resources.
These guidelines are flexible to respond to the varied and changing needs of program participants,
including participants with zero income. A progressive approach is used to determine the duration and
amount of rent assistance. Financial assistance is not a standard “package” and is flexible enough to
adjust to households’ unique needs and resources, especially as participants’ financial circumstances or
housing costs change. However, case managers follow applicable grant guidelines for guidance on
eligible activities and the requirements and limitation of each.
The process for determining financial and supportive service provisions is outlined in the Rapid
Rehousing Policies and Procedures (see Attachment 5, page 28). The CoC is in the process of developing
Targeted Prevention Policies and Procedures, which will outline the same determination process as
rapid re-housing.

8. Are homeless assistance services available to the entire community? Include how the CoC/LPG
ensures services for: 1. Households located in all areas of the CoC/LPG service area; 2.
Singles/families, men/women, and the following harder to serve populations: sex offenders, large
families, medically fragile, LGBTQ+, unaccompanied youth; 3.Households with accessibility concerns
including language and mobility; 4. Households with limited or no personal phone or internet access.
(Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 4,329
The CoC’s homelessness response system is designed to ensure that all services are available to the
entire community. Policies are developed to ensure that people throughout the region are able to
access services if available. The CoC also recognizes that though policies were developed to
accommodate a majority of those in need of services, there is still a need for flexibility in order to
accommodate the unique needs of some populations:
The homelessness response system uses a 24/7 Homelessness Helpline, administered by Loisann’s Hope
House, to connect with persons experiencing or at risk of experiencing homelessness. The CoC also
partners with Empowerhouse, the community’s Domestic Violence (DV) provider, who provides a 24/7
DV hotline. Both phone lines are available throughout the entire CoC’s geographic area. Walk-ins are
also available at any service location; provider staff receive training on an annual basis in connecting
walk-ins to the helpline. Street outreach staff, comprised of staff from Micah Ecumenical Ministries and
the Community Services Board, have been trained on completing assessments to allow for more
flexibility in connecting those who may not be able or willing to walk-in or connect via phone. Outreach
staff and Homelessness Helpline staff partner together to connect folks without access to a phone to
services as they become available. All response system projects serve the entire CoC region and can
accept participants from any part of the community.
The response system has projects dedicated to each subpopulation: Thurman Brisben Center and
Empowerhouse serve both families and singles; Loisann’s Hope House serves families with children; and
Micah Ecumenical Ministries serves single women and men. However, providers have been
accommodating to increased need in a certain population when needed. Emergency shelters have used
vouchers to accommodate households outside of their target populations. For example, Micah has
made accommodations for families who seek the Cold Weather Shelter when other shelters are full,
offering hotel vouchers so that the Cold Weather Shelter can remain targeted for individuals, including
sex offenders, who would not be able to stay at the shelter if children were there.
Outreach is also used to identify harder-to-serve households. Partnerships with other community
organizations allow the response system to target those that may not otherwise seek services on their
own. The Community Services Board provides a PATH worker at the community’s drop-in center to help
target those with serious mental illness. Outreach from both DV and homeless providers occurs at least
monthly at local area psychiatric facilities. Micah Ecumenical Ministries partners with the local hospitals

in providing a medical respite shelter for those who are medically fragile. Empowerhouse does outreach
at the local hospitals to target DV survivors who may need medical attention.
Emergency shelters can accommodate larger families. In 2016, Empowerhouse opened their expanded
shelter, which increased space, allowing for the ability to accommodate large families and even host
multiple larger families at one time. Loisann’s Hope House and Thurman Brisben Center have been able
to accommodate large families by providing multiple family rooms to a family in order to accommodate
all family members at the same time. The community’s prioritization process for permanent housing
resources uses family size in the consideration of vulnerability and likelihood to self-resolve as part of
the prioritization process. The housing locator has partnered with landlords in the community to locate
larger housing units that would be able to accommodate large families.
All response system projects can accommodate all households, regardless of their make-up, and are
precluded from excluding any otherwise qualified persons who may identify as LGBTQ+ individuals, who
have an LGBT relationship, or who may be perceived as such. Dormitory-style shelters allow
transgendered individuals to stay in the dormitory of the gender they identify. Providers also attend
training on serving LGBTQ+ from the Virginia Anti-Violence Project and partner closely with
Fredericksburg Area HIV/AIDS Support Services (FAHASS) as an ally.
The CoC provides training for all coordinated entry staff on serving homeless youth. In 2019, the CoC
received a Housing Trust Fund grant targeting rapid re-housing to youth (18-24), and this funding has
been renewed for a second year. Response system providers partner closely with organizations serving
youth such as the Office on Youth, Juvenile Detention Center, and juvenile probation court services. The
CoC also partners closely with McKinney Veto liaisons in each school district. Students in need of
services are connected quickly to liaisons so that transportation and other needs can be provided to the
family.
Service locations are ADA compliant and can serve people with limited mobility. The homelessness
helpline and the DV helpline are equipped with language translation services, which allows callers to
complete an assessment in their language of choice. The DV hotline also has TTY capabilities.
9. Does the CoC/LPG have any requirements for assistance that could serve as a barrier to services (i.e.
birth certificate or photo ID, residency requirement)? What is the purpose of the requirements and
what efforts does the CoC/LPG make to assist households in need of services that do not or cannot
meet these requirements? (Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 3,348
The CoC does not have any requirements for assistance. The CoC is committed to targeting resources to
the most vulnerable and reducing barriers so that homelessness response system services are available
to all who need them. Admittance into homelessness response system services is based on need and
availability, with the lowest barriers to entry possible.

All response system providers recognize client households as they are self-defined. All persons and
households in need of services are admitted to programs without regard to actual or perceived sexual
orientation, gender identity, or marital status. Programs are prohibited from inquiring about an
applicant’s or participant’s sexual orientation or gender identity for the purpose of determining
eligibility or otherwise making services available. Though this does not prohibit an individual from
voluntarily self-identifying sexual orientation or gender identity, any volunteered information will not be
used to make decisions about eligibility.
The CoC has established a complaint process for any person or household who feels that they have been
treated unfairly or discriminated against by a response system provider. All persons seeking or utilizing
services are made aware of the opportunity to make a complaint, if needed, and are provided with the
information needed to file the complaint. All complaints and investigations will be handled by the
George Washington Regional Commission, the CoC Lead Agency.
In the spring of 2017, all emergency shelter providers participated in the Virginia Emergency Shelter
Learning Community sponsored by DHCD. From this learning community, the shelter providers have
worked to reduce barriers to entry to ensure that those in need of services are able to access them. All
shelter providers have taken steps to revise shelter rules to focus on maintaining safety rather than
control of participants. Changes included extending or removing curfew, eliminating rules focused on
behaviors, and researching how to include households outside of traditional target areas.
The CoC has also reduced barriers by implementing a data-driven process to prioritize the most
vulnerable for housing resources. The community-wide prioritization process targets resources to those
identified as the least likely to self-resolve based on VI-SPDAT score and other criteria.
Housing-focused shelter and rapid re-housing case management is driven by a housing plan and housing
barriers assessment, which identifies obstacles the household may face in trying to obtain housing. This
assessment is completed 24 to 72 hours after the household enters the program and is used by case
managers to work with clients to overcome barriers to housing as soon as they are identified.
The community housing locator identifies and engages landlords who will rent to high-barrier
households, including those with poor credit, criminal backgrounds, financial judgments, or inconsistent
income. Using the housing barriers assessment, the housing locator works to find rental units that
accommodate the unique needs of the household. The housing locator has been successful at finding
units for high-barrier households, including those with five or more children, persons with mobility
limitations, or persons with criminal history, poor credit, poor rental history, or low-to-no income.
10. Are there any existing barriers in the community that would prevent a household from accessing
services or permanent housing? What is the CoC/LPG doing to address these barriers? (Character
Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 3,746

Though the CoC places no restrictions or barriers on participants in accessing services, the community
has its own barriers that may hinder a participant’s ability to access services or housing. These barriers
include non-CoC-funded agency restrictions and community challenges, specifically around
transportation and affordable housing.
One of the community’s homeless shelters, who is not included in this request for funding, has some
barriers to entry that may limit a household’s ability to access their shelter. The agency has a special use
permit that places requirements on who the agency can offer services to. The special use permit, which
is required for them to operate at their current location, places a residency requirement on participants,
requiring that any admissions for longer than 7 days be for households who have been in the region for
at least 30 days. The CoC has encouraged the agency to file for a revision of the special use permit,
which was approved in 2005. Beyond the special use permit, the agency has rules that may deter
someone from entering shelter, such as early curfew; the agency also screens persons out for certain
criminal records or past behavior issues. The CoC has provided technical assistance to this provider to
work to reduce these barriers and has provided education and potential strategies to both the agency’s
staff and board.
On a community level, affordable housing continues to be an issue throughout the region. With fair
market rent starting at $1,380 for an efficiency for a majority of the region, many low-income
households lack the resources to afford available housing (HUD). The percent of rent-burdened
residents, those paying more than 30% of their income toward housing costs, ranges from 42% in
Caroline to 63% in Fredericksburg; three out of five of the region’s jurisdictions have a higher percentage
of rent-burdened households than the statewide average of 46% (Census Bureau). The CoC and its
providers have implemented strategies to mitigate these challenges, including hiring a community
housing locator and pairing clients with roommates whenever possible.
Transportation is also an issue in the region. With CoC services covering all of the 1,387 square miles of
the region, transportation to services has continued to be a challenge. Many participants rely on public
transportation to move throughout the region, but this service is limited. The CoC and its providers have
implemented strategies to mitigate these challenges, including implementing a phone-based
coordinated assessment process and providing bikes and bus tickets to assist participants with getting to
regular appointments.
In developing the current revision of its strategic plan, the CoC is looking at how to be more involved in
community conversations around issues impacting homelessness, including affordable housing and
transportation. For example, the George Washington Regional Commission is beginning a regional
affordable housing study, looking at the current affordable housing stock in the region and the
strategies that could be used in each locality to increase this stock. The CoC will partner with the other
community stakeholders to advocate for the affordable housing needs of the homeless population and
those with limited or zero income. CoC staffing is co-located with the Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan
Planning Organization (FAMPO), which is the federally required body responsible for transportation

planning in the Fredericksburg area. The CoC will participate in conversations around transportation in
order to advocate for the transportation needs of the homeless population in the region.
11. Identify membership of the CoC/LPG (list the nonprofit homeless service providers, faith-based
organizations, governments, businesses, advocates, school districts, hospitals, law enforcement, etc.
that participate in the CoC/LPG). For each entity listed, provide their participation rate in CoC/LPG
general meetings over the past calendar year (January 1, 2019 – December 31, 2019). If applicable,
what efforts are being made by the CoC/LPG to recruit new members and/or increase participation of
existing members? (Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 2,691
The CoC consists of over 55 organizations and individuals who provide a broad perspective to the regional
effort to prevent and end homelessness. The CoC solicits new members through a standing invitation on
the CoC website and through monthly invitations included on the CoC newsletter, which is distributed to
members and non-members of the CoC. Members of the CoC and CoC staff also extend personal
invitations to individuals with skills and expertise needed to support the CoC’s strategic plan. The CoC
hosts a quarterly information session for community members, which introduces the CoC and extends an
invitation to become a member, if not already. The CoC also has a Community Outreach Volunteer who
meets one-on-one with current and potential members to discuss the CoC and the role that they can play
by becoming a member or increasing their participation. There are also entities that currently participate
in the CoC that have not yet officially become members. For example, the City of Fredericksburg Police
Department participates in discharge planning conversations with the CoC but is not an official member
of the CoC. The CoC is working with these entities to formalize membership.

Formal CoC Members
Bragg Hill Family Life Center
Caroline County DSS
Central Virginia Housing Coalition
Couponing for a Cause
disAbility Resource Center
Dollars for Doorbells
EasterSeals
Empowerhouse
FailSafe
Fredericksburg Area HIV/AIDS Support Services (FAHASS)
Fredericksburg Area Food Bank
Fredericksburg City Schools
Fredericksburg Counseling Services
Fredericksburg DSS

Participation Rate in 2019
Quarterly Meetings
0%
100%
75%
25%
75%
0%
N/A
100%
75%
100%
0%
50%
75%
100%

Fredericksburg Planning Department
Fredericksburg SPCA
George Washington Regional Commission
Germanna Community College
Greater Fredericksburg Habitat for Humanity
Habitat for Humanity of Caroline County
Haven for Hero's
Healthy Generations Area Agency on Aging
Legal Aid Works
Lloyd F. Moss Free Clinic
Loisann's Hope House
Mary Washington Healthcare
McGuire VA Medical Center
Micah Ecumenical Ministries
New Directions COS
New Post Apartments
North Stafford Farmers Market
Northern Virginia Family Service
Office on Youth
Open Hand Fredericksburg
Project FAITH, Inc.
Quin Rivers
Rappahannock Area Community Services Board (RACSB)
Rappahannock Goodwill Industries
Rappahannock United Way
Recovery in Motion
Rhema Christian Ministry
Salvation Army
SERVE
Spotsylvania County DSS
Spotsylvania County Public Schools
Stafford County DSS
Stafford County Public Schools
Thurman Brisben Center
University of Mary Washington
Virginia Employment Commission
Warfighters Refuge Project

50%
25%
100%
100%
0%
0%
100%
0%
100%
25%
100%
0%
25%
75%
0%
25%
0%
0%
100%
0%
0%
0%
75%
100%
75%
0%
50%
50%
25%
50%
75%
75%
75%
75%
0%
50%
50%

12. Has your CoC/LPG examined its programs and systems for racial disparities? What was the result
of this examination and what is the CoC/LPG doing with this information? Have any actions been
taken to address the disparities (if applicable)? (Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 2,610
In 2019, the CoC conducted an analysis of racial and ethnic disparities within the community’s homeless
population and services. This analysis revealed differences in racial and ethnic composition within the
homeless population in comparison to both the general population and the population living in poverty.
African Americans are overrepresented in the homeless population compared to the population in
poverty as well as the total population of the region, while Whites are underrepresented. However, the
analysis showed no difference in racial groups’ access to homeless services or positive housing
outcomes; entries into housing programs and successful exits to permanent housing for each racial
group were similar. This analysis demonstrated that while racial and ethnic inequity is strongly apparent
in homelessness itself, it is not a significant factor in the provision of homeless services within the CoC.
The CoC’s racial disparity analysis is included as an attachment to this application (see Attachment 15).
At the completion of the analysis, CoC staff reported the summary to the System Planning Committee,
comprised of community homelessness response system providers. The providers discussed the findings
and potential CoC action needed to address the results. As the evaluation showed that the racial
disparity was not present in the CoC’s provided services, but rather the prevalence of homelessness
within a racial group, the committee agreed that efforts should be focused on the community disparity
rather than the services themselves.
The CoC is working to understand the role of race in homelessness within the region. The CoC will
continue to analyze the homelessness response system for racial disparities and report to appropriate
committees and CoC Board on the outcomes of these analyses at least annually. Further analysis on the
root cause of these disparities is needed. The CoC will analyze other disproportionately represented
groups to see if there is a connection. The CoC will look to understand the intersection between the
homelessness response system and other public systems such as corrections, foster care, and healthcare
to better understand how disparities in those sectors may affect disparities in homelessness.
In developing the current revision of its strategic plan, the CoC is looking at how to be more involved in
community conversations around issues impacting homelessness, including those that contribute to
racial and ethnic disparities within the community’s homeless population. Participation may include
advocacy and providing CoC data, as appropriate.
13. List the proposed projects for VHSP and HOPWA funding. (Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 5,150

The CoC is requesting $1,268,186 in VHSP and HOPWA funding to support the community homelessness
response system. This request is a 12.6% increase over the FY20 allocation. The additional dollars will
reduce the number of households becoming homeless and reduce the overall rate of formerly homeless
households returning to homelessness by increasing capacity for targeted prevention resources; reduce
the overall length of homelessness in the community by increasing capacity for outreach, shelter, rapid
re-housing, and HOPWA; and increase coordination among response system providers by maintaining
the centralized coordinated assessment process and expanding CoC planning capacity.
Outreach
The CoC requests $31,200 to fund outreach services administered by Micah Ecumenical Ministries. This
request will increase outreach case management capacity by .5 FTE. Micah’s outreach program will
provide case management services to those that are living on the street and target those that would
otherwise not seek services on their own.
Coordinated Assessment
The CoC requests $72,788 in coordinated assessment funding for Loisann’s Hope House to continue to
administer the CoC’s centralized coordinated assessment process. This funding will be used to continue
to employee 2 full-time central intake coordinators, who are responsible for responding to all
coordinated assessment calls/walk-ins, assessing for service needs, facilitating diversion whenever
possible, and coordinating referrals. This funding allows the CoC to support a centralized access point for
all persons experiencing or at risk of experiencing homelessness, ensuring that they are assessed
objectively and referred to needed services quickly.
Targeted Prevention
The CoC requests $180,040 in targeted prevention funding to directly assist people at imminent risk of
homelessness and coordinate local resources for diversion efforts. This funding will support two fulltime prevention case managers and provide financial assistance to prevention clients. This funding is a
$20,000 increase over FY20 requests in order to better support prevention clients as the population has
become more vulnerable.
Shelter Operations
The CoC requests $170,076 to fund emergency shelter operations and housing-focused case
management administered by Empowerhouse ($44,076), Micah ($46,000), and Loisann’s Hope House
($80,000).
The shelter operations request includes costs for Loisann’s Hope House, who has not received funds in
this category before. In addition, the request includes an additional $18,885 in shelter case management
for Micah to add .25 additional shelter case managers to the Micah Respite shelter. These increases will
allow additional time to be devoted toward housing-focused case management to help clients move
more quickly into permanent housing.
Rapid Re-Housing

The CoC requests $554,744, to fund the community’s rapid re-housing activities. Empowerhouse
($115,414), Loisann’s Hope House ($140,272), and Micah ($249,058) will provide financial assistance
and case management. In addition, the CoC requests $50,000 for Micah to provide community housing
location services.
CoC Planning
The CoC requests $58,252 in CoC planning funding to support the George Washington Regional
Commission’s (GWRC’s) continued role as lead agency. The CoC planning request includes an additional
$18,252 to increase staff capacity by .5 FTE. Currently, CoC staffing consists of one full-time CoC
Coordinator and 7 hours per week of GWRC’s Deputy Director’s time. The additional CoC planning funds,
and associated match, would replace the GWRC Deputy Director’s time with 20 hours per week under a
new position. The Deputy Director’s activities would shift to the CoC Coordinator, and the new position
would assist in completing ongoing daily/weekly tasks of the CoC usually taken on by the CoC
Coordinator. Overall, this would allow the CoC Coordinator to spend more time on higher-level CoC
work, such as compiling and analyzing data to inform decision making, seeking ways to diversify system
funding, and providing deeper project and system evaluation and technical assistance.
HMIS
The CoC requests $39,310 for the purpose of collecting and reporting grant-required data in HMIS.
Funds will support staff time and licensing fees for Loisann’s Hope House ($22,429) and Micah ($6,881).
GWRC requests $10,000 to pay for licensing fees, reducing the cost passed on to providers.
Administration
The CoC requests $21,776 to support administration of the projects explained above. This funding will
be allocated to Empowerhouse ($4,727), GWRC (1,748), Loisann’s Hope House ($12,801), and Micah
($2,500).
HOPWA
The CoC requests $140,000 for Fredericksburg Area HIV/AIDS Support Services (FAHASS) to operate
HOPWA. This funding will support housing services to eligible clients in King George, Madison, Orange,
and Westmoreland Counties through the following programs: Tenant-Based Rental Assistance ($52,000);
Short-Term Rent, Mortgage, and Utility Assistance ($26,500); Permanent Housing Placement ($10,000);
and Housing Case Management ($42,000). FAHASS also requests $9,500 for administration.
14. Discuss the process to determine service providers included in this application. Provide details on
any providers who were not selected to be included in this application, including the reason.
(Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 4,671

The CoC determined the service providers and funding request for this application through the process
outlined in the FRCoC Funding Policies & Procedures, which governs the solicitation, review, selection,
and ranking of projects for funding through collaborative applications in order to ensure an objective,
transparent, and competitive funding process.
The Funding & Performance Committee, with CoC staff support, developed VHSP application forms and
scoring sheets; these documents were approved by the CoC Board at its meeting on February 6, 2020.
Following this approval, CoC staff posted to the CoC website and distributed to the full CoC
membership the local NOFA, VHSP application forms, attachment templates, and scoring sheets. In
addition, CoC staff hosted an information session on the application process for all interested
applicants on February 13, 2020.
Project applications were submitted to CoC staff by February 28, 2020 at noon. CoC staff submitted all
project applications to the Funding & Performance Committee to review and score individually using
Board-approved scoring sheets.
The Funding & Performance Committee met on March 6, 2020 to finalize application scores and rank
projects. Committee members compiled scores and comments to complete one final scoring sheet for
each application. The Committee then determined for each project application whether to accept the
application at the full amount, accept the application at a reduced amount, or reject the application.
One project application was rejected and all applying applicants were accepted. Project applications
that were accepted were then ranked based on project type, project application score, population
group served by the project, levels of unmet need, and other factors. The renewal CoC Planning project
was placed at the top of the ranking per the guidance in the FRCoC Funding Policies & Procedures, as
the system relies on this project to operate.
CoC staff then notified each applicant of the Funding & Performance Committee’s ranking
recommendations and provided the completed scoring sheet for each project application. CoC staff
also included specific instructions regarding the point of contact and deadline for appeals.
No appeals were submitted by the posted deadline of March 11, 2020 at noon, so the Funding &
Performance Committee submitted the original ranking recommendations to the CoC Board for final
approval. The CoC Board approved the ranking as recommended at its meeting on March 19, 2020. CoC
staff then notified each applicant of the CoC Board’s final approval.
Following the CoC Board’s final approval, CoC staff posted to the CoC website and distributed to the full
CoC membership the completed collaborative application, project ranking, and project applications for
public review.

Once the CoC is notified of the final amount that DHCD will award to the community, the CoC will
follow the project application ranking to determine adjustments as needed. Projects will be allocated
funding in the order they are ranked until all funding has been allocated. Any funding for which DHCD
specifies the category will be allocated only to projects of that category, even if they are ranked below
projects that ultimately do not receive funding.
Upon funding allocation, a project applicant can choose to reduce the amount of or eliminate a project
for any of the following reasons:
• Other funding has been secured for the project that can replace all or part of the requested
VHSP funding
• The project is partially funded and not viable at the partial amount
• The agency is no longer able to carry out the proposed project
In the event that a project is reduced or eliminated, recaptured funding will be allocated to remaining
projects in the order they are ranked until all funding has been allocated. Any recaptured funding for
which DHCD specifies the category will be allocated only to projects of that category, even if they are
ranked below projects that ultimately do not receive funding. If there are no remaining projects of the
specified category, the CoC will solicit proposals, in accordance with the Funding Policies & Procedures,
for projects in that category. In the event that a CoC planning or coordinated entry project is eliminated
and results in insufficient system coverage, the CoC shall solicit proposals, in accordance with the
Funding Policies & Procedures, for projects in that category to ensure sufficient system coverage.
The FRCoC Funding Policies & Procedures, FRCoC 2019 Policy Priorities, local NOFA, application forms,
scoring sheets, and final ranking sheet are included as an attachment to this application (see
Attachment 14).
15. Describe the level of oversight the CoC/LPG has over the implementation of VHSP- and HOPWAfunded project activities by the service providers. Has the CoC/LPG adopted a formal monitoring
process to ensure quality of program service provision and adherence to HSNH and program-specific
guidelines? How does the CoC/LPG regularly review the expenditure rates of each service provider to
ensure grant funds are used in a timely and efficient manner? (Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 3,375
The CoC Coordinator is responsible for fulfilling all CoC responsibilities as well as providing project and
system oversight and technical assistance to homelessness response system providers. The CoC
Coordinator partners with VHSP grantees and other response system providers to determine
improvement needs and monitor service implementation through the CoC’s System Planning
Committee. The System Planning Committee meets on a monthly basis and discusses the functioning of
the homelessness response system to determine improvement needs, coordination issues, and service

gaps. The CoC Coordinator provides informal technical assistance in these meetings and one-on-one, as
needed.
Over the last year, the CoC has developed and adopted Project Performance Standards. These standards
were developed by the Funding & Performance Committee with staff support and were drawn from
federal, state, and local standards. Service providers submitted input on the standards through the
CoC’s System Planning Committee. The standards were also posted on the CoC website for public
comment. The standards were approved by the CoC Board at their February 6, 2020 meeting. The
Project Performance Standards will be used to evaluate all homelessness response system projects and
provide technical assistance to guide improvement, regardless of project funding source. The results of
this evaluation will be used to make decisions on how to best improve system functioning and identify
strengths and gaps in services. Overall, the evaluation process will guide how the service providers
create and implement the homelessness response system in a way that helps to move the needle on
preventing and ending homelessness for all populations across the region. Ultimately, the results of the
evaluation and monitoring process will also help to guide funding decisions to ensure that the CoC is
funding high-performing projects, addressing gaps in services, and staying competitive for funding.
The approved Project Performance Standards are included as an attachment to this application (see
Attachment 13).
The CoC is in the process of developing a CoC-level monitoring and evaluation plan to formalize a
process for CoC monitoring, evaluation, and technical assistance. This process has occurred in the past
but has been mostly informal. The additional funding requested in CoC Planning will be targeted at
increasing the capacity of CoC staff to allow for deeper data analysis and deeper project evaluation and
monitoring. Daily required tasks usually completed by the CoC Coordinator will be moved to the new
part-time CoC staff position, allowing the CoC Coordinator to spend more time on higher-level CoC
work, such as compiling and analyzing data to inform decision making, seeking ways to diversify system
funding, and providing deeper project and system evaluation and technical assistance.
In addition, the CoC has leveraged assistance from an AmeriCorps VISTA project. The George
Washington Regional Commission (GWRC) is currently hosting an AmeriCorps VISTA through the Virginia
Housing Alliance (VHA) AmeriCorps VISTA Program, supported by funding from the Virginia Housing
Development Authority (VHDA). The current VISTA started in August 2019 and will be with the CoC for
one year. Their role is to provide technical assistance to the CoC’s homelessness response system
partners. The VISTA assists providers with implementing new processes that align with best practices
and expectations of the CoC, as well as state and federal funders, in order to meet requirements and
stay competitive for funding. GWRC has been approved for a second-year VISTA to continue this work in
FY21.
The CoC Coordinator has read-only access to each grantee’s CAMS account, and regularly checks
drawdowns for VHSP grantees to ensure that funds are being expended in a timely manner. CoC staff
and grantee providers also participate in quarterly calls with the community’s Housing Program

Manager at DHCD, in which expenditure rates are discussed. For all grant cycles, CoC staff provide
drawdown information to the Funding and Performance Committee. This information is used to
evaluate the capacity of the grantee to efficiently expend funding if awarded.
Part II + III

Proposed Grantees (VHSP and HOPWA)

16. For each direct service proposed grantee, describe in detail how the organization implements a
Housing First approach. Include specific examples of how the organization implements a Housing First
approach such as organizational or programmatic policies, procedures, guidelines, etc. (Character
Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 5,045
Empowerhouse’s priority for participants is safety. Empowerhouse advocates first assess safety needs of
participants and address any dangers that arise as a result of that assessment. Once safety concerns are
addressed and stabilized, advocates begin to work with clients on their housing plans, focusing on exits
to safe, permanent housing as quickly as possible. Shelter staff complete housing plans with all
participants to identify potential housing options and needed services and resources in order to obtain
and maintain housing. Per Empowerhouse policies, there are no pre-conditions for project enrollment
and clients are not required to engage in services in order to access housing resources. Housing
resources are prioritized and targeted to those least likely to self-resolve and most vulnerable. Per
Empowerhouse policies, “the goals of Rapid Re-Housing case management are to help households
obtain and move into permanent housing, to support households to stabilize in housing, and to connect
them to community and mainstream services and supports.” However, staff support every participant
on a voluntary basis, promoting self-determination and client choice. Clients have the right to refuse any
services and are not at risk of losing housing assistance by doing so.
Participants who are eligible for housing under HOPWA funding receive comprehensive assessment of
needs and available resources. Fredericksburg Area HIV/AIDS Support Services (FAHASS) programs
operate off the premise that housing is a main determinant of medication adherence and other health
outcomes. Case managers work with the consumer on budgeting, employment readiness training, and
other resources that could improve their situation and engender positive health outcome. FAHASS aims
to empower the client to housing and then to self-sufficiency.
Loisann’s Hope House implements a Housing First approach by quickly and successfully connecting
families experiencing homelessness to permanent housing without preconditions and barriers to entry
such as sobriety, treatment, or service participation requirements. Shelter case management is housingfocused, discussing housing goals starting at entry. Loisann’s Hope House fosters client choice at every
step of the housing process. Housing case managers meet with clients to assist in determining
reasonable rent range and the family unit needs for childcare services, schools, transportation, and
employment which would assist in maintaining housing once obtained. Housing case managers work
with and on behalf of households to meeting application and housing requirements, such as obtaining

identifying documentation. The Housing Locator and household look at a variety of properties, allowing
the client access to self-determination and the right to make decisions that directly impact their housing
outcomes. While a housing unit is being identified, the family continues to meet with their Housing
Counselor to develop goals and understand the challenges they may encounter after move in.
Stabilization plans are person-centered and based on each individual’s strengths. Once families are
successfully housed housing case managers continue to visit and work with clients at least once a month
to ensure stabilization. Clients in the program also gain access to wrap-around system of care, which
heavily focuses on connectivity to community services that ensure long-term stabilization. The resources
include warm hand offs to Social Services, the Community Services Board, Virginia Employment
Commission, Rappahannock Area Regional Adult Education, and Legal Aid Works. All services are
voluntary throughout the housing process and clients refusing services are not at risk of losing
assistance.
Policies and procedures for all Micah programs begin with the goal of transitioning people to
permanent housing, regardless of their barriers, presumed sustainability, or background. Upon
assignment in the community prioritization process, Micah’s housing team makes a referral to
the housing locator who starts identifying units. While the locator works on finding housing, housing
case managers begin housing-focused case management that continues after move in. This process
starts with an assessment in eight areas—basic needs, community resources, physical health, mental
health, barriers to housing stabilization, income, education and social support. Based on information
gathered from this strength-based, trauma-informed tool, case managers work with clients to identify
the top areas that need to be addressed to support successful transition into housing. Housing-focused
goals generally include obtaining identification, identifying a path toward income (i.e. employment or
disability), setting up public benefits, and addressing identified medical or mental health needs, as
prioritized by the client and often most relevant to making a case for disability. The process moves
forward regardless of how high the client’s barriers, and services are never required in order to receive
assistance.
17. For each direct service proposed grantee, does the organization as a whole or specific program for
which funding is requested have any rules or requirements for assistance that could act as a barrier to
services (i.e. birth certificate or photo ID, residency requirement, participation requirement)? What is
the purpose of the requirement(s) and what efforts does the organization make to assist households
in need of services that do not or cannot meet the requirement(s)? (Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 2,134
The Empowerhouse emergency shelter has a curfew of 8 PM on weekdays and 11 PM on the weekend.
Shelter staff conduct a safety evaluation each night, which includes accounting for all residents and
setting an alarm system. As the emergency shelter is in an undisclosed location to protect survivors
fleeing abusive partners, this protocol limits foot traffic in the building and allows any concerns of
missing residents be addressed. Individuals who have employment that requires a more flexible
schedule, or another unique situation, are granted accommodations by the shelter staff to support

individual needs. No other rules or requirements are in place that would be considered a barrier to
services.
Currently, Fredericksburg Area HIV/AIDS Support Services (FAHASS) requires that clients are HIV positive
and meet HUD eligibility guidelines. The HOPWA case manager troubleshoots any documentation that is
missing, and if the client is ineligible, refers them to other possible resources.
All Loisann’s Hope House’s projects meet the required criteria for a low barrier approach to program
entry. There are no rules or requirements for assistance or services.
Micah understands that, in many cases, the services it provides are a last resort. Staff is therefore
committed to trying all strategies possible before exiting people from a program. All of Micah’s supports
are voluntary, and people utilize the resources at varying degrees. Some are successful at sustainability
using a minimum number of supports while others are significantly impacted by minimal engagement.
While the burden of engagement responsibility is on the case manager, the program participant may
eventually face natural consequences if they do not participate in what is offered and have not been
able to make progress with their own devices. In the rare case of termination, Micah seeks alternative
arrangements that will reset the course and get them back on track toward sustainability. Micah does
not maintain a permanent “do not admit” list and often welcome people to return multiple times; this
can mean re-housing people multiple times or bringing them back into shelter, even after a negative
exit.
18. For each proposed grantee, does your agency have the capacity to administer the requested
funding? Will project activities be ready to begin on July 1? If any portion of the funding request is to
pay for a new staff position, how will the agency ensure position is filled in a timely manner?
(Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 5,489
The proposed grantees have several years, and decades combined, experience administering state and
federal funding, and all have taken steps to ensure proper cash flow and staff capacity for grant funds.
All proposed grantees are currently receiving VHSP/HOPWA funds and administering these programs
successfully. All VHSP grantees fully expended their FY19 funding and expect to fully expend FY20
funding by the end of the fiscal year. Some of these grantees have been able to take on additional
allocations from other communities in past years as well as this year to assist with overall state
spending.
Empowerhouse has been providing confidential domestic violence assistance and shelter since 1978.
Empowerhouse is an accredited Virginia domestic violence program and currently manages 7 federal
and state grants; Empowerhouse has administered federal grants since 2009 and state homeless
services grants since the 1980s. For the past year, Empowerhouse has employed a grants manager to
support the work of data collection and reporting requirements. The Executive Director and Assistant

Director are charged with financial management and overseeing administration and have done so for
over 15 years. Empowerhouse’s Board of Directors, comprised of realtors, business owners, lawyers,
financial institutions, physicians, developers, marketing specialists, retirees, and others, meets monthly
in board and committee meetings to oversee operations and current initiatives. The organization has
written financial procedures and internal controls to account for grant funding that support the tracking
of program budgets by revenue and expenses. Multiple individuals are involved in the handling of funds
in order to provide a separation of duties across the staff using best practices to minimize or eliminate
the possibility of mishandling funds. The organization has not experienced any legal proceedings or
suspension of funds for any reasons by any authority. As this grant is a continuation of current VHSP
funding, activities will be ready to begin on July 1, 2020.
Fredericksburg Area HIV/AIDS Support Services (FAHASS) has provided integrated wellness, prevention,
and health navigation services since 1993, administered federal funding through HOPWA since 2005,
and Ryan White since 1999. FAHASS has experience with Housing and Urban Development requirements
and guidelines and maintains compliance. FAHASS’ Board of Directors, comprised of local healthcare
professionals, educators, and other community members, meets monthly to oversee operations and
current initiatives. FAHASS will be hiring additional staff, as they leverage housing funding diversely to
support three housing case managers. The third case manager will be hired by April 1, 2020, well before
the grant cycle begins. As this grant is a continuation of current HOPWA funding, activities will be ready
to begin on July 1, 2020.
The George Washington Regional Commission (GWRC) has been providing regional planning services to
Planning District 16 since 1961. GWRC has been the HMIS Lead Agency since 2008 and the CoC Lead
Agency since 2014. GWRC administers several state and federal grants and has administered HUD CoC
Program grants since 2008 and VHSP grants since 2014. GWRC maintains consistent drawdowns and
does not have any unresolved monitoring or audit findings. GWRC’s Board of Commissioners, comprised
of elected officials from the five local governments of Planning District 16, meets monthly to oversee
operations and current initiatives. As this grant is a continuation of GWRC’s current VHSP funding,
activities will be ready to begin on July 1, 2020. If the CoC Planning expansion is awarded, GWRC stands
ready to fill the new position in a timely manner.
Loisann’s Hope House (LHH) has been providing shelter to homeless families since 1987. LHH
administered HUD CoC grants for transitional housing for 20 years before transitioning into an
emergency shelter in October 2016. LHH also has administered state homeless services grants since
1997. The Chief Executive Officer and Chief Operating Officer bring a combined experience of over 30
years in leadership and homeless services. Staff includes an internal financial manager, who oversees
the organization’s finances. LHH’s Board of Directors, comprised of business owners, academics,
healthcare professionals, legal experts, and other community members, meets monthly to oversee
operations and current initiatives. As this grant is a continuation of current VHSP funding, activities will
be ready to begin on July 1, 2020.

Micah Ecumenical Ministries has been supporting people experiencing chronic homelessness and
identifying pathways to sustainable housing since 2005. Micah has administered HUD CoC grants for
permanent supportive housing since 2011 and state homeless services grants since 2010. Staff includes
a fulltime bookkeeper/administrative position who, supported by the Executive Director, oversees the
organization’s finances. Between these two positions, checks are cut on an at least weekly basis,
remittances are submitted for grant reimbursement monthly and quarterly reports are compiled as
requested. Financial and risk management policies govern financial practices. Micah’s Board of
Directors, comprised of representatives from its founding churches, meets monthly to oversee
operations and current initiatives. As this grant is a continuation of current VHSP funding, activities will
be ready to begin on July 1, 2020.
19. For each proposed grantee, discuss the capacity of your organization to implement VHSP or
HOPWA-funded activities. Include a list of the applicable certificates of training for direct program
staff. (Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 3,958
The proposed grantees have experience administering VHSP projects, and staff of these programs have
gained skills through both experience and training that allow them to successfully support the clients of
these programs. In addition to the training, certifications, and education listed below, the CoC provides
regular training opportunities through the CoC Case Management Learning Series. This series provides
community case managers with training on various topics impacting homelessness in order to ensure
that case managers throughout the homelessness response system stay up to date on best practices and
case management skills. Topics of the learning series have included opioid addition, supporting persons
with mental health, working with youth, Medicaid expansion, trauma-informed care, domestic violence,
and sexual assault.
Empowerhouse staff members are required to complete 40-hour DV training and 20-hour continuing
education training each year. Empowerhouse staff training covers human trafficking, drug training, crisis
de-escalation, children resiliency, LGBTQ+ training with the Virginia Anti Violence Project, Trauma
Informed Services, Mental Health First Aid, CPR/First Aid, and SPDAT Case Management. The Shelter
Director also works as an Action Alliance trainer on domestic violence and crisis intervention, and the
Housing and Healthcare Case Manager is a trained nurse. Multiple staff members are also bilingual.
Fredericksburg Area HIV/AIDS Support Services’ (FAHASS’) Housing Case Managers have various training
and certificates. The case managers actively participate in the HUD Exchange online training courses
such as Financial Management 101 and HOPWA Reporting. Two case managers will work under HOPWANVRC and one case manager will work under RWB-Innovative Housing Assistance Program. HOPWA
funding through DHCD supports half of one case manager and supports the remaining costs of the other
case managers.

The George Washington Regional Commission’s (GWRC’s) CoC Planning project is staffed by one fulltime employee. The CoC Coordinator has 4 years of experience in direct service and Master’s in Social
Work Administration, Planning, and Policy Practice from Virginia Commonwealth University. She has
also completed the 20-hour Excellence in Leadership course through the Corporation for Supportive
Housing (CSH) and the 40-hour domestic violence training through Empowerhouse. If the CoC Planning
expansion is awarded, GWRC will create a .5 FTE position to support the CoC Coordinator with
administrative tasks.
With over 20 years of collective experience and secondary degrees in the human services field, the
Loisann’s Hope House team is trained to provide home-based, housing-focused case management. All
staff have been trained in best practice techniques such as trauma-informed care and motivational
interviewing. The Loisann’s Hope House team stays current on relevant research, theory, and best
practices by requiring all staff to earn a minimum of 16 continuing education hours each year.
Micah Ecumenical Ministries supports a full-time staff of 15 and part-time staff of 4. The housing team
includes a working supervisor, two full-time rapid re-housing case managers, two supportive housing
case managers, and a community housing locator. Qualifications for the team include psychology, social
work, and sociology degrees; the supervisor is also a registered nurse. All medical respite staff are
qualified mental health professionals, as certified by the Virginia Department of Behavioral Health and
Developmental Services, and are certified in CPR/First Aid, Therapeutic Options, Mental Health First Aid,
Human Rights, and Medication Management. Recently all Micah case management staff were SOAR
certified. In addition, one case manager is currently pursuing a substance abuse counselor certificate.
The community housing locator housed at Micah has real estate experience, and familiarity with the
MRIS system.
20. Proposed HOPWA-providers only, what safeguards and provisions are in place to protect clients’
HIV/AIDS statuses from landlords and other third parties. (Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 247
All checks and identifying information from Fredericksburg Area HIV/AIDS Support Services (FAHASS) are
sent out under the name Fredericksburg Area Housing Assistance Service. This removes the possibility of
any inadvertent disclosure of the client’s HIV status and any possible HIPAA violations.
21. Proposed HOPWA-providers only, detail the other funding sources the agency has access to for
housing individuals with HIV/AIDS and which community services are leveraged for HOPWA project
participants. (Character Limit: 6000)
Character Count: 615
Fredericksburg Area HIV/AIDS Support Services (FAHASS) receives housing funding from four additional
sources: Housing Opportunities for Persons With AIDS (a grant administered by the Northern Virginia

Regional Commission); Ryan White Part B Innovative Housing Assistance Program; Community
Development Block Grant specific to zip code 22401; and Ryan White Part B Emergency Financial
Assistance (housing). All of FAHASS’ clients are given a resource guide listing agencies within the region
that offer social services, and if needed, referrals to those agencies are made on behalf of the client to
ensure that continuity of care and stable housing are maintained.
22. For fiscal agents and service coordinators only: Detail the sub-contracted agencies that will be
administering the VHSP- or HOPWA-funded activity(s). Include a discussion of their capacity to carry
out the project in adherence with HSNH and program-specific guidelines. How will your agency
monitor the funded activities provided by the sub-contracted agencies? (Character Limit: 6000)
Not applicable.

VA-514 Fredericksburg Regional CoC
FY21 VHSP Application
Attachment 1: Spending Plan

VA-514 Fredericksburg Regional CoC
FY21 VHSP Application
Attachment 2: CoC Certifications and
Assurances

Continuum of Care (CoC) Certification
To be completed by the CoC or local planning group (LPG) for the Balance of State CoC.
Answer the following:
1.
Name of CoC/LPG: Fredericksburg Regional CoC (VA-514)
2.

Authorized lead CoC/LPG organization: George Washington Regional Commission

3.

Does your CoC/LPG have a written governance structure in place that specifies roles and responsibilities including
decision making processes?
Yes
No. If no, please explain: Click or tap here to enter text.

4.

Does your CoC/LPG have a currently operational centralized or coordinated homeless services assessment system?
Yes
No. If no, please explain: Click or tap here to enter text.

5.

Verify that your CoC
centralized or coordinated assessment system:
Provides coordinated program participant intakes, assessments, and referrals
Covers the CoC or planning group geographic area
Provides easy access for individuals and families seeking housing or services
Provides a comprehensive and standardized assessment tool
Has written standards for determining eligibility, prioritization, and a standard for determining the level of assistance
If any of the above mentioned items are in the development stages, please explain: Click or tap here to enter text.

6.

Does your CoC (or local planning group) have a Ten Year Plan to end homelessness?
Yes
No
In development, please explain: Click or tap here to enter text.

7.

The CoC/LPG agrees to coordinate with statewide data collection efforts including conducting the annual point-in-time
count on the day designated by DHCD and providing state-level HMIS data for planning purposes.
Yes
No
The CoC/LPG agrees to have a HMIS system in place that aligns with HUD and state data standards and facilitates
maximum participation by CoC service providers.
Yes
No
The CoC/LPG has adopted HMIS policies and procedures that include the following: (check all that apply).
Service provider participation, service coordination, and service coverage requirements
A data quality plan
A confidentiality and security plan
Other comments: Click or tap here to enter text.

8.

9.

10.

Signature of Continuum of Care Chairperson
(or local planning group lead)
Susanna Finn, CoC Board Chair
Printed Name, Title

02/25/2020
________________
Date
City of Fredericksburg
Agency

For questions or guidance, contact: Kendall Cloeter, Kendall.Cloeter@dhcd.virginia.gov

Last revised January 2020

VA-514 Fredericksburg Regional CoC
FY21 VHSP Application
Attachment 3: Organizational
Certifications and Assurances

GRANTEE CERTIFICATIONS AND ASSURANCES
I, Meghann Cotter, authorized representative of Micah Ministries, on behalf of the organization do
hereby certify that, if an award is received, the organization will conform to all programmatic
regulations, guidelines and requirements set forth in the application, in the grant agreement, and
in the program guidelines while conducting grant activities for the program funded.
To this end, I certify/assure the following: (check all applicable)
1.

☒

The program supported by grant funds will be delivered on a non-discriminatory basis consistent with the Fair
Housing Act of 1988 and the Virginia Fair Housing Law.

2.

☒

The organization will provide all activities under the program in a manner that is free from religious influence.

3.

☒

The organization will not require a fee or donation as a condition for receiving assistance.

4.

☒

5.

☒

6.

☒

7.

☒

8.

☒

The organization will insure the confidentiality of program participants.

9.

☒

The organization will follow a board approved grievance and termination policy.

10.

☒

11.

☒

12.

☒

13.

☒

The organization has current HMIS licenses.

14.

☒

The organization will meet all HMIS data standards.

15.

☒

The organization agrees to participate in state data collection efforts.

16.

☒

The organization is free of outstanding DHCD or other findings or issues.

17.

☒

The organization has no unresolved IRS findings/issues.

The organization operates in a facility that is in compliance with applicable state and local health, building, and fire
safety codes, or agrees to make necessary improvements/repairs for code compliance.
The organization shall maintain and operate under a standardized set of procurement procedures designed to assure
efficient and proper expenditure of grant funds.
The organization will administer a policy to ensure a workplace that is free from the illegal use, possession or
distribution of drugs or alcohol by its employees and/or beneficiaries.
The organization will maintain and operate under a standardized conflict of interest procedure for employees and
members of the board.

The organization will implement a plan to maximize mainstream resources toward meeting program participant
needs.
The organization will adhere to generally accepted accounting principles, generally accepted auditing standards,
State and Local laws.
The organization will participate in the local CoC (or local planning group) centralized or coordinated assessment
system.

Signature of Authorized Representative
Meghann Cotter
Last revised February 2018

2/26/2020
Date

VA-514 Fredericksburg Regional CoC
FY21 VHSP Application
Attachment 4: Year One Request

CoC/LPG Name:
VIRGINIA HOMELESS SOLUTIONS PROGRAM (fiscal year 2020-2021) - Year one request
ENTER REQUEST FOR YEAR ONE ONLY. Request must be in whole dollars with no $ sign. Totals will autocalculate.
Organization

Outreach

Empowerhouse
FAHASS
George Washginton Regional Commission
Loisann's Hope House
Micah Ecumenical Ministries

Total

Centralized or
Coordinated
Assessment /
Entry

Targeted
Prevention

Emergency
Shelter
Operations

Rapid Re-housing

0
0
0
0
31200

0
0
0
72,788
0

0
0
0
180,040
0

44,076
0
0
80,000
46,000

115414
0
0
140,272
299,058

31,200

72,788

180,040

170,076

554,744

BASE
REQUEST
159,490
0
0
473,100
376,258
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,008,848

CoC/LPG Planning
HMIS (up to 5%)
(up to 7%)

Administration
(up to 3%)

0
0
58,252
0

0
0
10,000
22,429
6,881

4,727
0
1,748
12,801
2,500

58,252
5.774110669

39,310
3.89652356

21,776
2.158501578

TOTAL
REQUEST
(excluding
HOPWA)
164,217
0
70,000
508,330
385,639
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,128,186

HOPWA (enter
the total HOPWA
request; detail
must be provided
below)

GRAND
TOTAL

164,217
140,000
70,000
508,330
385,639
0
0
0
0
0
0
140,000 1,268,186
140,000

HOPWA request only (total must match HOPWA request above in column K)
Organization
FAHASS
Total

Enter request in whole dollars with no $ sign. Totals will autocalculate.
TBRA

STRMU

SS

PHP

Admin

HIS

52,000

26,500

42,000

10,000

0

9,500

52,000

26,500

42,000

10,000

0

9,500

HOPWA Total

140,000
0
140,000
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VA-514 Fredericksburg Regional CoC
FY21 VHSP Application
Attachment 5: CoC/LPG Level Policies
and Procedures/Service Standards

Note: In January 2018, the Fredericksburg Regional CoC approved their
Coordinated Entry Policies and Procedures outlining the Homelessness Response
System used for our community. These policies are currently being reviewed and
updated, and are expected to be approved by July 1, 2020.
Also included in this attachment are the CoC’s community-wide Rapid Re-Housing
Policies and Procedures, adopted on June 21, 2017.

Fredericksburg Regional Continuum of Care
Coordinated Entry Policies & Procedures
Table of Contents
I. Policy Intent ............................................................................................................................................... 3
II. Definitions ................................................................................................................................................. 3
III. Guiding Principles..................................................................................................................................... 4
Housing First ............................................................................................................................................. 4
IV. Marketing................................................................................................................................................. 5
Primary Target- Potential System Users ................................................................................................... 5
Secondary Target- Community Partners................................................................................................... 5
V. Access ....................................................................................................................................................... 6
Access Points ............................................................................................................................................. 6
Accessibility ........................................................................................................................................... 6
After Hour Access.................................................................................................................................. 7
Access for Domestic Violence ............................................................................................................... 7
Providers Who Are Not Access Points ...................................................................................................... 7
VI. Assessment .............................................................................................................................................. 7
Standardized Assessments........................................................................................................................ 8
Coordinated Assessment Tool .............................................................................................................. 8
Diversion ............................................................................................................................................... 8
Housing Barrier Assessment ................................................................................................................. 8
VI-SPDAT ............................................................................................................................................... 8
Assessor Training ...................................................................................................................................... 8
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Client Protections and Autonomy............................................................................................................. 9
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Emergency Services ................................................................................................................................ 10
Homelessness Prevention ................................................................................................................... 10
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I. Policy Intent
The CoC Program Interim Rule requires CoCs to establish coordinated entry systems. All projects of the
CoC’s homelessness response system are required to participate in coordinated entry.
The primary goals for coordinated entry are for assistance to be allocated as effectively as possible and
to be easily accessible, no matter where or how people present. The priority of the coordinated entry
system is to assess each situation and rule out other options before offering services designated for
those experiencing or at imminent risk of homelessness.
The Fredericksburg Regional Continuum of Care (CoC) develops, implements, and refines a
homelessness response system that ensures homelessness is prevented whenever possible and is
otherwise rare, brief, and non-recurring. This policy governs the administration of the CoC’s
homelessness response system, including coordinated entry, outreach, diversion, prevention,
emergency shelter, rapid re-housing, permanent supportive housing, and housing location. All projects
of the CoC’s homelessness response system are required to adhere to these guidelines.

II. Definitions
Ending Homelessness (local definition) – The CoC will have ended homelessness when the homelessness
response system is right-sized to ensure that all persons experiencing homelessness have a path to
permanent housing. Specifically, it means:
• Identifying all persons experiencing homelessness
• Providing immediate access to shelter for anyone experiencing unsheltered homelessness
• Ensuring that all persons experiencing homelessness have the opportunity to move back into
permanent housing within 30 days of becoming homeless
• Preventing new episodes of homelessness whenever possible
At Imminent Risk of Homelessness (24 CFR 91.5) – An individual or family who will imminently lose their
primary nighttime residence provided that:
(i) The primary nighttime residence will be lost within 14 days of the date of application for
homeless assistance;
(ii) No subsequent residence has been identified; and
(iii) The individual or family lacks the resources or support networks, e.g., family, friends, faithbased or other social networks needed to obtain other permanent housing.
Literally Homeless (24 CFR 91.5) – An individual or family who lacks a fixed, regular, and adequate
nighttime residence, meaning:
(i) An individual or family with a primary nighttime residence that is a public or private place not
designed for or ordinarily used as a regular sleeping accommodation for human beings,
including a car, park, abandoned building, bus or train station, airport, or camping ground;
(ii) An individual or family living in a publicly or privately operated shelter designated to provide
temporary living arrangements (including congregate shelters, transitional housing, and hotels
and motels paid for by charitable organizations or by federal, state and local government
programs for low-income individuals); or
Adopted 1/3/2018
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(iii) An individual who is exiting an institution where he or she resided for 90 days or less and who
resided in an emergency shelter or place not meant for human habitation immediately before
entering that institution.
Chronically Homeless (24 CFR 91.5) –
(1) A “homeless individual with a disability,” as defined in section 401(9) of the McKinney-Vento
Homeless Assistance Act (42 U.S.C 11360(9)), who:
(i) Lives in a place not meant for human habitation, a safe haven, or in an emergency
shelter; and
(ii) Has been homeless and living as described in section (1)(i) of this definition continuously
for at least 12 months or on at least 4 separate occasions in the last 3 years, as long as
the combined occasions equal at least 12 months; and each break in homelessness
separating the occasions included at least 7 consecutive nights of not living as described
in section (1)(i). Stays in institutional care facilities for fewer than 90 days will not
constitute as a break in homelessness, but rather such stays are included in the 12month total, as long as the individual was living or residing in a place not meant for
human habitation, a safe haven, or an emergency shelter immediately before entering
the institutional care facility.
(2) An individual who has been residing in an institutional care facility, including jail, substance
abuse or mental health treatment facility, hospital, or other similar facility, for fewer than 90
days and met all of the criteria in section (1) of this definition, before entering the facility; or
(3) A family with an adult head of household (or if there is no adult in the family, a minor head of
household) who meets all of the criteria in paragraph (1) or (2) of this definition, including a
family whose composition has fluctuated while the head of household has been homeless.
Fleeing/Attempting to Flee Domestic Violence (24 CFR 91.5) – Any individual or family who:
(i) Is fleeing, or is attempting to flee, domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, stalking, or
other dangerous or life-threatening conditions that relate to violence against the individual or a
family member, including a child, that has either taken place within the individual’s or family’s
primary nighttime residence or has made the individual or family afraid to return to their
primary nighttime residence;
(ii) Has no other residence; and
(iii) Lacks the resources or support networks, e.g., family, friends, faith-based or other social
networks, to obtain other permanent housing

III. Guiding Principles
Housing First
The CoC has adopted a Housing First approach to homeless services. Housing First is a whole-system
orientation that centers on first helping households obtain permanent housing and then providing
services as needed. A central tenet of the Housing First approach is that services to enhance household
well-being can be more effective when people are in their own home.
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Local partners have adopted a Housing First approach by reducing barriers to services and shifting
project focus to helping participants create a housing plan and move into permanent housing as quickly
as possible.

IV. Marketing
To ensure that stakeholders throughout the CoC coverage area are informed on the Coordinated Entry
process, the CoC has developed numerous avenues for continuous communication on awareness,
changes and updates on the Coordinated Entry System (CES).

Primary Target- Potential System Users
For community services to be successful, those in need of assistance must be aware how and when to
access the homelessness response system; the CES must be well advertised across the CoC coverage
areas. The CoC will use the following methods of communication to ensure that all persons in the region
are aware of where to go for assistance when needed. The CoC affirmatively markets housing and
supportive services to eligible persons regardless of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, age, familial
status, handicap or who are least likely to apply in the absence of special outreach.
•

•
•
•

CoC website. The Lead Agency maintains a website on behalf of the CoC. Key information and
major updates will be posted on the website. The CoC’s website includes information for
persons in need of assistance and potential system users to learn about how to access the
homelessness response system.
Partner websites. Community partners will be asked to display information on their website
about how to access homeless services in the CoC area.
Social Media. The Lead Agency also maintains social media accounts on behalf of the CoC. These
platforms will be used to inform potential system users on how to utilize system services.
Marketing materials. Marketing materials such as brochures, fact sheets, posters, etc. will be
created and distributed to community partners providing information to potential system users
on the process of seeking assistance. Partners will be asked to display the information in lobbies
and other areas frequented by potential system users. These materials will be distributed to
partners throughout the CoC coverage area.

Secondary Target- Community Partners
Community partners play an integral part in marketing and advertising the CES for the community. As
the first point of contacts for many of the system’s potential users, community partners must be
knowledgeable about the coordinated entry process so that system users are able to enter the system in
the most effective and efficient methods possible. Therefore, there are a number of methods that will
be utilized to ensure that community partners are educated on the coordinated entry process:
•

CoC website. The Lead Agency maintains a website on behalf of the CoC to help inform CoC
stakeholders of CoC business. Key information and major updates and system changes will be
posted on the website. The website will also be a platform for partners to make comments or
suggestions for any needed changes to the system.
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•

•

Full CoC membership meetings. Large system change items shall be presented at quarterly CoC
meetings. Initially, this will involve presenting the completed Coordinated Entry Plan to the full
CoC for comment. Following approval by the CoC Board, any updates will be shared with the full
CoC at these meetings and through email blasts.
Cross Sector Trainings. CoC staff will offer coordinated entry trainings to mainstream providers
in order to educate and update community partners on their role within the CES.

For communication with community partners to be effective, each agency should ensure that key points
of contacts for CoC information are current and up to date. It is the responsibility of each partner agency
to inform CoC staff of any turnovers or changes in contact information that may impair their ability to
receive important system information. CoC staff will maintain CoC contact lists, which will be used to
keep community partners informed of any major changes within the homelessness response system.

V. Access
Access Points
Access points are avenues through which households in a housing crisis connect with trained assessors
to complete the coordinated assessment and are referred to the most appropriate resource(s) for the
current situation. The CoC has multiple access points to provide full coverage to the geographic region.
Given the large geographic area that is being covered, there are multiple ways for these access points to
be utilized:
•
•
•

Walk-in: Households in need of assistance are able to walk in to any of the approved access
point locations and complete an assessment.
Phone-based system: All locations are accessible by phone and callers will be able to complete
an assessment without having to physically be present at the location.
Street Outreach: In order to target those that are least likely to access services on their own, the
CoC provides street outreach services. Street Outreach staff connect with identified households
on the street and assess their need for services in the same way as those that choose to connect
to services via phone or walk-in.

The coordinated assessment process is provided in the same way throughout all of the approved access
points, utilizing a standardized community assessment. Each staff member who comes into contact with
a person experiencing homelessness is trained annually to offer access consistently and fairly. (A current
list of approved access points can be found on the CoC website at www.fredericksburgcoc.org.)
Accessibility
The CoC works to engage people at risk of and experiencing homelessness who might encounter the
greatest difficulty reaching an access point due to geography, physical or mental disability, or concerns
about personal safety. All access points are handicap accessible for those with physical disabilities, such
as persons with wheelchairs. Access points have resources in place to accommodate needs of those with
vision and hearing impairments by providing audio, large type and sign language interpreters. The CoC
has also taken steps to accommodate those with Limited English Proficiency (LEP) by providing materials
in multiple languages as well as utilizing resources for language interpreters as needed. Physical
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assessment areas are made safe and confidential to allow for individuals to identify sensitive
information or safety issues in a private and secure setting.
After Hour Access
The CoC utilizes multiple access points with varying hours of operation. However, with the variance in
hours, the CoC has been able to establish 24-hour access to assessment and referral. Regardless of the
time, day or night, households experiencing a housing crisis are able to connect to a trained assessor for
support and assistance.
Access for Domestic Violence
Per HUD guidelines, community domestic violence (DV) providers have set up a separate coordinated
entry system outside of the CoC’s system. However, this system meets all HUD requirements in CPD-1701. All households will be screened to determine if the household is fleeing or attempting to flee
domestic violence. If so, the household will be offered connection to the local domestic violence agency.
If the participant does not wish to be connected to those services, he/she will be served at a nondomestic violence provider. Participants may not be denied access to the coordinated entry process on
the basis that the participant is or has been a victim of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault
or stalking. Non-DV providers will ensure that clients are provided with a safe and confidential space to
complete assessments.

Providers Who Are Not Access Points
All mainstream providers within the CoC area have a full understanding of how individuals and families
access shelter and housing in the region. CoC staff has provided information and training to providers on
how to best connect households in need to needed services. All providers are expected to provide
consistent information about the process and make proper referrals to access points once identifying a
household that is homeless or at imminent risk of homelessness. If the provider provides homeless
services, but is not an approved access point, providers are not to take referrals outside of the
coordinated entry process and must send all households in need to an approved access point to be
assessed. Providers are able to assist with providing a warm hand off to an access point by assisting
households with connecting to an access point and providing information as needed. If the client is
unable to physically access an access point, the provider is to assist the household with connecting to
the access point by phone.

VI. Assessment
The assessment process is used to ensure that participants are provided with the intervention most
useful given the current situation and that no unnecessary services are provided when other less
intensive services are appropriate and available. However, CoC projects are prohibited from screening
people out of the coordinated entry process due to perceived barriers to housing or services, including,
but not limited to, too little or no income, active or a history of substance abuse, domestic violence
history, resistance to receiving services, the type or extent of disability-related services or supports that
are needed, history of evictions or poor credit, lease violations or history of not being a leaseholder, or
criminal record.
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Standardized Assessments
The CoC uses a phased approach to assessment which progressively collects only enough participant
information to prioritize and refer participants to available CoC housing and support services.
Participants will be screened and assessed based on their current situation and referred to the most
appropriate resources using the community decision tree.
Coordinated Assessment Tool
Participants who walk-in or call an access point will be assessed using a common coordinated
assessment tool. The tool is designed to identify the participant’s immediate needs and assess eligibility
for emergency shelter, homelessness prevention resources, or referral to specialized services (e.g.,
veterans or domestic violence survivors). The assessor will conduct a brief 5-10 minute conversation
with the participant in order to complete the tool and to determine what the appropriate next step is.
Diversion
Diversion is a strategy used to help people avoid using homeless services altogether. By helping
individuals and families immediately identify alternative housing arrangements and connecting them
with mainstream and community resources, some people are able to find permanent housing options
without utilizing homeless services at all. All participants seeking assistance should be diverted if
possible, safe, and appropriate. Utilizing the diversion questions built into the coordinated assessment
tool, access points are able to work with participants on diversion options. If diversion is not successful,
participants will be referred to the services needed to fit their situations.
Housing Barrier Assessment
The Housing Barrier Assessment is completed as soon as a participant is enrolled in emergency shelter
or street case management and is used to assess possible barriers to housing as well as client
preferences and needs in regards to housing. This is completed with all clients, regardless of housing
options being perused. The information collected will allow case managers and participants to
understand possible struggles with obtaining and maintaining housing.
VI-SPDAT
The VI-SPDAT is completed 14 days after enrollment into a shelter or street outreach project to
determine prioritization for rapid re-housing and permanent supportive housing. Adults in households
without children will complete the Individuals VI-SPDAT v2, and adults in households with children will
complete the Families VI-FSPDAT v2. Adults who are not currently residing with their children but have
custody and wish to be housed as a family will complete the Families VI-F-SPDAT v2. Results of VI-SPDAT
assessments will be used in determining prioritization for rapid re-housing and permanent supportive
housing.
Domestic Violence Assessment
Empowerhouse completes an assessment relevant to domestic violence experience.

Assessor Training
The CoC provides training opportunities at least once annually to staff persons at organizations that
serve as access points or administer assessments. The CoC updates and distributes training protocols at
least annually.
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The purpose of the training is to provide all staff administering assessments with access to materials
that clearly describe the methods by which assessments are to be conducted with fidelity to the CoC’s
coordinated entry written policies and procedures. The CoC’s coordinated entry process training
curricula includes the following topics:
•
•
•

Review of the CoC’s written CE policies and procedures, including any adopted variations for
specific subpopulations;
How to use assessment information to determine eligibility and prioritization; and
How to provide assessments in a safe and culturally competent way.

Client Protections and Autonomy
All information collected during the coordinated entry process is protected and held to the same
standards of privacy as set out in the HMIS guidelines. No information collected during the coordinated
entry process is able to be shared without formal consent from participants.
All participants are informed of the ability to file a discrimination complaint during the assessment
process. All participants are provided instructions and information on how to file this complaint. When a
discrimination complaint is received, the CoC Coordinator will complete an investigation of the
complaint within 60 days by attempting to contact and interview a reasonable number of persons who
are likely to have relevant knowledge, and by attempting to collect any documents that are likely to be
relevant to the investigation. Within 30 days after completing the investigation, the CoC Coordinator will
write an adequate report of the investigation’s findings, including the investigator’s opinion about
whether inappropriate discrimination occurred and the action(s) recommended by the investigator to
prevent discrimination from occurring in the future. If appropriate, the investigator may recommend
that the complainant be re-assessed or re-prioritized for housing or services. The report will be kept on
file for two years.
Participants are freely allowed to decide what information they provide during the assessment process,
to refuse to answer assessment questions and to refuse housing and service options without retribution
or limiting their access to other forms of assistance. Participants are not required to disclose specific
disabilities or diagnoses. Specific diagnosis or disability information will only be obtained for purposes of
determining program eligibility to make appropriate referrals.

VII. Eligibility and Prioritization
The current supply of homeless assistance resources in the CoC does not match demand. Therefore, the
system must use a participant’s level of vulnerability to target limited resources to those who need them
the most. The CoC manages a central, by-name prioritization list for the region, created using HMIS data.
Participants are placed on the by-name list after their VI-SPDAT is completed. The list is prioritized by
vulnerability using the factors outlined below to calculate an overall vulnerability score. HMIS data
protection standards extend to the by-name list.
Vulnerability Factors Used to Prioritize Housing Resources
Households without Children
Households with Children
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•
•
•
•
•

VI-SPDAT Score
Disabling Condition
Consecutive Time Homeless
Number of Homeless Episodes
Total Months Homeless in 3 years

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VI-FSPDAT Score
Disabling Condition
Consecutive Time Homeless
Number of Homeless Episodes
Total Months Homeless in 3 years
Number of Children
Education Level
Monthly Income

The individual or family who is most vulnerable will be at the top of the list and will be prioritized for
housing openings as they become available.

Emergency Services
Based on the results of the coordinated assessment, assessors will make referrals to emergency
services, including homelessness prevention, emergency shelter, or community resources. Agencies that
receive referrals, however, will make the final eligibility determination.
Homelessness Prevention
A household must be at imminent risk of homelessness or fleeing /attempting to flee domestic violence
(as defined in Section II) in order to be eligible for homelessness prevention resources. Grant guidelines
may dictate additional eligibility requirements by funding source. Homelessness prevention eligibility is
assessed through the coordinated assessment tool. Clients will not be required to have income before
being re-housed, and will not be required to pay a portion of their rent to receive assistance.
Client Prioritization
The CoC prioritizes households eligible for homelessness prevention in the following order:
1. Households fleeing or attempting to flee domestic violence, labor trafficking, or sex trafficking
2. Households temporarily staying in a hotel or motel that is self, family, or friend paid and have to
leave
3. Households temporarily staying with family or friends and have to leave
4. Households exiting hospital, jail, or other institution with no identified housing plan
5. Households being evicted within two weeks
Emergency Shelter
Emergency shelter serves as temporary, short-term crisis housing with services to alleviate immediate
housing crisis as a first step towards being quickly and permanently rehoused. The role of emergency
shelter is to support households in moving back into permanent housing as quickly as possible. A
household must be literally homeless (as defined in Section II) or have nowhere else to sleep tonight in
order to occupy an emergency shelter bed. Emergency shelter eligibility is assessed through the
coordinated assessment tool. (Empowerhouse completes a separate shelter eligibility assessment for
domestic violence shelter.)
Client Prioritization
There is no additional prioritization for shelter beds beyond ensuring that they only go to households
who are literally homeless and cannot be diverted, allowing for an immediate crisis response.
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Housing Resources
Households are prioritized for housing resources to ensure that those that are most vulnerable and least
likely to self-resolve are provided with assistance first.
Rapid Re-Housing
Rapid re-housing is vital to ensuring that all persons experiencing homelessness move back into
permanent housing within 30 days of becoming homeless. Rapid re-housing is an intervention designed
to help individuals and families quickly exit homelessness and return to permanent housing. Rapid rehousing assistance is offered without preconditions — like employment, income, absence of criminal
record, or sobriety — and the resources and services provided are tailored to the unique needs of the
household. A household must be literally homeless (as defined in Section II) in order to be eligible for
rapid re-housing resources. Grant guidelines may dictate additional eligibility requirements by funding
source.
The core components of Rapid Re-Housing consist of:
•
•
•

Housing Identification
Rent and Move-In Assistance
Rapid Re-Housing Case Management and Services

Financial assistance is time-limited and should provide the minimum amount necessary for each
household to succeed. Providers will determine the level of rental subsidy needed for the upcoming
month(s) through case management and home visits. Each rapid re-housing provider will employ the
following financial assistance best practices, as appropriate:
•
•

Progressive Engagement
Graduated Subsidies

Clients will not be required to have income before being re-housed, and will not be required to pay a
portion of their rent to receive assistance. Specific standards and benchmarks for all CoC RRH programs
are outlined in the FRCoC Rapid Re-Housing Policies and Procedures.
Client Prioritization
The CoC has implemented a community process that prioritizes those least likely to self-resolve for
housing resources. This process involves generating a community list of all persons who have been in an
emergency shelter and/or on the street for at least 14 days. Households are prioritized for rapid rehousing based on position on the prioritization list and case conferencing. Households that are
prioritized through the list are assigned to one of the rapid re-housing providers based on provider
expertise with specific subpopulations and current caseloads.
The CoC has three prioritization lists, one for households without children, one for households with
children, and one for survivors of domestic violence. Criteria and associated scoring are detailed on the
FRCoC Prioritization Criteria sheet.
This process will adhere to the FRCoC Prioritization Guidelines.
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Permanent Supportive Housing
Supportive housing is an evidence-based housing intervention that combines non-time-limited
affordable housing assistance with wrap-around supportive services. Research has proven that
supportive housing is a cost-effective solution to homelessness, particularly for people experiencing
chronic homelessness. Permanent supportive housing clients contribute 30% of their overall income to
housing costs; the remaining costs are covered by the project.
Permanent supportive housing beds within the CoC are prioritized for persons experiencing chronic
homelessness. A household must be literally homeless (as defined in Section II) in order to be eligible for
permanent supportive housing. Grant guidelines may further restrict eligibility requirements by funding
source.
Client Prioritization
The CoC has adopted the recommended orders of priority for permanent supportive housing beds per
Notice CPD-16-11.
In alignment with Notice CPD-16-11, the CoC has implemented a community process that prioritizes
those least likely to self-resolve for housing resources. This process involves generating a community list
of all persons who have been in an emergency shelter and/or on the street for at least 14 days.
Households are prioritized for permanent supportive housing beds, when they are available, based on
documented chronic homelessness status, position on the prioritization list, PSH flags, and case
conferencing.
The CoC has three prioritization lists, one for households without children, one for households with
children, and one for survivors of domestic violence. Criteria and associated scoring are detailed on the
FRCoC Prioritization Criteria sheet.
This process will adhere to the FRCoC Prioritization Guidelines.

Nondiscrimination
The CoC does not use data collected from the assessment process to discriminate or prioritize
households for housing and services on a protected basis, such as race, color, religion, national origin,
sex age, familial status, disability, actual or perceived sexual orientation, gender identify or marital
status. If at any time a participant feels that they have been treated unfairly, they are able to file a nondiscrimination complaint. The complaint will be reviewed and investigated by the CoC Coordinator
within 60 days. A full report will be made available within 30 days of the investigation’s completion.

VIII. Referral
Referrals to emergency shelter or homelessness prevention are made directly to admission staff by
submitting a completed referral form. Referrals to emergency services should be made immediately
after completing the coordinated assessment so that clients can be notified of acceptance as quickly as
possible and referred to other services if denied. The provider who completed the coordinated
assessment is responsible for completing needed referrals for emergency services. All CoC and ESG
program recipients and sub-recipients must use the coordinated entry process as the only referral
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source from which to consider filling vacancies in housing and /or services funded by CoC and ESG
programs.
The community’s housing locator(s) will work with prevention, rapid re-housing, and permanent
supportive housing providers to identify housing opportunities for clients being re-housed. The housing
locator(s) will actively seek out and maintain relationships with local landlords and property managers,
as well as provide training to staff and clients on housing opportunities and tenant/landlord roles and
responsibilities. Providers shall make a housing locator referral by submitting a completed
Fredericksburg Regional CoC Needs Assessment Tool to the housing locator(s).
If a housing provider requires a referral for admission, referrals will be submitted within 24 hours of
prioritization meeting. Referrals should be sent electronically in order to ensure documentation of the
referral is preserved. The shelter or street case manager working with the household is responsible for
completing the referral to housing assistance.

Denials of Referrals
There may be instances where a program does not accept a referral from the coordinated assessment
process. Refusals are acceptable only in certain situations, including:
•
•
•

The person does not meet the program’s eligibility criteria;
Lack of availability; and
The person would be a danger to others or themselves if allowed to stay at this particular
program

If a program determines a client is not eligible for their program after they have received the referral
from coordinated assessment, the client should be sent back to their initial assessment point for
assessment staff to determine a place for them to sleep that night (if they do not already have one). If
assessment hours are over for the day, the client should be referred to after-hours assessment staff for
assistance.
Whenever a program rejects a referral, the program must document the time of the rejection and the
reason for the rejection, and communicate that information to both the client and to the CES using
appropriate channels. If a program is consistently refusing referrals, the program will need to meet with
the CoC Coordinator and Systems Planning Committee to discuss the issue that is causing the refusals.

Client Choice
Clients must be made aware of any referrals that are being made on their behalf. Clients are to be
explained referral options and to agree to all options prior to having information referred to another
program. Clients who refuse or decline a referral option will maintain their place on the prioritization list
and continue to be engaged until housing is accepted or an alternative housing option is found.

Nondiscrimination
The CoC and all agencies participating in the coordinated entry process comply with the equal access
and nondiscrimination provisions of federal civil rights laws.
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The CoC’s referral process is informed by federal, state, and local Fair Housing laws and regulations and
ensures participants are not “steered” toward any particular housing facility or neighborhood because
of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, disability, or the presence of children.

IX. Process for Victim Services
Victim service providers are not required to use the CoC’s coordinated entry process. However, if victim
service providers funded by CoC and ESG program funds choose not to use the CoC’s coordinated entry
process, the victim services providers must create an alternative coordinated entry process for victims of
domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, and stalking that meets HUD’s minimum coordinated
entry requirements. CoC victim service providers have chosen to create an alternative, comparable
system which is outlined below.

Victim Service Coordinated Entry Process
Access
Victims of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, and stalking are able to access services by
phone or in-person. Empowerhouse, the CoC’s domestic violence provider, hosts a 24-hour hotline that
allows victims to seek assistance at any time. Households are also able to connect with an advocate by
walking into the Empowerhouse office during business hours. Any victim that comes through the CoC’s
coordinated system will be provided the option to go through the victim service process if desired.
Assessment
Upon initial contact, Empowerhouse staff assesses the needs of the client using a standardized intake
form. The intake assesses victim safety and wishes in order to determine the most appropriate course of
action. Based on the assessment, victims are referred to prevention services, shelter, or other
community services. If the client does not pose a major safety risk or does not wish to come to shelter,
the client will be diverted to other options through safety planning.
If the client goes to shelter, the client will be assessed for housing once able. Though most of the
assessments occur within 14 days of shelter entry, the assessment time is flexible to accommodate the
needs of the client and to be as trauma-informed as possible. The housing assessment scores the clients
based on the following criteria to determine those that may be able to self-resolve and those that
should be added to the prioritization list.
Prioritization
Empowerhouse manages a by-name prioritization list for domestic violence survivors. Created using
housing assessment data, participants are placed on the by-name list based on their score from the
assessment. Vulnerability is measured using the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

Safety/Risk of Harm
Length of Homelessness
Documentation Status
Disabling Condition

•
•
•

Education
Income
Number of Children
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Case conferencing meetings among Empowerhouse staff are used to discuss all cases on the
prioritization list. Housing case managers and shelter staff meet to discuss each client’s needs and
determine who will be prioritized for housing services. Prioritization is based on client score and wishes
for housing.
Referral
Clients that are prioritized for housing are referred to the domestic violence housing team, where they
will receive assistance with housing search and placement. Victim services may also refer clients to the
community housing locator to assist with the search process. If the client meets other criteria, they may
be referred to other mainstream resources. For example, if the client is a veteran, they may be referred
to the Homeless Veteran Working Group in order to explore veteran housing services before utilizing DV
resources. However, all decisions about housing resources to be used are based on the wishes of the
client.

X. Data Management
All providers, except domestic violence service providers and HOPWA providers, administering
coordinated assessment, outreach, diversion, homelessness prevention, emergency shelter, rapid rehousing, permanent supportive housing, and housing location projects shall enter data into HMIS in
accordance with the Homeward Community Information System Policies and Procedures and applicable
HUD guidelines, including HMIS Data and Technical Standards.
Participants of any program that utilizes HMIS, including coordinated assessment, must give consent,
either verbal or written, in order for the provider to share and store their information for the purpose of
assessing and referring participants through the CES. The CoC prohibits the denial of services to
participants for refusing to allow their data to be shared unless Federal statute requires collection, use,
storage, and reporting of a participant’s identifiable information (PII) as a condition of the program
participation. Participants who refuse to disclose or share information must be made aware that some
programs require certain information be provided in order to document program eligibility and, without
disclosure of this information, the participant may not be eligible for those programs. However, if the
participant continues to decline, the participant should be served in any other way possible.
All HMIS users are informed and understand the privacy rules associated with collection, management,
and reporting of client data. Users will be explained these rules on an annual basis at HMIS training and
as changes arise. All users are responsible for adhering to all privacy rules and standards as detailed in
the HCIS Policies and Procedures.
All shared domestic violence clients (those served by both a DV provider and a non-DV provider) are
assumed to receive confidential services and not be placed in HMIS.
Domestic violence service providers and HOPWA providers must, in lieu of HMIS, use a comparable
system. Domestic violence service providers are responsible for meeting all HMIS data standards and
reporting requirements regardless of the data collection system used.
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XI. Evaluation
In creating a system that is focused on constant improvement and data-informed decision making,
evaluation of community projects and the system as a whole becomes an integral piece of the CoC’s
work. The focus of these evaluations is to assess the quality and effectiveness of the entire coordinated
entry experience for both consumers and participating projects. In order to do this thoroughly and
effectively, numerous evaluation strategies will be used. All feedback collected through the course of
the evaluation process will be private and must be protected as confidential information. Each strategy
is outlined below, describing the methodology and aim of each method.

Participant Surveys
Upon exit from all projects, all participants will be provided with information to complete an anonymous
electronic survey regarding their experiences in the program. The survey is optional and all completed
surveys will be sent directly to CoC staff for analysis.

Focus Groups
Sub-population focus groups will be used to get more in-depth information on the system and its
processes. These groups will focus on the experiences of specific sub-populations utilizing the CES and
working with its participating providers. The sub-populations to be surveyed include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adults with Children
Adults without Children
Youth (18-24)
Veterans
Domestic Violence
Imminent Risk of Homelessness
Street Homeless

The aim of the focus groups will be to evaluate 1) gaps and intersections in services, 2) access to
services, 3) quality of services provided, and 4) flow of participants though the CES. Participants for the
focus group will be selected by soliciting for volunteers at all provider locations. Flyers asking for
participation in the focus groups will be posted and interested participants will be asked to register for
each of the focus groups.

Provider Surveys
All homeless response system projects will be surveyed annually in order to evaluate the quality of the
CES as a whole. Other community providers who work in partnership with the CES system will also be
surveyed on an annual basis. The evaluation will be focused on the ease of use of the system for
providers as well as the perceived usefulness and/or burden of each component of the system. Provider
staff will be solicited for potential challenges and improvements.
All staff members will be asked to participate via electronic survey. All participation in these surveys will
be anonymous and confidential. Survey participants will be provided with a CoC-created survey tool,
focused on the detailed evaluation of each component of the CES. Data will be analyzed and used to
inform system changes and improvements to system flow and process.
Adopted 1/3/2018
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Prioritization Guidelines
Prioritization Lists
FRCoC will have three prioritization lists for housing resources, one for households without children
(individuals), one for households with children (families), and one for survivors of domestic violence
(DV). These lists will be used to prioritize rapid re-housing and permanent supporting housing resources.

Criteria
Criteria and associated scoring are detailed on the FRCoC Prioritization Criteria sheet. The final
prioritization score is calculated by averaging the scores assigned to each of the criteria. The lower the
final prioritization score, the less likely the client is to self-resolve. Those least likely to self-resolve will
be prioritized for housing resources.
VI-SPDAT: For individuals, this criterion is based on the client’s actual prescreen score for the VI-SPDAT
(version-2) assessment. For families, this criterion is based on the client’s actual prescreen score for the
VI-FSPDAT (version-2) assessment. When a client has multiple VI-SPDAT or VI-FSPDAT records, the most
recent actual prescreen score will be used.
Disabling Condition: This criterion is based on whether or not the client has a disabling condition. If the
client self-reports at intake that (s)he does not have a disabling condition, but it later becomes apparent
to staff that the client does have a disabling condition, the HMIS data should be updated to reflect the
disabling condition.
Consecutive Time Homeless: This criterion is based on the number of days the client has been homeless
during his/her current episode. Consecutive time homeless is calculated based on the approximate start
date of the current episode. If approximate start date is null, consecutive time homeless is calculated
based on the project entry date. This criterion automatically updates as time goes on.
If the client moved continuously between the streets, shelters, or safe havens, the approximate start
date of the current episode would go back as far as the first time (s)he stayed in one of those places. A
break, constituting a new episode of homelessness, is considered at least 7 or more consecutive nights
not residing in a place not meant for human habitation, shelter, or safe haven. This excludes an
institutional stay of less than 90 days, which is not considered a break and does not constitute a new
episode of homelessness.
A break in time on the street, in shelters, or in safe havens that is under 7 nights should be included in
the continuous time homeless. An institutional stay (i.e. jail, substance abuse or mental health
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treatment facility, hospital, or other similar facility) that is 90 days or less should also be included in the
continuous time homeless.
Episodes: This criterion is based on the number of times the client was homeless in the past three years,
as of his/her intake. This criterion does not update over time, but rather represents a snapshot of the
information collected at intake. The previously-stated logic concerning breaks should be used in
determining the number of separate episodes of homelessness.
Total Months Homeless in 3 Years: This criterion is based on the number of months the client was
homeless in the past three years, as of his/her intake. This criterion does not update over time, but
rather represents a snapshot of the information collected at intake.
Children: This criterion, used only for the family prioritization list, is based on the number of children in
the household. If the mother is pregnant, an additional child is added.
Education: This criterion, used only for the family prioritization list, is based on the highest education
level attained by the client.
Monthly Income: This criterion, used only for the family prioritization list, is based on the monthly
income of the entire household. If there are two adults in the household, this amount should reflect
their combined monthly income.

Flags

In some instances, a client may not fall within the prioritization for housing resources, but is given a flag
to move him/her into the prioritization. Flags can be given for the following circumstances:
• Terminal Illness
• Serious Mental Illness
• Chronic Homeless Status
• Veteran Status

Creating the Prioritization Lists
Compiling the Lists: HMIS data will be exported via ReportWriter; DV data will be sent to CoC staff by
Empowerhouse staff if the client agrees to have his/her information shared and has signed a release of
information. All data is entered into the appropriate template (individuals or families), which
automatically calculates the final prioritization score based on the above-listed criteria.
Removing Duplicate Client Records: Reasons for duplicate client records exported from HMIS are
multiple entry/exit records or multiple VI-SPDAT records. When there are multiple, open entry/exit
records for a client, any old records should be closed before the final prioritization list is pulled. When a
client has multiple VI-SPDAT records, the most recent actual prescreen score will be used, and the other
records will be removed from the prioritization list.
Housing Choice: Case managers will have a discussion with clients that are being included on the list
regarding their housing choice. Clients will discuss the housing options that they are interested in being
considered for with case manager. Case managers will email CoC staff when clients have accepted
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housing options. Information will be added to the list so that each list is divided into two sections: those
that are interested in housing assistance and those that are declining or need to be engaged.
Clients Refusing Housing: If a client refuses housing, the shelter or street outreach case
manager will continue to engage the client and email CoC staff if the client accepts housing
options.
Ordering the Lists: The lower the final prioritization score, the more of a priority the client is. When
multiple clients have the same final prioritization score, VI-SPDAT actual prescreen score is the tiebreaker. When multiple clients have the same final prioritization score and VI-SPDAT actual prescreen
score, consecutive time homeless is the tie-breaker.
Each list is ordered by housing choice selection, then by final prioritization score (low-to-high), then by
VI-SPDAT actual prescreen score (high-to-low), then by consecutive time homeless (high-to-low).

Fixing Errors on the Prioritization Lists
Fixing Data: In some cases, data errors prevent the template from calculating a client’s final
prioritization score. Case managers may also identify inaccurate data when reviewing the prioritization
list. These errors must be corrected in the system for the changes to appear on the next prioritization
list.
Fixing VI-SPDAT Scores: If the case manager believes the VI-SPDAT score is inaccurate because
something has changed since the date of the assessment, the case manager can complete a new VISPDAT with the client. The most recent VI-SPDAT score will be used in the prioritization.
If the case manager believes the score is inaccurate because the client did not answer questions
truthfully or refused to answer certain questions, the case manager can submit to CoC staff prior to the
prioritization meeting an explanation of which answers she believes are incorrect, and what the final
score should be.

Prioritization Meeting Process

All individual, family, and DV prioritization meetings will be held monthly. Executive directors and case
managers will complete the following around each separate prioritization list.
Part One - Reviewing Snapshot: Prior to the prioritization meeting, all organizations are required to
provide information on current caseloads for housing resources. The group will spend time reviewing
the numbers provided, and organizations will determine the number of clients that are able to be
assigned to them during that prioritization meeting. The number of spots available will depend on each
organization’s financial and case management capacity to take on new cases.
Part Two - Finalizing the Prioritization: The group will spend the first part of the list discussion
determining which clients will be prioritized for housing. The group will start at the top of the list with
those clients that have discussed housing choices with case managers and work its way down until all
available spots are filled.
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Clients Not Assigned: The group may decide not to prioritize a client at the top of the list if that
client is in the process obtaining housing through other means (self-resolving, family/friends,
PATH, etc.), has pending criminal charges, or is a street outreach client that is believed to no
longer be homeless.
Veterans: If the client is a veteran, staff will verify that (s)he is on the veterans by-name list.
Veteran-specific funds will be used to rehouse veterans whenever possible. If veterans funding
runs out at any point, the veterans working group may request that a veteran be prioritized for
housing resources through the prioritization process.
Household Members/Roommates: A client who falls within the prioritization for housing
resources can request to be housed with household members or other clients as roommates.
When this happens, the household member/roommate can be moved up on the list to be
prioritized.
Part Three - Case Conferencing: Once the clients within the prioritization are finalized, the group will go
through and case conference around each client. This includes assigning each client to a housing case
manager, but may also include assigning shelter, SOAR, DV, or other services.
Once the group has completed case conferencing for each client within the prioritization, the group can
then case conference anyone else on the list.
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FRCoC Prioritization Criteria
Individuals Criteria

less likely to
self-resolve

more likely to
self-resolve

Score

VI-SPDAT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

12+
10 or 11
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
0, 1, or 2

Disabling
Condition
Yes

No

Consecutive
Total Months
Time
Episodes Homeless in 3
Homeless
Years
1000+
4+
13+
900-999
3
12
840-899
2
11
780-839
1
10
630-779
9
510-629
8
450-509
7
330-449
5 or 6
150-329
3 or 4
0-149
1 or 2

Flags:
Terminal Illness
Serious Mental Illness
Chronic Homeless Status
Veteran Status

Families Criteria
Score VI-FSPDAT
less likely to
self-resolve

more likely to
self-resolve

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

9+
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Disabling
Condition
Yes
No

Consecutive
Total Months
Time
Episodes Homeless in 3
Homeless
Years
1000+
4+
13+
900-999
3
12
840-899
2
11
780-839
1
10
630-779
9
510-629
8
450-509
7
330-449
5 or 6
150-329
3 or 4
0-149
1 or 2

Children
4+
3
2
1/Pregnant

Education Level
Less than High School
GED
High School
Post-Secondary

Monthly
Income
$0
$1-$834
$835-$1,667
$1,668-$2,500
$2,501+
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I.

Purpose

This document is intended to serve as a guide to service providers implementing the Rapid Re-Housing
(RRH) program in the Fredericksburg Regional Continuum of Care (FRCoC). The document promotes a
unified understanding of the core elements and expectations of local RRH providers. As the local
homeless response system continues to evolve and strengthen its ability to make homelessness rare,
brief, and non-reoccurring, there is an increased need for system-wide alignment around common goals
and outcomes, program models and activities, and performance standards. All RRH providers within the
FRCoC are expected to adhere to the RRH model outlined in this document. Fidelity to this model will
help ensure that all clients enrolled in RRH have similar experiences and opportunities to attain housing
regardless of which service provider they work with.

II.

Access and Prioritization

A household must be literally homeless (24 CFR 91.5) in order to be eligible for rapid re-housing
resources. Grant guidelines may dictate additional eligibility requirements by funding source.
All referrals to the RRH program will be received through the coordinated entry process. Domestic
violence (DV) providers are not required to be a part of the coordinated entry process, but must have
their own coordinated entry process for persons fleeing domestic violence. Therefore, person fleeing or
attempting to flee domestic violence would be connected to the community’s rapid re-housing program
through the DV specific coordinated entry process. To receive a referral for prioritization, a household
has to meet the eligibility criteria for RRH and complete a VI- SPDAT. The FRCoC has implemented a
community process that prioritizes those least likely to self-resolve for housing resources. This process
involves generating a community list of all persons who have been in an emergency shelter and/or on
the street for at least 14 days. A prioritization score for each adult is calculated to show the likeliness of
the household to self-resolve. (Criteria and associated scoring are detailed on the Fredericksburg
Regional CoC Prioritization Criteria sheet attached in Appendix A.) Those least likely to self-resolve will
be prioritized for housing resources. Households are prioritized for rapid re-housing based on position
on the prioritization list and case conferencing. Households that are prioritized through the list are
assigned to one of the RRH providers based on provider expertise with specific subpopulations and
current caseloads. The FRCoC has three prioritization lists, one for households without children, one for
households with children, and one for survivors of domestic violence.

III.

Core Components

Rapid re-housing is a time-limited intervention intended to house families and individuals experiencing
homelessness as quickly as possible. RRH is a housing first, no-barrier intervention with no preconditions
to enrollment other than homeless status. The level of case management and financial assistance is
based on a progressive engagement model where the minimum amount of service is provided before
increasing support to meet the household’s needs. The RRH program includes three core components:
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1) housing location, 2) financial assistance and 3) case management. Each of these core components of a
RRH program are described below.

Housing Identification
The goal of housing identification is to quickly locate affordable housing options for the household
experiencing homelessness. Activities under this core component are targeted for both landlords and
participants:
1. Landlord Recruitment and Support
• Engage landlords, homeowners, or renters with units, rooms or housing options
• Negotiate with landlords or homeowners to facilitate household access, including
households with rental barriers
• Support landlords, homeowners or roommates in order to preserve and develop
partnerships for current and future housing placements
2. Household Housing Search and Support
• Assess tenant needs and barriers to housing placement
• Set family or individual expectations on location, size and/or rent
• Conduct a targeted housing search with housing affordability plan
• Support households with completing rental applications
• Provide tenant counseling (including education on how to speak with landlords,
understanding rental applications and leases, securing utilities, and understanding tenant
obligations)
• Support households with setting up utilities and making moving arrangements
Staffing
The lead staff during the housing identification process is the Housing Locator (see Appendix B for copy
of job description). The Housing Locator is a shared community position responsible for working
collaboratively with rapid re-housing partners to identify housing opportunities for clients experiencing
homelessness. Working across community agencies to assist in the identification of potential housing
opportunities for RRH participants, the Housing Locator provides viable housing options to those that
have been prioritized for the RRH program.
The Housing Locator works collaboratively with RRH case management staff at partner agencies
throughout the housing identification process. Case managers are responsible for referring participants
for the Housing Locator for services as well as updating the Housing Locator on changes that may impact
the housing search process. All housing location services are provided by the Housing Locator, but case
management staff should be in constant communication regarding progress toward housing and with
additional tips for viable options. The Housing Locator should be trained in domestic violence in order to
work with DV clients appropriately. Both the Housing Locator and the case managers assisting with the
housing location process should receive training in Fair Housing and Landlord/Tenant Law.
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Landlord Engagement Process
The Housing Locator builds and maintains a steady pool of partner landlords and property managers
through regular recruitment and retention activities. Recruitment is achieved through a variety of
methods, such as word of mouth, cold outreach, driving around prospective neighborhoods looking for
‘FOR RENT’ signs, references from partner agencies, Craigslist and other websites, and connections with
landlord associations.
All potential RRH landlord partners are subject to a screening process. The Housing Locator uses a
number of methods to identify patterns in landlord behavior that would suggest they should not be RRH
program partners. These methods include:
•
•
•

Contacting local tenant rights organizations to identify landlords who fail to comply with
licensing/building requirements and/or fail to correct violations,
Reviewing housing court records for past tenant issues with the landlord, and
Surveying past program participants about their satisfaction with landlords.

The Housing Locator maintains the FRCoC Housing Directory which includes information on available
units (location, rent, bedrooms, baths, pet policies, etc.) across the service region. This directory is used
to maintain up-to-date information on housing vacancies in the area and facilitate the matching process
for program participants.
Housing Search Process
Rapid Re-Housing participants are referred to the Housing Locator by case management staff using the
FRCoC Needs Assessment Tool. This tool must be completed within 72 hours of assignment to RRH
providers. The tool is used to identify potential barriers to housing and to provide projection of financial
assistance that could be provided. The housing locator uses the information provided on the assessment
to match participants to potential vacancies in the area using the housing directory and additional
vacancy searches. Once potential options are found, the Housing Locator contacts the participant to
schedule showings.
Once housing options have been identified and viewed, the housing locator and case management staff
assist participants in making informed housing choices with the goal that the participant will be able to
maintain in housing after program exit. While, participants ultimately chose their housing unit, the
program should use housing and budgeting plans to help participants understand the likelihood of being
able to pay rent and meet the requirements of the lease by the end of assistance. For extremely low
income households, case managers should assist in creating reasonable projections, expectations, and
goals for participants to secure income (through employment, public benefits, and/or on-going rental
assistance) before program exit to ensure that they are able to assume the housing burden once
financial assistance ceases.
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Though the Housing Locator is responsible for housing search and location services, these services do
not preclude program participants from conducting their own search and choosing housing they identify
independently. The Housing Locator is responsible for providing support and resources in the housing
search process, but participants are able to locate their own housing, which the housing locator can
assist with securing. Some households may also decline assistance in finding housing. In these instances,
the case managers are responsible for continuing to check on their progress and offer advice and/or
direct assistance if the household encounters obstacles they cannot resolve independently.
Once the participant selects a housing option, the Housing Locator and the case manager will prepare
the participant for the lease signing. The Housing Locator reviews leases with each participant and
answers any questions that they may have. The case manager provides a pledge letter to the client
showing a 3 month projection of assistance, including the amount of rent that the provider will pay and
the amount that the participant will pay. This projection is provided to the both the resident and the
landlord prior to lease signing. The Housing Locator accompanies the participant to the lease signing and
the participant is able to move in. Assistance with move-in needs, including obtaining furniture, securing
utilities, and scheduling mover services, is coordinated by the case manager.
Once the participant is housed, case managers are responsible for supporting landlords. Case managers
should strive to respond to landlord needs that would risk participant tenancy and to maintain working
relationship with the landlord for future participants. This includes:
•
•
•

Responding quickly (within one business day) to landlord calls about serious tenancy problems,
Seeking to resolve conflicts around lease requirements, complaints by other tenants, and timely
rent payments, and
When necessary and whenever possible, negotiating move-out terms and assisting households
to quickly locate and move into another unit without an eviction.

Landlords should be provided detailed contact information for appropriate staff assigned to respond to
landlord calls, mediate disputes between program participants and landlords, and assure rental
payments are made on time for each RRH participant that the landlord agrees to rent to. When closing a
case, the case manager should provide information to the landlord about how they can contact the RRH
program again if needed and what kind of follow-up assistance may be available.

Financial Assistance
Financial assistance in RRH provides short-term support to households so they can quickly obtain
housing. Financial assistance is based on the progressive engagement principle of offering the minimum
amount of assistance necessary for households to move out of homelessness and stabilize in permanent
housing. The role of the case manager is to prepare households for the end of the financial assistance by
leveraging resources or working with them to increase household income. Programs should begin by
assuming that households, even those with zero income or other barriers, will succeed with a minimal
subsidy and support rather than a long subsidy, and extend services and support if/when necessary.
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Staffing
Case managers are responsible for evaluating participant needs and making determination of the
amount of assistance needed from the RRH program. Case managers are responsible for ensuring that
both the landlord and the participant are informed of the supports that are being provided throughout
the program participation. Training to case managers will be provided annually by the CoC Lead on
financial assistance through the rapid rehousing program, including expenses to be covered through
RRH financial assistance, determining financial need, and models of assistance (e.g. progressive
engagement and graduated subsidies).
Financial Assistance Process
Each participant works with a rapid re-housing case manager to determine the amount and length of
financial support to be provided. Participants are not required to pay any portion of their rent in order
to be eligible for services, however, the case manager works directly with the participant to determine
what amount they would be able to pay and what assistance they would need. Using budgeting tools,
the case manager and the participant collaboratively determine the need for assistance. A three month
projection is created detailing the amount to be paid by the provider and the amount to be paid by the
participant. Reviews of the projection occur monthly with the participant to determine participant’s
ability to pay their housing expenses for the month. In cases where they are not able to make their
housing expenses, case managers must work with the participant to find resources and to increase
income so that they are able to do so in later months. Though a projection was created for three
months, the amount that the client pays will be based on the monthly review and the projection is
subject to changes as need changes month to month.
Reassessments must be completed every three months to determine need for continued assistance.
Similar to the process for the initial projection, case managers will work with participants to determine
their need for financial assistance over the next three months. Monthly reviews of projections will
continue until client is able to assume total housing burden on their own.
Financial assistance should be provided using a progressive engagement and graduated subsidy model.
Progressive engagement is where the minimum amount of financial assistance is provided before
increasing support to meet the household’s needs. Graduated subsidy is where participants are
responsible for more and more of their housing cost as they progress through the program. Participants
should be asked to contribute the most that they are able to pay from the beginning. If participants are
expected to pay an amount toward their housing, the case manager will provide written notification to
the participant. The case manager will also provide written notification if projection changes as a result
of a monthly review.
Transition from financial assistance is coordinated with case management efforts to assist program
participants to assume and sustain their housing costs. Participants that are not able to sustain housing
without the RRH financial assistance should be assessed for more long term options such as permanent
subsidies. For those that are in need of more intensive care, beyond the scope of RRH case
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management, should be assessed for permanent supportive housing resources. In both cases, RRH may
be a viable option to bridge participants into more permanent sustainable programs, but participants
under these circumstances should be connected and provided a warm hand off as soon as possible and
assistance under the RRH program must not exceed allowable timeframes.
These guidelines are flexible to respond to the varied and changing needs of program participants,
including participants with zero income. A progressive approach is used to determine the duration and
amount of rent assistance. Financial assistance is not a standard “package” and is flexible enough to
adjust to households’ unique needs and resources, especially as participants’ financial circumstances or
housing costs change. However, case managers must follow applicable grant guidelines for guidance on
eligible activities and the requirements and limitation of each.
All participants receiving financial assistance must meet with the case manager monthly. The case
manager is responsible for ensuring that all possible ways or methods to contacting the household are
explored. If the case manager has not been able to complete a full monthly review with the household,
but has had contact with the household and they are still in need of services, the case manager should
continue to work with the household on their housing goals. If a household still needs and wants
services, but missed appointments or communication is not regular, the case manager should have a
discussion of the program scope and expectations with participants and assist in overcoming barriers to
compliance. If there is no contact after 30 days of multiple attempts to reach the household, the case
manager should exit the household from the program.

Case Management
The goals of RRH case management are to help households obtain and move into permanent housing, to
support households to stabilize in housing, and to connect them to community and mainstream services
and supports if needed.
Staffing
Case managers are responsible for
•
•
•
•

Providing case management before, during and after housing placement,
Linking participants to mainstream and community resources for stabilization,
Helping participants identify strengths to retain housing and behaviors that contribute to
housing instability, and
Assisting client with assessing and overcoming housing barriers.

Case managers will receive training annually from the CoC Lead on RRH case management, including
scope of case management and models for engagement.
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Case Management Process
The case management process consists of three stages: 1) obtaining and securing housing, 2) stabilizing
in housing, and 3) closing the case. Case management services include: housing planning, referrals,
resources, financial assistance, job search, childcare, education, basic life skills development,
transportation, and self-sufficiency. Throughout the case management process, participants will have
regular contact with case managers. Participants are required to meet with case managers at least
monthly to discuss program needs and expectations. Once housed, these contacts should take place
within the home unless there is a safety concern for the worker to do so. In these instances, clients
should be met in other safe places such as places of employment or other meeting place chosen by
participant. Safety for case managers is of utmost concern when making home visits to participants.
Each RRH provider should create safety protocols and train staff in safety needs in the field.
RRH case management should be client-driven and voluntary. Though case management is required in
order to receive financial assistance, decisions regarding where, how and when case management is
received should be made in collaboration with participants. RRH case management should be flexible in
intensity so that only essential assistance is offered until or unless the participant demonstrates the
need for or requests additional help. RRH case management should also use a strengths-based approach
to empower clients.
Obtaining and Securing Permanent Housing
Case managers work closely with the Housing Locator to help households identify housing options.
Financial assistance will be used to resolve or mitigate tenant screening barriers like rental and utility
arrears or multiple evictions. Case managers will assist in obtaining necessary identification, support
other move-in activities such as obtaining furniture, and prepare households for successful tenancy by
reviewing lease provisions.
Case management meetings during this stage should focus on:
•
•

•
•
•

Creating a housing plan
Setting short-term goals (as identified by the participant) and assisting participants with
identifying the steps that both the case manager and the participant need to take in order to
achieve those goals
Assessing ongoing, underlying housing barriers, including those that limit the participant’s ability
to get into housing and maintain housing
Preparing participants for housing (e.g. providing education on landlord/tenant relations)
Providing referrals and resources for basic needs to support housing (e.g. income)

All meetings should focus on the needs and goals of the participant, as set by the participant. Obtaining
or maintaining stable housing should be the focus of many of the conversations during this phase, but
other steps needed to achieve housing stability (such as employment or needed supports) should also
be discussed. Participant contacts should happen frequently in this stage to assist client toward
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achieving housing goals as quickly as possible. Plans must be developed with full involvement from
household members and should start with a strengths assessment where strategies for increasing
housing stability seek to leverage these strengths.
Stabilizing in Housing
Once participants are housed, case managers continue to work with clients to stabilize their housing
situation and to ensure that they are able to continue to remain in housing once financial assistance has
ceased. The main goal of this stage of case management is to provide participants with the needed
resources and services in the community to be able to continue meeting housing needs on their own.
RRH case management visits in this stage should be home-based and must occur at least once a month.
Case management meetings during this stage should focus on:
•
•
•
•
•

Ongoing monitoring of housing situation
Setting goals for assuming full rent at end of subsidy, housing maintenance, debt reduction,
increased income, budgeting, landlord/tenant relationship
Identifying and resolving issues or conflicts that may lead to tenancy problems, such as disputes
with landlords or neighbors
Helping households develop and test skills they will use to retain housing once they are no
longer in the program
Identifying and accessing supports needed to retain housing including: family and friend
networks, mainstream community services, and employment and income

Closing the Case
Financial assistance should end when the household is no longer at imminent risk of returning to
homelessness, however, case management can continue after financial assistance has ceased to ensure
that household is able to sustain in housing. Participants that require additional case management,
beyond the scope of the RRH program, should be connected to mainstream and community-based
services that will continue to assist them in maintaining housing as quickly as possible. Those that are in
need of more permanent support should be connected to permanent supportive housing options and
work to be bridged into those programs.

IV.

HMIS and Data Collection

All rapid re-housing providers are required to enter data into the Homeless Management Information
System (HMIS). For confidentiality reasons, DV and HOPWA providers are exempt from using the HMIS
system, but must use comparable methods and/or database to collect data. Prompt and accurate data
collection assists the homeless system to determine which services and programs clients are utilizing,
evaluate the impact of RRH services, and make system improvements. It is the responsibility of the
program staff to have accurate and complete data. Providers should refer to the latest version of HUD’s
HMIS Data Dictionary for detailed instructions on what is required to be collected.
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V.

Performance Standards

The RRH program strives to meet the performance standards as outlined by the National Alliance to End
Homelessness (NAEH). The NAEH has set forth performance benchmarks for communities to strive for in
order to effectively reach the goals of rapid re-housing. These goals are to:
•
•
•

Reduce the length of time program participants spend homeless
Exit households to permanent housing
Limit returns to homelessness within a year of the program

The NAEH has established benchmarks that each community should strive for. However, when using
these performance benchmarks NAEH is aware that a community may not have any programs that meet
these benchmarks despite meeting the program standards, particularly in extremely expensive or lowvacancy housing markets or if programs are primarily serving households with zero income and/or
higher housing barriers. While programs should continue to strive for the NAEH established
benchmarks, communities are able to set alternate performance goals for the purposes of performance
improvement while programs work to achieve these benchmarks.
Due to limited availability of affordable housing in the community and the large population of high
barrier households being served, the FRCoC has established alternative performance goals to assess the
improvement in performance of the RRH program. Each of the NAEH benchmarks are listed below along
with the community performance goals in instances where the community is not able to meet the NAEH
established benchmark at this time. Though alternative performance goals have been established, each
of the RRH providers in the community will continue to strive to meet the NAEH benchmarks.

NAEH Benchmark #1: Households served by the program should move into permanent housing in
an average of 30 days or less.
FRCoC Performance Goal: Households served by the program should move into permanent housing in
an average of 50 days or less.

NAEH Benchmark #2: At least 80 percent of households that exit a rapid re-housing program
should exit to permanent housing.
FRCoC Performance Goal: At least 80 percent of households that exit a rapid re-housing program should
exit to permanent housing.

NAEH Benchmark #3: At least 85 percent of households that exit a rapid re-housing program to
permanent housing should not become homeless again within a year.
FRCoC Performance goal: At least 85 percent of households that exit a rapid re-housing program to
permanent housing should not become homeless again within a year.
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VI.

Appendix A: Fredericksburg Regional CoC Prioritization Criteria Sheet
FRCoC RRH Prioritization Criteria Sheet

Prioritization Lists
FRCoC will have three prioritization lists: one for households without children (individuals), one for
households with children (families), and one for survivors of domestic violence (DV).

Criteria
Final prioritization scores are calculated by averaging the scores assigned to each of the criteria. The
lower the final prioritization score, the less likely the client is to self-resolve. Those least likely to selfresolve will be prioritized for housing resources.
VI-SPDAT: For individuals, this criterion is based on the client’s actual prescreen score for the VI-SPDAT
(version-2) assessment. When a version-2 score is not available, a version-1 score will be used. For
families, this criterion is based on the client’s actual prescreen score for the VI-FSPDAT (version-2)
assessment. When a client has multiple VI-SPDAT or VI-FSPDAT records, the most recent actual
prescreen score will be used.
Disabling Condition: This criterion is based on whether or not the client has a disabling condition. If the
client self-reports at intake that (s)he does not have a disabling condition, but it later becomes apparent
to staff that the client does have a disabling condition, the HMIS data should be updated to reflect the
disabling condition.
Consecutive Time Homeless: This criterion is based on the number of days the client has been homeless
during his/her current episode. If the answer to “Entering from streets, ES or SH?” is yes, then
consecutive time homeless is calculated based on the approximate start date of the current episode. If
the answer is no, consecutive time homeless is calculated based on the project entry date. This criterion
automatically updates as time goes on.
If the client moved continuously between the streets, shelters, or safe havens, the approximate start
date of the current episode would go back as far as the first time (s)he stayed in one of those places. A
break, constituting a new episode of homelessness, is considered at least 7 or more consecutive nights
not residing in a place not meant for human habitation, shelter, or safe haven. This excludes an
institutional stay of less than 90 days, which is not considered a break and does not constitute a new
episode of homelessness.
A break in time on the street, in shelters, or in safe havens that is under 7 nights should be included in
the continuous time homeless. An institutional stay (i.e. jail, substance abuse or mental health
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treatment facility, hospital, or other similar facility) that is 90 days or less should also be included in the
continuous time homeless.
Episodes: This criterion is based on the number of times the client was homeless in the past three years,
as of his/her intake. This criterion does not update over time, but rather represents a snapshot of the
information collected at intake. The previously-stated logic concerning breaks should be used in
determining the number of separate episodes of homelessness.
Total Months Homeless in 3 Years: This criterion is based on the number of months the client was
homeless in the past three years, as of his/her intake. This criterion does not update over time, but
rather represents a snapshot of the information collected at intake.
Children: This criterion, used only for the family prioritization list, is based on the number of children in
the household. If the mother is pregnant, an additional child is added.
Education: This criterion, used only for the family prioritization list, is based on the highest education
level attained by the client.
Monthly Income: This criterion, used only for the family prioritization list, is based on the monthly
income of the entire household. If there are two adults in the household, this amount should reflect
their combined monthly income.

Flags
In some instances, a client may not fall within the prioritization for housing resources, but is given a flag
to move him/her into the prioritization. Flags can be given for the following circumstances:
•
•
•
•

Terminal Illness
Serious Mental Illness
Chronic Homeless Status
Veteran Status

Creating the Prioritization Lists
Compiling the Lists: HMIS data will be exported via Report Writer. All data is entered into the
appropriate template (individuals or families), which automatically calculates the final prioritization
score based on the above-listed criteria.
Removing Duplicate Client Records: Reasons for duplicate client records exported from HMIS are
multiple entry/exit records or multiple VI-SPDAT records. When there are multiple, open entry/exit
records for a client, any old records should be closed before the final prioritization list is pulled. When a
client has multiple VI-SPDAT records, the most recent actual prescreen score will be used, and the other
records will be removed from the prioritization list.
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Ordering the Lists: The lower the final prioritization score, the more of a priority the client is. When
multiple clients have the same final prioritization score, VI-SPDAT actual prescreen score is the tiebreaker. When multiple clients have the same final prioritization score and VI-SPDAT actual prescreen
score, consecutive time homeless is the tie-breaker.
Each list is ordered by final prioritization score (low-to-high), then by VI-SPDAT actual prescreen score
(high-to-low), then by consecutive time homeless (high-to-low).

Fixing Errors on the Prioritization Lists
Fixing Data: In some cases, data errors prevent the template from calculating a client’s final
prioritization score. These errors must be corrected before the final prioritization list is pulled.
Case managers may also identify inaccurate data when reviewing the list before the prioritization
meeting. These errors must be corrected before the final prioritization list is pulled.
Fixing VI-SPDAT Scores: If the case manager believes the VI-SPDAT score is inaccurate because
something has changed since the date of the assessment, the case manager can complete a new VISPDAT with the client. The most recent VI-SPDAT score will be used in the prioritization.
If the case manager believes the score is inaccurate because the client did not answer questions
truthfully or refused to answer certain questions, the case manager can submit to CoC staff prior to the
prioritization meeting an explanation of which answers she believes are incorrect, and what the final
score should be.

Prioritization Meeting Process
All individual, family, and DV prioritization meetings will be held monthly. Executive directors and case
managers will complete the following around each separate prioritization list.
Part One - Finalizing the Prioritization: The group will spend the first part of the list discussion
determining which clients will be prioritized for housing. The group will start at the top of the list and
work its way down until all available spots are filled. The number of spots available will depend on each
organization’s financial and case management capacity to take on new cases.
Clients Not Assigned: The group may decide not to prioritize a client at the top of the list if that
client is in the process obtaining housing through other means (self-resolving, family/friends,
PATH, etc.) or is a street outreach client that is believed to no longer be homeless.
Clients Refusing Housing: If a client who falls into the prioritization refuses housing, then
his/her spot will go to the next person on the list while the refusing client continues to be
engaged. If by the next prioritization meeting a case manager indicates that the refusing client
has accepted housing, that client will be included in that month’s prioritization.
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Veterans: If the client is a veteran, staff will verify that (s)he is on the veterans by-name list.
Veteran-specific funds will be used to rehouse veterans whenever possible. If veterans funding
runs out at any point, the veterans working group may request that a veteran be prioritized for
rapid re-housing resources through the prioritization process.
Household Members/Roommates: A client who falls within the prioritization for rapid rehousing resources can request to be housed with household members or other clients as
roommates. When this happens, the household member/roommate will be pulled into the rapid
re-housing prioritization.
Part Two - Case Conferencing: Once the clients within the prioritization are finalized, the group will go
through and case conference around each client. This includes assigning each client to a rapid re-housing
case manager, but may also include assigning shelter, SOAR, DV, or other services.
Once the group has completed case conferencing for each client within the prioritization, the group can
then case conference anyone else on the list.
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FRCoC RRH Prioritization Criteria
Individuals Criteria

less likely to
self-resolve

more likely to
self-resolve

Score

VI-SPDAT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

12+
10 or 11
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
0, 1, or 2

Disabling
Condition
Yes

No

Consecutive
Total Months
Time
Episodes Homeless in 3
Homeless
Years
1000+
4+
13+
900-999
3
12
840-899
2
11
780-839
1
10
630-779
9
510-629
8
450-509
7
330-449
5 or 6
150-329
3 or 4
0-149
1 or 2

Flags:
Terminal Illness
Serious Mental Illness
Chronic Homeless Status
Veteran Status

Families Criteria
Score VI-FSPDAT
less likely to
self-resolve

more likely to
self-resolve

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

9+
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Disabling
Condition
Yes
No

Consecutive
Total Months
Time
Episodes Homeless in 3
Homeless
Years
1000+
4+
13+
900-999
3
12
840-899
2
11
780-839
1
10
630-779
9
510-629
8
450-509
7
330-449
5 or 6
150-329
3 or 4
0-149
1 or 2

Updated 06/14/2016

Children
4+
3
2
1/Pregnant

Education Level
Less than High School
GED
High School
Post-Secondary

Monthly
Income
$0
$1-$834
$835-$1,667
$1,668-$2,500
$2,501+
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VII. Appendix B: Housing Locator Job Description

Fredericksburg Regional Continuum of Care
(CoC)
Housing Locator Job Description
Position Summary:
The Housing Locator is a shared community position responsible for working collaboratively with local
shelter, rapid rehousing, permanent supportive housing, and prevention case management staff to
identify housing opportunities for clients experiencing or at imminent risk of homelessness. The Housing
Locator works across community agencies, specifically Empowerhouse, Loisann’s Hope House, Micah
Ecumenical Ministries, and Thurman Brisben Center. This position is required to actively seek out and
maintain relationships with local landlords and property managers. The Housing Locator provides
training to staff and clients on housing opportunities and tenant/landlord roles and responsibilities. The
Housing Locator is an integral member of the CoC’s Homeless Response System.
Responsibilities:
• Proactively seek out new housing opportunities and resources to assist clients with obtaining
housing.
• Maintain a Housing Directory to include information on available units (location, rent,
bedrooms, baths, pet policies, etc.) and documentation of all contacts with landlords and
property managers. Provide consistent updates on housing availability.
• Maintain ongoing relationships with landlords and property managers, including acting as a
liaison between landlord and clients as needed.
• Maintain close working relationships with CoC case management staff and engage in frequent
communication with partner agencies.
• Meet with clients and case managers to establish housing needs and understand client barriers
to housing. Show clients potential units in collaboration with case managers.
• Conduct housing quality inspections and complete associated paperwork per grant guidelines.
Advise and advocate for clients with regard to quality standards.
• Confirm that all rental properties are rent reasonable and complete associated paperwork per
grant guidelines.
• Facilitate agency payment of application/holding fees for identified units.
• Review and negotiate leases on behalf of clients in collaboration with case managers and clients.
Ensure leases meet fair housing and legal requirements. Assist clients in understanding their
leases. Attend lease signings.
• In collaboration with case managers, mediate client/landlord conflicts as needed.
• Develop and facilitate training and workshops for clients and case management staff including
tenant rights and responsibilities, housing discrimination, finding and securing rental housing,
communications with landlords, and fair housing.
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•
•
•

Maintain understanding of grant guidelines and housing/homelessness best practices.
Enter required data into the local Homeless Management Information System.
Other duties as assigned.

Minimum Qualifications
• Bachelor’s degree or combination of academic study and relevant experience required.
• Ability to work with diverse populations and persons experiencing a housing crisis.
• Strong interpersonal and communication skills.
• Exceptional problem solving skills. Ability to provide creative solutions.
• Ability to make independent decisions when circumstances warrant such actions.
• Flexibility and adaptability to changing needs.
• Ability to work in a fast-paced environment.
• Personal integrity and confidentiality.
• Proficiency in Microsoft Office Suite.
Preferred Qualifications
• A minimum of 3 years of experience in property management, housing management, and/or
real estate preferred.
• Experience in conducting group training preferred.
Supervision:
The Housing Locator will be supervised by the hiring agency. Performance evaluations will be completed
by the Continuum of Care Coordinator and the CoC’s Pursuit of Housing Partners on a biannual basis.
Work Schedule:
This position is full-time salaried, 40 hours per week. A flexible schedule will be necessary to perform job
duties including client appointments. Position will require night and weekend work.
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I. Name
The name of this organization is Fredericksburg Regional Continuum of Care, hereafter referred to as the
CoC.

II. Organization
Governance
The CoC is organized according to these bylaws, which constitute the Governance Charter for the CoC.
The CoC serves the City of Fredericksburg and the Counties of Caroline, King George, Spotsylvania, and
Stafford.

Organizational Structure
The CoC shall conduct its business through the combined efforts of the following:
 CoC Membership
 CoC Board
 Committees & Working Groups

Fiscal Year
The CoC functions according to a fiscal year beginning July 1 and ending June 30.

III. Purpose
Mission
The mission of the Fredericksburg Regional Continuum of Care is to develop, promote, and support a
continuum of human services and housing opportunities that reduce and prevent homelessness in our
community.

Goals
The goals of the CoC are to:


Promote community-wide commitment in the CoC service area to the goal of ending
homelessness.



Coordinate funding for efforts to re-house homeless individuals and families rapidly while
minimizing the trauma and dislocation caused by homelessness.



Promote and advocate for new opportunities for Housing First approaches.
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Promote access to and effective utilization of mainstream services by homeless individuals and
families.



Optimize self-sufficiency among individuals and families experiencing homelessness.

Responsibilities


The CoC shall fulfill the Responsibilities of the Continuum of Care outlined in 24 CFR 578.7 in a
transparent, equitable, and inclusive way.



The CoC shall engage in activities that further the goals of the CoC’s strategic plan. The CoC
Board will review the strategic plan and provide a progress report to the full membership at
least annually.



The CoC shall monitor Continuum of Care Program and Virginia Homeless Solutions Program
recipient/sub-recipient performance and outcomes, and report to HUD and DHCD and members
of the CoC.



The CoC shall establish and operate a coordinated entry system.



The CoC shall establish and follow written standards for operating the homelessness response
system.



The CoC shall undertake the annual point-in-time count to enumerate the homeless population
of the region.



The CoC shall designate an HMIS Lead Agency and support and encourage participation in the
HMIS.



The CoC shall submit collaborative grant applications on behalf of the region.



The CoC shall educate and inform membership and the community on performance, outcomes
and trends.

IV.Membership
Composition
The CoC Membership shall be composed of nonprofit homeless providers, victim service providers,
faith-based organizations, governmental agencies, businesses, advocates, public housing agencies,
school districts, social service providers, mental health agencies, hospitals, universities, affordable
housing developers, law enforcement, organizations that serve homeless and formerly homeless
veterans, homeless and formerly homeless persons, and individuals who wish to support the activities of
the CoC. Local elected officials from localities in the CoC service area will act as ex-officio, non-voting
members.
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In accordance with 24 CFR §578.7(a), the CoC shall make a public invitation for new organizations and
individuals to become members at least annually. Organizations and individuals can register for
membership at any time through the process listed on the CoC website.
The CoC Lead Agency shall maintain a membership database and ensure that membership attendance
records are maintained for full membership and committee/working group meetings.

Duties
The full membership shall be responsible for the following:


Attending full membership meetings on a regular basis.



Approving minutes of full membership meetings.



Voting in general elections and at such other times as required.



Providing a summary of the issues and actions of the CoC to the organizations they represent
and their affiliates.



Providing a summary of the issues and actions, annual budgets (including revenues, by source,
and expenses, by type) and performance/outcome data of their organizations to the CoC to
assist with trend data.



Participating in standing committees, working groups, and/or special initiatives as appropriate.



Adhering to the CoC’s Code of Conduct, Recusal Process, and Conflict of Interest Policy
contained herein.

Membership Status
To retain voting rights and any other benefits that may accrue to a CoC member, the member must
maintain their membership status as a member “in good standing”.
A member organization or individual may lose its “in good standing” status if the member has had no
official representation at three consecutive full membership or committee meetings.
A member organization or individual will reestablish its “in good standing” membership status by having
official representation at two consecutive full membership or committee meetings.

Code of Conduct & Recusal Process
Code of Conduct: The CoC recognizes that each participating member representative, in most instances,
is employed by a responsible public, non-profit or private sector agency or firm that has an adopted
Code of Conduct or Employee Manual that controls the behavior of the employee in the conduct of
business on behalf of their employer. In the event that any member’s behavior in the conduct of CoC
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business is deemed by another CoC member or citizen to be inappropriate or illegal, the case will be
referred to the CoC Board for investigation and possible referral to the member’s employing supervisor
for any personnel or legal action that may be warranted.
Recusal Process: The CoC recognizes that, from time to time, a voting member may have a need to
recuse themself from voting or otherwise participating in some action of the CoC due to some conflict of
interest that may preclude the member from taking an objective, unbiased action (e.g. casting a vote).
CoC members are required to recuse themselves from voting or other actions based on the conflict of
interest guidelines enumerated herein or the guidelines of their own employing agency’s Code of
Conduct (if stricter than those adopted here).

Conflict of Interest
All members of the CoC must comply with federal conflict of interest requirements as defined under 24
CFR §578.95(b). In summary, these conflict of interest considerations apply to:


Procurement: For the procurement of property (goods, supplies, or equipment) and services, the
recipient and its sub-recipients must comply with the codes of conduct and conflict of interest
requirements under 24 CFR 85.36 (for governments) and 24 CFR 84.42 (for private nonprofit
organizations).



Funding Decisions: No CoC member may participate in or influence discussions or resulting
decisions concerning the award of a grant or other financial benefits to the organization that the
member represents.



Organizational Conflict: An organizational conflict of interest arises when, because of activities
or relationships with other persons or organizations, the recipient or sub-recipient is unable or
potentially unable to render impartial assistance in the provision of any type or amount of
assistance, or when a covered person’s, as described in the next section, objectivity in
performing work with respect to any activity assisted under this part is or might be otherwise
impaired. Such an organizational conflict would arise when a board member of an applicant
participates in decision of the CoC concerning the endorsement of or award of a grant, or
provision of other financial benefits, to the organization that such member represents. It would
also arise when and if an employee of a recipient or sub-recipient participates in making rent
reasonableness determinations under §578.49(b)(2) and §578.51(g) and housing quality
inspections of property under §578.75(b) that the recipient, sub-recipient, or related entity
owns.



Other conflicts. For all other transactions and activities, the following restrictions apply: No
covered person, meaning a person who is an employee, agent, consultant, officer, or elected or
appointed official of the recipient or its sub-recipients and who exercises or has exercised any
functions or responsibilities with respect to activities assisted under this part, or who is in a
position to participate in a decision-making process or gain inside information with regard to
activities assisted under this part, may obtain a financial interest or benefit from an assisted
activity, have a financial interest in any contract, subcontract, or agreement with respect to an
assisted activity, or have a financial interest in the proceeds derived from an assisted activity,
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either for themself or for those with whom they have immediate family or business ties, during
their tenure or during the one-year period following their tenure.


Exceptions. Upon the written request of the CoC or member thereof, HUD may grant an
exception to applicable federal requirements on a case-by-case basis, according to criteria and a
process set forth further in federal regulations (see: 24 CFR § 578.95 Conflicts of interest).

Membership Dues
The CoC, by a vote of the full membership, shall have the right to assess dues of its participating
members should the majority of the full membership deems this in the CoC’s best interest. There
currently is no dues requirement for CoC members.

V. CoC Board
Purpose
The CoC Board oversees the work of the CoC to ensure alignment with the CoC’s strategic plan and
determines priority initiatives on behalf of the full membership. The Board is also responsible for
ensuring that the mission, vision, and values of the CoC are upheld.

Composition
The CoC Board shall be composed of not less than ten and not more than fifteen members. Any CoC
member in good standing is eligible to serve on the CoC Board. The CoC Board should provide a broad
representation of community partners focused on addressing homelessness.
The CoC Board must include at least one homeless or formerly homeless individual.
The CoC will strive to have all five localities within its service area represented on the CoC Board.
No more than one-third of CoC Board members will be current recipients of funding through the CoC
funding process.

Election Process
CoC Board members shall be nominated by the Nominating Committee and elected by a majority of the
votes cast by the full membership at a meeting at which a quorum is present. Each January, the
Nominating Committee will present nominees for the CoC Board to the full membership to be voted on
at the at the April full membership meeting if a quorum is present. A CoC Board member’s term will
begin July 1 of the year they are elected.
Members of the CoC Board shall serve two-year terms, and may serve up to three (3) consecutive terms.
The CoC Board shall elect a Chair and Vice-Chair by a majority of the votes cast by the CoC Board. Chairs
shall serve two-year terms and may serve up to two (2) consecutive terms.
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Members of the CoC Board shall be elected on a rotating basis, with half of the CoC Board’s membership
up for election each year.
Any member of the CoC Board will be able to resign from their position by providing written notification
to the Chair of the Board.
Any member of the CoC Board may be removed by a majority of the votes cast by the full membership
at any meeting at which a quorum is present. The reasons for removal must be documented. Grounds
for removal include:
 Violation of the Code of Conduct
 Conflicts of Interest
 Chronic absences
 Violations of law, illegal activity
In the event of resignation or removal of any member of the CoC Board, the CoC Board shall make
reasonable efforts to replace the removed member with another representative from the same
organization represented by the removed member or, if no such voluntary representative is available,
shall make an appointment from the full membership to fill the removed member’s unexpired term.
Filling the remainder of an unexpired term does not count against the member’s term limit. Any
replacement member will be approved by the full membership. It is understood that service on the CoC
Board is voluntary and no such appointment by the CoC Board shall take effect without the concurrence
of the appointed representative.

Duties
The CoC Board shall serve in the interest of the full membership. The Chair shall preside at all meetings
of the full membership and CoC Board.
The Vice-Chair shall perform all duties of the Chair in the absence of the Chair. They may perform such
other duties as assigned by the Chair or CoC Board.
The CoC Board shall be responsible for the following:


Attending full membership and CoC Board meetings.



Adhering to the responsibilities included in the CoC Board Member Job Description.



Adhering to the CoC’s Code of Conduct, Recusal Process, and Conflict of Interest Policy
contained herein.



Ensuring the CoC fulfills the Responsibilities of the Continuum of Care outlined in 24 CFR 578.7.



Establishing and staffing committees and working groups as needed.



Reviewing the CoC’s strategic plan and providing a progress report to the full membership at
least annually.
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Determining annual priority initiatives based on the CoC’s strategic plan and other needs of the
CoC.



Overseeing the work of the CoC committees and working groups to ensure alignment with the
CoC’s strategic plan.



Overseeing the homelessness response system and approving updates to the Coordinated Entry
Policies & Procedures.



Approving annual project performance standards recommended by the Funding & Performance
Committee.



Determining annual policy priorities for projects funded through collaborative applications,
including those for Continuum of Care Program and Virginia Homeless Solutions Program
funding.



Annually reviewing and approving updates as necessary to the Funding Policies & Procedures.



Approving all policies and procedures developed by any CoC committee or working group and
ensuring that said policies and procedures are carried out and adhered to.



Approving the local application forms and scoring sheets for each collaborative application.



Approving the submission of collaborative applications.

VI.Committees & Working Groups
General Responsibilities
All committees and working groups shall consist of sufficient numbers to provide broad representation
of the CoC as appropriate. Committees make recommendations to the CoC Board. Membership in
committees must be approved by the CoC Board. Working groups serve to coordinate resources,
projects, and direct services. Membership in working groups is determined based on the responsibilities
of the working group and in consultation with the CoC Lead Agency and the relevant committees.
Each committee or working group will elect a Chair to set meeting agendas, coordinate activities, and
provide updates at full membership and CoC Board meetings. Chairs will be elected by a majority of the
votes cast by that committee or working group’s membership at any meeting at which a quorum is
present. Chairs shall serve two-year terms and may serve up to two (2) consecutive terms.
Each standing committee will develop an annual action plan in the first quarter of the year that will
guide the work of the committee for the year. Annual action plans will be approved by the CoC Board to
ensure alignment with the CoC’s strategic plan. Final work products, policies, decisions, and reports of
each standing committee will be approved by the CoC Board.
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Standing Committees
The CoC will have three standing committees:
 Funding & Performance
 System Planning
 Nominating Committee

Funding & Performance Committee
Purpose
The Funding & Performance Committee performs regular project and system evaluation and reviews
and recommends to the CoC Board all projects receiving funding through a CoC funding process.
Composition
The Funding & Performance Committee shall be composed of CoC members not applying for or
receiving funding through a CoC funding process.
Anyone affiliated with an organization applying for or receiving funding through a collaborative
application, including board members, staff, and volunteers, shall not serve on the Funding &
Performance Committee.
Election Process
Funding & Performance Committee members shall be nominated by the CoC Board and elected by a
majority of the votes cast by the full membership at any meeting at which a quorum is present.
Members of the Funding & Performance Committee shall serve two-year terms, and may serve up to
three (3) consecutive terms.
Any member of the Funding & Performance Committee may be removed by a majority of the votes cast
by the full membership at any meeting at which a quorum is present. The reasons for removal must be
documented.
Duties
The Funding & Performance Committee shall be responsible for the following:


Developing annual project performance standards for all homelessness response system
projects, and submitting them to the CoC Board for approval.



Regularly reviewing, with staff support, project and system performance to inform the review of
project applications.



Working with the System Planning Committee to identify and develop solutions to challenges
and gaps in the homelessness response system.
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Developing local application forms and scoring sheets for each collaborative application,
including those for Continuum of Care Program and Virginia Homeless Solutions Program
funding, and submitting them to the CoC Board for approval.



Reviewing all project applications or proposals for collaborative applications, selecting and
ranking projects for inclusion in collaborative applications, and submitting final collaborative
applications to the CoC Board for approval in accordance with the Funding Policies &
Procedures.

System Planning Committee
Purpose
The System Planning Committee operates the homelessness response system and develops solutions to
challenges and gaps within the system.
Composition
The System Planning Committee shall be composed of providers that operate projects within the
homelessness response system, including coordinated entry, outreach, diversion, prevention,
emergency shelter, rapid re-housing, permanent supportive housing, and housing location services, as
well as other interested CoC members.
Duties
The System Planning Committee shall be responsible for the following:


Collaborating with partners to operate the community’s homelessness response system.



Marketing the coordinated entry system to the community and system stakeholders across the
region.



Ensuring projects meet standards established in the Coordinated Entry Policies & Procedures.



Working with the Funding & Performance Committee to identify and develop solutions to
challenges and gaps in the homelessness response system.



Collaborating with CoC staff to provide needed trainings throughout the community.



Participating in case conferencing and the community prioritization process.

Nominating Committee
Purpose
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The Nominating Committee is responsible for recruiting qualified, willing members of the CoC to serve
as CoC Board members.
Composition
The Nominating Committee will be composed of three to five members, with at least one representative
from the CoC Board.
Duties
The Nominating Committee shall be responsible for the following:


Securing candidates for the CoC Board ballot.



Presenting a slate of qualified, acceptable candidates to the full membership for approval and
vote.

Creation/Dissolution of Committees & Working Groups
The CoC Board may establish ad hoc committees and working groups as the need arises by a majority of
the votes cast by the CoC Board at any meeting at which a quorum is present. The CoC must update
these bylaws if it wishes to create or dissolve any standing committee.

VII. Meetings & Voting
Meeting Times
There shall be quarterly meetings of the full membership. These meetings shall be held at a time and
place to be determined by the CoC Board.
The CoC Board will meet monthly.
Standing committees and working groups will meet at least annually and more often as needed.

Special Meetings
Special meetings of the full membership or CoC Board may be called by the Chair as needed. Special
meetings of the full membership may be called with seven (7) days’ notice.

Quorum
The CoC shall consider a minimum of one half of the number of current members in good standing to
constitute a quorum for all full membership meetings.
Attendance of a minimum of one half of members shall constitute a quorum for CoC Board and
committee/working group meetings.
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Voting
Organizational members may have more than one individual from their organization at a meeting.
However, when votes are cast, an organization is entitled to one vote regardless of how many members
of the particular organization attend the meeting.
CoC staff are not considered voting members of any committee or working group.
Once a quorum is established, all votes will pass by a majority of those members present. In event of a
tie, the CoC Board Chair will have the determining vote.

VIII. CoC Lead Agency/Collaborative Applicant
Designation
The CoC hereby designates the George Washington Regional Commission (GWRC) as the CoC Lead
Agency for the CoC service area.
The CoC Lead Agency shall be the Collaborative Applicant for preparing and submitting collaborative
applications, including those for Continuum of Care Program and Virginia Homeless Solutions Program
funding, on behalf of the CoC.
Any CoC member can submit written notice to the CoC Board requesting a change in CoC Lead Agency.
The CoC Board will decide within 30 days of the request whether or not to move forward with a
solicitation process for a new CoC Lead Agency. If the CoC Board decides to moves forward, they would
solicit and evaluate proposals, and ultimately make a recommendation to the full membership for a final
determination. The CoC must update these bylaws if it wishes to change the CoC Lead Agency
designation.

Duties
The CoC Lead Agency shall be responsible for the following:


Providing day-to-day staffing for the CoC.



Coordinating full membership, CoC Board, and committee/working group meetings.



Maintaining CoC records, including meeting minutes.



Maintaining a membership database and attendance records for all meetings.



Informing the CoC Board and full membership of best practices and national or state-wide
initiatives and goals.



Educating potential and current grantees on the process for collaborative applications.
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Monitoring projects and providing technical assistance to grantees that are not meeting annual
project performance standards to improve performance.



Coordinating special initiatives approved by the CoC Board.



Representing CoC in other community initiatives as appropriate.



Planning and conducting an annual point-in-time count of homeless persons within the
geographic area of the CoC.



Developing the annual Planning grant funding request through the Continuum of Care Program.



Preparing and submitting to HUD, on behalf of the CoC and in collaboration with CoC’s member
organizations, the following:
o
o
o



Point-in-Time (PIT) Count Submission
Housing Inventory Count (HIC) Submission
Continuum of Care Program Consolidated Application

Preparing and submitting to DHCD, on behalf of the CoC and in collaboration with CoC’s
member organizations, the following:
o
o
o

Virginia Homeless Solutions Program Application
VHSP Proposed and Actual Match Forms
Homeless Outcomes Community Report

IX. HMIS Lead Agency
Designation
The CoC hereby designates the George Washington Regional Commission (GWRC) as the HMIS Lead
Agency for the CoC service area.
Any CoC member can submit written notice to the CoC Board requesting a change in HMIS Lead Agency.
The CoC Board will decide within 30 days of the request whether or not to move forward with a
solicitation process for a new HMIS Lead Agency. If the CoC Board decides to moves forward, they would
solicit and evaluate proposals, and ultimately make a recommendation to the full membership for a final
determination. The CoC must update these bylaws if it wishes to change the HMIS Lead Agency
designation.

Duties
The HMIS Lead Agency shall be responsible for the following:


Ensuring consistent participation of recipients and sub-recipients in the HMIS.
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Ensuring the HMIS is administered in compliance with requirements prescribed by HUD.



Overseeing HMIS user agency adherence to the privacy, security, and data quality plans laid out
in the HMIS Policies & Procedures.



Representing the CoC on the Homeward Community Information System (HCIS) Policies
Committee.



Maintaining the HMIS service contract with Homeward.



Ensuring all HMIS users receive at least initial and annual training.



Securing signed HMIS Participation Agreements, requiring compliance with HMIS Policies &
Procedures and payment of annual participation fees, from Contributing HMIS Organizations.



Preparing the annual CoC HMIS budget and presenting the budget, including the amount of
annual participation fees, to the CoC Board for approval. The HMIS Lead Agency shall
collaborate with all Contributing HMIS Organizations to determine the appropriate number of
licenses to purchase and the amount of annual participation fees.



Developing the annual HMIS renewal grant funding request through the Continuum of Care
Program and working with the CoC Lead Agency/Collaborative Applicant to support the
preparation of the Collaborative Application.



Preparing and submitting to HUD, on behalf of the CoC and in collaboration with CoC’s HMIS
user agencies, the following:
o
o

System Performance Measures (Sys PM) Submission
Longitudinal Systems Analysis (LSA) Submission



Performing regular data quality monitoring.



Compiling regular project and system performance data in a way that is easy to understand and
distributing it to the CoC Board and full membership.



Maintaining by-name lists.



Performing HMIS system administrator tasks as needed.

X. HMIS Software
The CoC hereby designates the WellSky Community Services (formerly ServicePoint) system, provided by
WellSky (formerly Mediware Information Systems, Inc.) as the HMIS for use in the CoC service area.

XI. Policies & Procedures
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HMIS Policies & Procedures
The CoC has joined the Homeward Community Information System (HCIS) implementation of HMIS and
will adhere to the HCIS Policies & Procedures.
These policies shall be maintained by the HCIS Policies Committee. At least one member of the CoC shall
serve on the HCIS Policies Committee at all times.

Coordinated Entry Policies & Procedures
The CoC Coordinated Entry Policies & Procedures governs the administration of the CoC’s homelessness
response system, including coordinated entry, outreach, diversion, prevention, emergency shelter, rapid
re-housing, permanent supportive housing, and housing location services. All projects of the CoC’s
homelessness response system are required to adhere to these guidelines.
Updates to this policy may be suggested by any CoC member or committee and shall be approved by the
CoC Board.

Funding Policies & Procedures
The CoC Funding Policies & Procedures will govern the solicitation, review, selection, and ranking of
projects for funding through collaborative applications, including those for Continuum of Care Program
and Virginia Homeless Solutions Program funding.
The CoC Board will review this policy each January and make updates as necessary.
This document shall be posted on the CoC website.

XII. Amendment of Bylaws
In accordance with 24 CFR §578.7(a), these policies and procedures shall be subject to annual review,
update (as necessary), and approval by the full membership. During the last quarter of each calendar
year, the CoC shall convene a Bylaws Working Group in order to update and approve revisions to these
policies and procedures. In order to revise these policies, proposed revisions must be presented to the
full membership at least 30 days in advance, to be voted on after this period.
In accordance with 24 CFR §578.7(a), the CoC Board selection process, outlined in Section V, must be
reviewed, updated, and approved by the CoC at least once every 5 years.
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Appendix A: 24 CFR § 578.7 Responsibilities of the Continuum of Care
(a) Operate the Continuum of Care. The Continuum of Care must:
(1) Hold meetings of the full membership, with published agendas, at least semiannually;
(2) Make an invitation for new members to join publicly available within the geographic at least
annually;
(3) Adopt and follow a written process to select a board to act on behalf of the Continuum of
Care. The process must be reviewed, updated, and approved by the Continuum at least once
every 5 years;
(4) Appoint additional committees, subcommittees, or workgroups;
(5) In consultation with the collaborative applicant and the HMIS Lead, develop, follow, and
update annually a governance charter, which will include all procedures and policies needed to
comply with subpart B of this part and with HMIS requirements as prescribed by HUD; and a
code of conduct and recusal process for the board, its chair(s), and any person acting on behalf
of the board;
(6) Consult with recipients and subrecipients to establish performance targets appropriate for
population and program type, monitor recipient and subrecipient performance, evaluate
outcomes, and take action against poor performers;
(7) Evaluate outcomes of projects funded under the Emergency Solutions Grants program and
the Continuum of Care program, and report to HUD;
(8) In consultation with recipients of Emergency Solutions Grants program funds within the
geographic area, establish and operate either a centralized or coordinated assessment system
that provides an initial, comprehensive assessment of the needs of individuals and families for
housing and services. The Continuum must develop a specific policy to guide the operation of
the centralized or coordinated assessment system on how its system will address the needs of
individuals and families who are fleeing, or attempting to flee, domestic violence, dating
violence, sexual assault, or stalking, but who are seeking shelter or services from nonvictim
service providers. This system must comply with any requirements established by HUD by
Notice.
(9) In consultation with recipients of Emergency Solutions Grants program funds within the
geographic area, establish and consistently follow written standards for providing Continuum of
Care assistance. At a minimum, these written standards must include:
(i) Policies and procedures for evaluating individuals‘ and families‘ eligibility for
assistance under this part;
(ii) Policies and procedures for determining and prioritizing which eligible individuals
and families will receive transitional housing assistance;
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(iii) Policies and procedures for determining and prioritizing which eligible individuals
and families will receive rapid rehousing assistance;
(iv) Standards for determining what percentage or amount of rent each program
participant must pay while receiving rapid rehousing assistance;
(v) Policies and procedures for determining and prioritizing which eligible individuals
and families will receive permanent supportive housing assistance; and
(vi) Where the Continuum is designated a high-performing community, as described in
subpart G of this part, policies and procedures set forth in 24 CFR 576.400(e)(3)(vi),
(e)(3)(vii), (e)(3)(viii), and (e)(3)(ix).
(b) Designating and operating an HMIS. The Continuum of Care must:
(1) Designate a single Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) for the geographic
area;
(2) Designate an eligible applicant to manage the Continuum‘s HMIS, which will be known as the
HMIS Lead;
(3) Review, revise, and approve a privacy plan, security plan, and data quality plan for the HMIS.
(4) Ensure consistent participation of recipients and subrecipients in the HMIS; and
(5) Ensure the HMIS is administered in compliance with requirements prescribed by HUD.
(c) Continuum of Care planning. The Continuum must develop a plan that includes:
(1) Coordinating the implementation of a housing and service system within its geographic area
that meets the needs of the homeless individuals (including unaccompanied youth) and families.
At a minimum, such system encompasses the following:
(i) Outreach, engagement, and assessment;
(ii) Shelter, housing, and supportive services;
(iii) Prevention strategies.
(2) Planning for and conducting, at least biennially, a point-in-time count of homeless persons
within the geographic area that meets the following requirements:
(i) Homeless persons who are living in a place not designed or ordinarily used as regular
sleeping accommodation for humans must be counted as unsheltered homeless
persons.
(ii) Persons living in emergency shelters and transitional housing projects must be
counted as sheltered homeless persons.
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(iii) Other requirements established by HUD by Notice.
(3) Conducting an annual gaps analysis of the homeless needs and services available within the
geographic area;
(4) Providing information required to complete the Consolidated Plan(s) within the Continuum‘s
geographic area;
(5) Consulting with State and local government Emergency Solutions Grants program recipients
within the Continuum‘s geographic area on the plan for allocating Emergency Solutions Grants
program funds and reporting on and evaluating the performance of Emergency Solutions Grants
program recipients and subrecipients.
(d) VAWA emergency transfer plan. The Continuum of Care must develop the emergency transfer plan
for the Continuum of Care that meets the requirements under § 578.99(j)(8).
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VA-514 Fredericksburg Regional CoC
FY21 VHSP Application
Attachment 7: CoC/LPG HMIS Policies
and Procedures

Note: The Fredericksburg Regional CoC contracts with Homeward, lead agency of
the Greater Richmond CoC, for HMIS service, known as the Homeward
Community Information System (HCIS). These policies and procedures are in the
process of being updated and approved by all CoCs with the HCIS
implementation. The Fredericksburg Regional CoC Board approved the revisions
during their meeting on February 6, 2020.

Homeward Community Information System

Policies and Procedures
Revised 11/8/19
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Introduction
The Homeward Community Information System (HCIS) is a HIPAA-compliant online
database used to record and retrieve client-level and systems-level data. Homeward of
Richmond, Virginia is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that maintains the HCIS using
ServicePoint, a software application provided under contract with WellSky (formerly
known as Bowman Systems/Mediware).
Agencies that participate in the HCIS have access to a common set of tools and agree to
uphold standards of privacy and confidentiality as a condition of continued use. Staff of
Partner Agencies may enter data on clients and services, case plans and client goals,
follow-up actions, and referrals to other agencies. Homeward provides technology
recommendations, business integration, training and technical assistance to agencies and
users participating in the system.
In using ServicePoint, the HCIS is a Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) of
the kind required by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and
Virginia Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD). It may also
satisfy the requirements of other funding sources.
This document provides the policies, procedures, guidelines, and standards that govern
the HCIS, as well as roles and responsibilities for authorized representatives and Partner
Agency staff.

Definitions
Terms
In this Policies and Procedures Manual (“Policies and Procedures”), “Partner Agencies” are
all Agencies participating in the HCIS; “User” is a person accessing the HCIS; and “Client”
is a consumer of services at a Partner Agency.

Personally Identifying Information
Data is considered “personally identifying” if it can be used alone or in combination with
another data source to identify an individual. This includes, but is not limited to: name,
date of birth, social security number, telephone number or numbers, any part of an
address, photographs, email address, driver’s license number, license plate number, the
number of any other professional certification or license, and any other characteristic that
could uniquely identify the individual.

Governing Principles
Described below are the overall governing principles upon which all other decisions
pertaining to the HCIS are based.

Data Integrity
Data is the most valuable asset of the HCIS. It is the responsibility of each and every
user to protect data from unauthorized release, disclosure, modification, or destruction.
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Partner Agencies are also required to input at least the minimum data elements as
prescribed by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) for Homeless
Management Information Systems (HMISs). Additionally, Partner Agencies must
accurately capture program entry and exit dates in order to ensure the integrity of client
information.

Access to Client Records
Only staff who work directly with clients or who have administrative responsibilities will
receive authorization to look at, enter, or edit client records.
No Client record will be shared electronically with another agency without written or
verbal client consent.
A Client has the right to not answer any question and may not be denied service as a
result, unless entry into a service program requires it.
A Client has the right to review the contents of their record, know who has viewed and
edited it, and to request correction of inaccuracies.

Computer Crime
Partner Agencies must comply with relevant state and federal laws. These include but are
not limited to those regarding: unauthorized disclosure of data, unauthorized modification
or destruction of data, programs, or hardware; theft of computer services; illegal copying
of software; invasion of privacy; theft of hardware, software, peripherals, data, or
printouts; misuse of communication networks; promulgation of malicious software such as
viruses; and breach of contract. Perpetrators may be prosecuted under state or federal
law, held civilly liable for their actions, or both. The Homeward Authorized Agent staff and
authorized agencies must comply with license agreements for copyrighted software and
documentation. Licensed software must not be copied unless the license agreement
specifically provides for it.

End User Ethics
Users are licensed to use the HCIS for the legitimate business purposes of a Partner
Agency and in the interests of their Clients. Users may not use the HCIS for personal
purposes, to defraud any entity, or to conduct any illegal activity. Minimal precautions to
secure client data include the protection of usernames and passwords, maintenance of
anti-virus software, and proper storage or disposal of all documents containing personally
identifying information.

Resources
This Document is based with permission on the University of Massachusetts Boston’s
“CSPTech Policies and Procedures.”
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Section 1: Contractual Requirements and Roles
1.1 HCIS Governing Structure and Management
Policy: Homeward shall manage the structure that supports the operation of HCIS.
HCIS is currently used in multiple CoCs. Given the regional nature of the system,
structures are in place to support shared decision-making and collaboration among CoCs.
Each CoC may have its own structure in place for managing and paying for user licenses.
The HMIS lead for each CoC may require its own application for an HCIS license and may
choose to subsidize user licenses. Both the application process and funding for subsidies
are at the sole discretion of the HMIS lead.

HCIS Policies Committee
The HCIS Policies Committee is responsible for providing information and guidance to the
Greater Richmond CoC and other CoCs related to the implementation of HCIS. The
committee ensures that all HUD funded organizations are trained in and fully utilizing
HCIS. This committee provides input, oversight, and guidance on the development of
HCIS policies and procedures and ensures that the implementation meets or exceeds all
federal and applicable regulations.
Members of the HCIS Policies Committee include representatives of all CoCs in our multiregion implementation. Each year, the HCIS Policy Committee Chair(s) will recommend a
slate of members to the GrCoC Board and other applicable CoC Boards for approval. All
committee members will be approved by the GRCoC board (and by other CoC boards, if
applicable). The vote to approve Committee members can be conducted by email and
requires a simple majority.
The responsibilities of this committee include:
1. Providing information and guidance to the Greater Richmond CoC and other CoCs
as requested related to the implementation of HMIS and the designation of an
HMIS Lead;
2. Ensuring compliance with HUD’s data standards;
3. Providing oversight to the funding and operations of HMIS as part of the CoC;
4. Preserving data quality;
5. Ensuring that all HUD funded organization are trained in and fully utilizing HMIS;
6. Provide input, oversight, and guidance on the development of HCIS policies and
procedures; and,
7. Conducting the Annual Homeless Assessment Report (AHAR).
Generally, the development of policies that will affect all CoCs would go through the HCIS
Policies committee. These policies would then need to be agreed to or ratified by each of
the CoCs in the implementation, if applicable.

Homeward Staff
Homeward staff is responsible for oversight of all day-to-day operations including:
technical infrastructure; planning, scheduling, and meeting HCIS project objectives;
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supervision of project staff, including reasonable divisions of labor; and hiring project
staff.
In addition, staff (which includes the HCIS Director and the HCIS Training and Support
Manager) responsibilities include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Managing the relationship with the HMIS vendor
Providing leadership for technical strategy planning and quality assurance
Providing business integration services to social services agencies
Working with and supporting HCIS staff in other CoCs
Assisting agencies and CoCs with HMIS funding requests
Implementing HCIS to Virginia service providers
Managing other project resources
Monitoring data quality and security
Serving as System Administrator
(a) Ensuring the HCIS database meets required levels of data integrity
(b) Managing the HCIS configuration and screen layouts
(c) Assisting users in generating required reports or helping them contract with other
resources to create reports
(d) Monitoring data quality and security
(e) Working with agencies to close projects and redistribute licenses when necessary
10. Managing training activities
(a) Creating training materials
(b) Scheduling and conducting training classes
(c) Providing one-on-one training as needed
(d) Providing end-user support
(e) Monitoring data quality and security
(f) Analyzing the HCIS problem log to evaluate the need for additional training.

HCIS Administrators Group
The HCIS Administrators Group includes staff who help administer HCIS in each of the
CoCs. The group meets on a monthly basis. The purpose of the group is to share ideas
and information, discuss how to address challenges, and strategize about the overall
administration of the system.

1.2 HCIS Contract Requirements
Policy: Homeward shall provide HCIS technical assistance to Partner Agencies.
Homeward is committed to providing quality service to existing and new participating
agencies. All existing and new agencies participating in the HCIS will have user licenses
and technical assistance covered under current or new contracts. Please note: Partner
Agencies are responsible for all costs associated with hardware acquisition and
maintenance, personnel, data entry, and internet access.

1.3 Data Analysis
Policy: Homeward shall be responsible for aggregate HCIS Data Analysis on an ongoing
basis
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Data analysis is as follows:
(a) Providing data quality reports for partner programs on a regular basis.
(b) Providing agency or CoC ad hoc reports on a contract basis.
(c) Providing aggregate non-identifiable data statistics for regional reporting
including to HUD.
(d) Providing data analysis services to partner agencies and CoCs on a contract
basis.

1.4 Systems Administration, Security, and User Accounts
Policy: System Security and Integrity shall be reviewed on a regular basis.
Homeward contracts with WellSky for hosting of the HCIS application and database.
WellSky reviews all network and security logs regularly and advises the HCIS Director of
any required actions. Homeward has overall responsibility (both technical and procedural)
for the security of the system. All System Administrator accounts are the responsibility of
Homeward. The Agency Administrator is responsible for maintenance of User accounts at
the Partner Agency.

1.5 Agency Executive Director
Policy: The Executive Director of each Partner Agency shall be responsible for agency
staff that has access to the HCIS.
The Executive Director of each Partner Agency is responsible for oversight of agency staff
that has access to system software. The Executive Director holds final responsibility for
the adherence of his or her agency's personnel to the Policies and Procedures outlined in
this document and the User Responsibilities and Ethics.
The Executive Director agrees to authorize HCIS access only for staff having a legitimate
business purpose for such access.
Acting on behalf of the Partner Agency, the Executive Director will:
(a) Establish business controls and practices to ensure organizational adherence to
these Policies and Procedures and the User Responsibility and Ethics signed by
each user;
(b) Authorize data access to agency staff and assign responsibility for custody of the
data;
(c) Assume responsibility for integrity and protection of client data entered into the
HCIS;
(d) Monitor compliance and periodically review control decisions.
The Agency will ensure that the Agency and its staff fully comply with the End User Terms
and these Policies and Procedures and hereby agrees to fully indemnify and hold harmless
Homeward from any unauthorized use, improper use, or misuse of the software and the
system by the Agency and/or its staff, or any violation of law arising out of or in
connection with the acts or omissions of Agency and its staff and the Agency’s
participation in the HCIS.
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Each Agency must ensure that each user of the software and system obtains a unique
user license. Only those with a user license may access and use the software and
system. Sharing of user names and passwords is expressly forbidden. In addition, each
user of the software and system must agree to and sign the User Policy and Code of
Ethics before accessing the system.

1.6 Agency Administrator
Policy: The Executive Director of each Partner Agency will designate an Agency
Administrator to serve as lead staff and primary point of contact for HCIS-related matters.
In a Continuum of Care where the number of users is small, agencies may designate an
employee of one Partner Agency to serve as Agency Administrator for several agencies.
The designated Agency Administrator holds responsibility for the administration of the
system software in his or her agency. The Agency Administrator is responsible for:
(a) Implementation of data security policy and standards, including administering
agency-specified business and data protection controls.
(b) Entering and updating agency information
(c) Administering and monitoring access control, including granting access for
authorized persons by creating usernames and passwords;
(d) Ensuring that access to the HCIS system is granted to authorized staff members
only after they have received training.
(e) Detecting and responding to violations of the Policies and Procedures or agency
procedures.
Notifying Homeward staff by email of the name and access level of each User that
needs to be added or deleted from the system. Agency administrators may also add
or delete users themselves

1.7 End Users
Policy: Partner Agencies will allow staff an appropriate level of access as needed to
pursue legitimate business purposes.
(a) Homeward agrees to authorize use of the HCIS only to users who need access to
the system for technical administration of the system, report writing, data analysis
and report generation, back-up administration, or other essential activity
associated with carrying out HCIS responsibilities.
(b) The Partner Agency agrees to authorize use of the HCIS only to users who need
access to the system for legitimate business purposes such as entering, editing or
viewing client records, report writing, program administration or other essential
activity associated with carrying out Partner Agency responsibilities.
(c) Users must be aware of relevant confidentiality standards and take appropriate
measures to prevent unauthorized disclosure of data. Users are responsible for
protecting institutional information to which they have access and for reporting
security violations. Users must comply with the data security policy and standards
as described in these Policies and Procedures. Users are accountable for their
actions and for any actions undertaken with their usernames and passwords.
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(d) Each End User shall sign a User Policy and Code of Ethics prior to obtaining
access to the HCIS.

1.7 HCIS Participation Requirements for New Agencies
Policy: HCIS is required for agencies receiving federal and state funds targeted to
serving people experiencing homelessness. Agencies and programs primarily
serving survivors of sexual and domestic violence are prohibited from using HCIS.
All who want to use this system must:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Meet technical requirements for using HCIS (detailed in these policies and
procedures).
Be trained in the use of the system, including training on client privacy and
confidentiality, and agree to and sign the user agreement.
Be a participating member of the applicable CoC.
Have a signed agency agreement on file with Homeward.
Have a valid business purpose or mission for using HCIS.
Be a legal entity that exists (at least in part) to address homelessness.
Be a nonprofit or government entity.

Some who use the system receive state or federal funding that requires participation in
HCIS.
For agencies that are not required to use HCIS by their funder, we may require a
probationary period of six months to ensure that the system is being used as intended.
Also, any agencies not funded by the state (DHCD) or federal government (HUD) should:
a)
b)
c)

Provide a description of how it will meet the technical requirements necessary to
use HCIS.
Describe the purpose for using HCIS and the specific projects to be tracked in the
system.
Describe organizational policies re: client confidentiality and privacy, particularly
as they relate to social media.

Applications from agencies that are not required to use HCIS will be reviewed by the HCIS
policies committee and recommended for approval/disapproval to the appropriate CoC
Board. The CoC Board has final decision-making authority on approval/disapproval. If any
agency disagrees with the CoC Board’s decision, it can appeal to the Board and provide
additional information to support its case. If the appeal is unsuccessful, an agency not
required to use HCIS can re-apply in six months following the same procedures outlined
above.
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Section 2: Participation Requirements & Privacy Plan
2.1 System and Technical Considerations
2.1.1 System Requirements
Policy: Each computer accessing the HCIS shall meet Minimum System Requirements as
follows. Each computer:
(a) Must run Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10;
(b) Must have a keyboard, mouse, and a standard SVGA monitor;
(c) Must have an internet connection meeting requirements set forth in Section 2.1.3
Implementation Connectivity;
(d) Must authenticate users using a unique user name and password;
(e) Must have self-updating anti-virus software protection installed and active;
(f) Must have an active locking screensaver; and
(g) Must be protected by a firewall (which may be hardware or software installed on
a network or server).

2.1.2 Information Security Protocols
Policy: Partner Agencies must develop and have in place minimum information security
protocols.
At a minimum, a Partner Agency must develop rules, protocols or procedures to address
each of the following:
(a) Assignment of user accounts;
(b) Unattended workstations;
(c) Physical access to workstations;
(d) Policy on user account sharing;
(e) Client record disclosure;
(f) Report generation, disclosure and storage.
Information Security Protocols or procedures will protect the confidentiality of the data
and to ensure its integrity at the site, as well as the confidentiality of the clients.

2.1.3 Implementation Connectivity
Policy: Each Partner Agency is required to obtain an adequate Internet connection.
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An adequate internet connection is defined as a minimum of 128 KBPS, DSL, or Cable
connection. Proper connectivity ensures proper response time and efficient system
operation of the HCIS. Homeward staff will advise Partner Agencies on the procurement
of adequate services upon request. Obtaining and maintaining an Internet connection
with minimum 128 KBPS is the responsibility of the Partner Agency.

2.1.4 Maintenance of Onsite Computer Equipment
Policy: Each Partner Agency shall maintain onsite computer equipment.
Partner Agencies commit to a reasonable program of data and equipment maintenance in
order to sustain an efficient level of system operation and maintain the technical
standards set forth in Section 2.1 System Requirements.
The Executive Director will be responsible for the maintenance and disposal of on-site
computer equipment and data used for participation in the HCIS including the following:
(a) Partner Agency is responsible for maintenance of on-site computer equipment.
This includes purchase of and upgrades to all existing and new computer
equipment for the utilization of the HCIS.
(b) Homeward staff members are not responsible for troubleshooting problems with
Internet Connections.
(c) The Partner Agency agrees to only download and store data in a secure format.
(d) The Partner Agency agrees to dispose of documents that contain identifiable
client level data by shredding paper records, deleting any information from
diskette before disposal, and deleting any copies of client level data from the hard
drive of any machine before transfer or disposal of property. Homeward staff is
available to consult on appropriate processes for disposal of electronic client level
data.

2.2 Privacy Plan
2.2.1 Agency Participation Requirements
Policy: Each Partner Agency shall comply with the following Participation Requirements:
(a) The Agency shall utilize the HCIS for legitimate business purposes only and will
use Client information as needed to assist in providing adequate and appropriate
services;
(b) The Agency shall consistently enter information into the HCIS and endeavor to
keep information up to date;
(c) The Agency will participate in evaluation efforts to improve and refine the HCIS;
(d) The Agency shall not use the HCIS database with intent to defraud federal, state,
or local governments; individuals or entities; or to conduct any illegal activity;
(e) Unless the Agency does not share information about Clients with Partner
Agencies, the Agency will attempt to obtain a verbal or written Release of
Information from each Client that enables Client data to be shared electronically
with other Partner Agencies in the HCIS;
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(f) The Agency agrees to enter no less than the minimum data elements as outlined
by Homeless Management Information Systems (HMIS) Data and Technical
Standards Final Notice for each Client entered;
(g) The Agency shall ensure that any person issued a User ID and password for the
HCIS receive client confidentiality training and have signed a User Policy and
Statement of Ethics;
(h) The Agency shall follow, comply with, and enforce the User Policy and Code of
Ethics.

2.2.2 Confidentiality and Informed Consent
Policy: Each Partner Agency shall uphold standards of data confidentiality and obtain
informed consent before client data is entered into HCIS.
(a) Partner Agencies must uphold federal and state confidentiality regulations to
protect client records and privacy.
(b) Partner Agencies must post the HCIS Client Privacy Notice at each desk (or
comparable location), and a current version of the Privacy Notice must be
provided on the Agency's website (if applicable).
(c) Partner Agencies must obtain a written or verbal Release of Information to share
data electronically with Partner Agencies in HCIS. Users at Partner Agencies must
be prepared to explain the terms of the Release of Information and answer client
questions about how their information is collected, shared, and used.
(d) Partner Agencies must allow an individual to inspect and to have a copy of any
personally identifying information about the individual and offer to explain any
information the individual may not understand. Agencies must then consider any
request by the individual for correction of inaccuracies or incompleteness in their
personally identifying information, but Agencies are not required to remove any
information and may, alternatively, mark information as inaccurate or incomplete,
supplementing it with additional information.
(e) Partner Agencies will abide by the Federal confidentiality rules as contained in 42
CFR Part 2 regarding disclosure of alcohol and/or drug abuse records. In general
terms, the Federal rules prohibit the disclosure of alcohol and/or drug abuse
records unless disclosure is expressly permitted by written consent of the person
to whom it pertains or as otherwise permitted by 42 CFR Part 2. A general
authorization for the release of medical or other information is not sufficient for
this purpose. The Partner Agency understands that the Federal rules restrict any
use of the information to criminally investigate or prosecute any alcohol or drug
abuse patients.

2.2.3 Additionally Protected Data
Specific health information (including medical diagnoses and condition details) is typically
not collected by providers, but if it is, it is automatically treated as confidential with
access restricted to the originating agency. Some providers (e.g., providers of Housing
Opportunities for Persons with AIDS) may choose to restrict all client sharing of
information by not completing a Release of Information for any clients. Domestic violence
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victim service providers are prohibited from entering data into HCIS, and legal service
providers are not to enter confidential client notes into HCIS.

2.2.4 Minimum Data Elements
Policy: Each Partner Agency shall input Minimum Data Elements as defined by the
Homeless Management Information Systems (HMIS) Data and Technical Standards Final
Notice for each client entered.
Partner Agencies that collect client data through the HCIS will endeavor to collect, at a
minimum, the universal data elements and applicable program-specific data elements set
forth in the 2014 HMIS Data Standards published by HUD. Partner Agencies may develop
independent methods to gather this data.

Section 3: Training
3.1 Training Schedule
Policy: Homeward shall maintain an HCIS training schedule.
Homeward staff will publish a schedule for training and will offer education regularly.
Each Continuum of Care will sign an annual contract that specifies the number of trainings
to be offered in the Continuum. If no such arrangement is made, or additional training is
required, training sessions can be scheduled as needed. Training sessions include 8 hours
of training split over two consecutive days. Homeward recommends at least two training
sessions per year. Partner Agencies are asked to RSVP for all training.

3.2 User, Administrator, and Security Training
Policy: Each HCIS User must receive appropriate training from Homeward staff.
Each User must receive HCIS training from Homeward staff before being granted access
to the live system. Agency Administrators must attend an Agency Administrator training
offered by Homeward in addition to User training. Partner Agencies will be notified of
scheduled training sessions.

Section 4: Security Plan (User, Location, Physical and
Data Access)
4.1 Access Privileges to System Software
Policy: Each Partner Agency shall adhere to standard procedures in requesting and
obtaining system access.
Partner Agencies will apply the user access privilege conventions set forth in this
procedure. Allocation of user access accounts and privileges will be made according to
the format specified in this procedure:
(a) User access and user access levels will be determined by the Executive Director of
the Partner Agency in consultation with the Agency Administrator. The Agency
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Administrator will generate user names and passwords within the administrative
function of the HCIS.
(b) The Agency Administrator will create all usernames using the first initial of first
name and last name format. For example, John Doe’s username would be JDoe.
Where two Users share the same first initial and last name, Agency Administrators
should use a sequential number, middle initial, or combination of these to
generate a unique user name. (For example, John Edgar Doe and Jane Smith
Doe could be JDoe1 and JDoe2, or JEDoe and JSDoe).
(c) Passwords are automatically generated from the system when a user is created.
Agency Administrators will communicate the system-generated password to the
user.
(d) The user will be required to change the password the first time they log onto the
system. The password must be between 8 and 16 characters and contain 2
numbers.
(e) Passwords expire every 45 days, after which time Users are asked to choose a
new password.
(f) The Agency Administrator shall terminate the rights of a user immediately upon
termination from their current position. If a staff person is to go on leave for a
period of longer than 45 days, their password should be inactivated within 3
business days of the start of their leave. The Agency Administrator is responsible
for removing users from the system and informing Homeward of their departure.

4.2 Access Levels for System Users
Policy: Users shall be assigned an access level appropriate to their role and authority
within the Partner Agency.
Partner Agencies will manage the proper designation of user accounts and will monitor
account usage. The Partner Agency agrees to apply the proper designation of user
accounts and manage the use of these accounts by Partner Agency staff. It is the
responsibility of the Agency Administrator to create and de-activate User accounts as
needed.
There are nine (9) levels of access to the HCIS system detailed in
Appendix I: Service Point Access Matrix. The level of access granted to a User should be
reflective of the access a user has to client level paper records and access levels should
be need-based. Need exists only for those staff, volunteers, or designated personnel who
work directly with (or supervise staff who work directly with) clients or have data entry
responsibilities.

4.3 Access to Data
Policy: Partner Agencies shall enforce the user access privileges to the system data
server.
The user access privileges to the system data server are as stated below:
(a) User Access: Users will only view the data entered by users of their own agency
unless they are sharing a client with another Partner Agency.;
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(b) Raw Data: Users who have been granted access to the HCIS Report Writer tool
have the ability to download and save client level data onto their local computer.
Once this information has been downloaded from the HCIS server in raw format
to an agency’s computer, this data then becomes the responsibility of the agency.
A Partner Agency should develop protocol regarding the handling of data
downloaded from the Report Writer;
(c) Agency Policies Restricting Access to Data: The Partner Agencies must
establish internal access to data protocols. These policies should include who has
access, for what purpose, and how they can transmit this information. Issues to
be addressed must include storage, transmission, and disposal of this data;
(d) Access to Community and Regional Data: Access will be granted based upon
policies developed by Homeward.

4.4 Access to Client Paper Records
Policy: Partner Agencies shall establish procedures to handle access to client paper
records.
These procedures will:
(a) Identify which staff has access to the client paper records and for what
purpose. Staff should only have access to records of clients, which they
directly work with or for data entry purposes;
(b) Identify how and where client paper records are stored;
(c) Develop policies regarding length of storage and disposal procedure of paper
records;
(d) Develop policies on disclosure of information contained in client paper records.

4.5 Physical Access Control
Policy: Each Partner Agency shall adhere to Physical Access Control Procedures.
Physical access to the system data processing areas, equipment, and media must be
controlled. Access must be controlled for the transportation of data processing media and
other computing resources. The level of control is contingent on the level of risk and
exposure to loss. Personal computers, software, documentation, and storage media (e.g.,
CDs, zip drives) shall be secured proportionate with the threat and exposure to loss.
Available precautions include equipment enclosures, lockable power switches, equipment
identification, and fasteners to secure the equipment.
(a) Homeward staff with the Agency Administrators within Partner Agencies will
determine the physical access controls appropriate for their organizational setting
based on the HCIS security policies, standards, and guidelines;
(b) All those granted access to an area or to data are responsible for their actions.
Additionally, those granting another person access to an area are responsible for
that person’s activities;
(c) Printed versions of confidential data should not be copied or left unattended and
open to unauthorized access;
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(d) Media containing client-identified data will not be shared with any agency other
than the owner of the data for any reason. HCIS data may be transported by
authorized employees using methods deemed appropriate by the Partner Agency
that meet the above standard. Reasonable care should be used, and media
should be secured when left unattended;
(e) Magnetic media containing HCIS data that is released and or disposed of from the
Partner Agency should first be processed to destroy any data residing on that
media;
(f) Degaussing and overwriting are acceptable methods of destroying data;
(g) Responsible personnel must authorize the shipping and receiving of magnetic
media, and appropriate records must be maintained;
(h) HCIS information in hardcopy format should be disposed of properly. This may
include shredding finely enough to ensure that the information is unrecoverable.

4.6 Unique User Identification (ID) and Password
Policy: Each User shall be granted a unique user ID and password.
Only authorized users will be granted a user ID and password to ensure that only
authorized users will be able to enter, modify, or read data.
(a) Each user will be required to enter a unique user ID with a password in order to
logon to the system;
(b) User ID and passwords are to be assigned to individuals;
(c) The user ID will be the first initial and full last name of the user. Where two users
share the same first initial and last name, Agency Administrators should use a
sequential number, middle initial, or combination of these to generate a unique
user name. (For example, John Edgar Doe and Jane Smith Doe could be JDoe1
and JDoe2, or JEDoe and JSDoe);
(d) The password must be no less than eight and no more than sixteen characters in
length;
(e) The password must be alphanumeric and contain 2 or more numbers;
(f) Discretionary Password Reset - Initially each user will be given a password for one
time use only. The first or reset password will be automatically generated by the
HCIS and will be issued to the user by the Agency Administrator. Homeward staff
is also available to agency staff to reset passwords. Because users must
immediately change their assigned passwords, passwords may be communicated
verbally or through email.
(g) Forced Password Change (FPC): FPC will occur every forty-five days once a user
account is issued. Passwords will expire and users will be prompted to enter a
new password. Users may not use the same password consecutively, but may use
the same password more than once.
(h) Unsuccessful Logon: If a user unsuccessfully attempts to logon three times, the
user ID will be “locked out,” and access to the system will be revoked until the
user logs in with a new password.
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(i) Access to computer terminals within restricted areas should be controlled through
a password or through physical security measures;
(j) Each user’s identity should be authenticated through an acceptable verification
process;
(k) Passwords are the individual’s responsibility, and users cannot share passwords;
(l) Any passwords written down should be securely stored and inaccessible to other
persons. Users may not store passwords on a personal computer for easier log
on.

4.7 Right to Deny User and Partner Agency’s Access
Policy: Violations of security protocols shall result in denial of access to the HCIS.
A Partner Agency or an individual user may have system access suspended or revoked for
violation of the security protocols. Serious or repeated violation by users of the system
may result in the suspension or revocation of an agency’s access.
(a) Homeward will investigate all reported and potential violations of security
protocols.
(b) Homeward shall notify the Agency Administrator within one business day of any
such suspension or revocation of access, the reason or reasons for such action,
and the party responsible for further investigation of the issue.
(c) Any user found to be in violation of security protocols will be sanctioned
accordingly. Sanctions may include, but are not limited to: a formal letter of
reprimand, suspension of system privileges, revocation of system privileges, or
criminal prosecution.

4.9 Data Access Control
Policy: Partner Agencies and Homeward staff shall monitor access to system software.
Agency Administrators at Partner Agencies and Homeward staff will regularly review user
access privileges and remove identification codes and passwords from their systems when
users no longer require access. Agency Administrators at Partner Agencies and Homeward
staff must implement discretionary access controls to limit access to HCIS information
when available and technically feasible. Partner Agencies and Homeward staff must audit
all unauthorized accesses and attempts to access HCIS information.

4.10 Auditing: Monitoring and Violations
Policy: Homeward staff will monitor access to systems that could potentially reveal a
violation of information security protocols.
Violations will be reviewed for appropriate disciplinary action that could include license
revocation or criminal prosecution.
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All exceptions to these standards are to be requested in writing by the Executive Director
of the Partner Agency and approved by the Executive Director of Homeward as
appropriate. Monitoring shall occur as follows:
(a) Monitoring compliance is the responsibility of Homeward;
(b) All users and custodians are obligated to report suspected instances of
noncompliance;
(c) Homeward staff will review potential security violations and require or recommend
corrective or disciplinary action to the agency;
(d) Users should report security violations to the Agency Administrator, and the
Agency Administrator will report to Homeward staff.
(e) Should there be a violation by the Agency Administrator, users should report
directly to Homeward staff.

4.11 Local Data Storage
Policy: Client records containing identifying information that are stored within the
Partner Agency’s local computers are the responsibility of the Partner Agency.
Partner Agencies should develop policies for the manipulation, custody, and transmission
of client-identified data sets. A Partner Agency will develop policies consistent with
Information Security Policies outlined in this document regarding client-identifying
information stored on local computers.
Note: Services provided through Wellsky for hosting of the HCIS application and database
also include a Disaster Recovery Plan providing for nightly backups and offsite storage.

4.12 Transmission of Client Level Data
Policy: Client level data will be transmitted in such a way as to protect client privacy and
confidentiality.
Administrators of the system server data must be aware of access-control vulnerabilities
for that data while they are in transmission within the network. Transmission will be
secured by 128-bit encryption provided by SSL Certificate protection, which is loaded at
the HCIS server.

4.13 Compliance and Monitoring
Policy: Agencies and users must help ensure the security, privacy, and confidentiality of
client data.
In December 2011, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development released a
proposed rule to establish regulations for HMIS, which is the currently prevailing set of
regulations governing HMIS operations. (Federal Register, Vol. 76, No. 237, pages 76917
– 76927.) The HEARTH Act (2009) required HUD to ensure the operation of and
consistent participation in HMIS. The HEARTH Act codified the Continuum of Care
planning process and certain data collection requirements as well as operation of and
participation in HMIS for certain funded programs and agencies.
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The CoC is responsible for ensuring that the HMIS for the Continuum of Care (CoC) is
operated in accordance with the provisions of the new regulations and other applicable
laws. The HMIS Lead is responsible for developing written policies and procedures for all
agencies using HMIS by executing a participation agreement and monitoring compliance.
Governing policies and procedures must provide for the security, confidentiality, and
privacy of data
.
Established in July 2013, the HMIS Policies Committee is responsible for providing
information and guidance to the Greater Richmond CoC and other CoCs and Local
Planning Groups (LPGs) related to the implementation of HMIS. This committee will
ensure that all HUD funded organizations are trained in and fully utilizing HMIS. This
committee will provide input, oversight, and guidance on the development of HMIS
policies and procedures and ensure that all CoCs and LPGs covered in this implementation
of HMIS meet or exceed all federal and applicable regulations.
HUD regulations lay out a number of requirements for CoCs, HMIS Leads, and agencies
participating in HMIS. In addition to the technological requirements for HMIS participating
agencies (laid out in the Policies and Procedures document), there are a number of
requirements for HMIS participating agencies to ensure the security, privacy, and
confidentiality of client data.
As laid out in the Policies and Procedures and other approved HMIS documents, the
requirements for compliance with HMIS are as follows:
• Meeting or exceeding technical and system requirements
• Participation in training for users according to level of access
• Complying with the User Policy and Code of Ethics
• Execution of signed participation agreements
• Complying with the policies and procedures and data quality standards set forth in
the Policies and Procedures document not otherwise specified.
All users of HMIS agree to notify a System Administrator, the HMIS Lead, or LPG or CoC
leadership of violations of the policies and procedures or User Policy and Code of Ethics.
Additionally, HMIS Lead staff and/or System Administrators may identify lack of
compliance during the provision of services and training related to HMIS. Finally, the
HMIS Policies Committee may develop additional monitoring processes and request
additional reports from the HMIS Lead concerning progress toward full compliance by all
users or agencies.
For violations of compliance that threaten the HMIS implementation as a whole (e.g.
violations of client or system data, sharing of licenses, failure to signed written
agreements as required in 24 CFR 580.9), usage of HMIS will be immediately revoked or
require a plan to rectify the lack of compliance within 48 hours upon agreement with the
HMIS Lead in consultation with the relevant CoC or LPG leadership. The HMIS Lead will
then notify HUD, DHCD, and other relevant funders of the change in usage status.
For violations of compliance that do not pose an immediate threat to the privacy, security,
or confidentiality of client or system data (e.g., not meeting the timeliness standard for
data entry), the participating agency may seek a waiver of the standard from the HMIS
Policies Committee in consultation with the HMIS Lead. If a waiver is not granted, the
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agency found to be out of compliance will receive a written warning from the HMIS Lead
and asked to develop a plan to rectify the lack of compliance within 7 business days. If
an agency continues to be out of compliance, the HMIS Policies Committee will review the
matter and make a recommendation for a sanction.
Agencies participating in HMIS with concerns about the sanctions process including
waivers may file an appeal with the relevant CoC board or LPG. The notice of appeal must
include a written statement specifying in detail all grounds asserted for the appeal. The
appeal must be submitted by an individual authorized to represent the agency and must
include the specific sections of the compliance process on which the appeal is based. The
CoC or LPG leadership will review the appeal in consultation with the HMIS Policies
Committee and the HMIS Lead and notify the appealing agency of its decision.
All eligible appeals will be read, reviewed, and evaluated by the CoC or LPG leadership
within 48 hours of the appeal. The CoC or LPG leadership will provide a determination of
the appeal to the appealing applicant and the HMIS Policies Committee. The
recommendation of the CoC or LPG leadership will be final. A written summary of the
CoC or LPG leadership decisions will be provided to the appealing agency.

Section 5: Technical Support and System Availability
5.1 Planned Technical Support
Policy: Homeward staff shall offer technical support to all Partner Agencies on use of the
system software.
Homeward staff will assist agencies in:
(a) Start-up and implementation;
(b) On-going technical assistance;
(c) Training;
(d) Technical assistance with report writing and any other additional modules.

5.2 Partner Agency Service Request
Policy: Homeward staff shall respond to requests for services.
All Users may make service requests. The preferred method of sending a request in
through the helpdesk email: hcis@homewardva.org, and Users may also call HCIS staff
for assistance. The advantage of using the helpdesk email is that all staff have access to
it, so they can respond more quickly to User needs.

5.3 Hours of System Operation
Policy: System shall be accessible 24 hours a day 7 days a week with the exception of a
weekly routine maintenance window of a two hour duration. At present, this
maintenance window is identified for Wednesday evenings from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m.
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The system will be available to the community of users in a manner consistent with the
user’s reasonable usage requirements.

5.4 Planned Interruption to Service
Policy: Homeward staff shall inform Partner Agencies of any planned interruption to
service except for routine maintenance as described in 5.3 Hours of System Operation.
Partner Agencies will be notified of planned interruption to service one (1) week prior to
the interruption. Homeward staff will notify Partner Agencies via e-mail the schedule for
the interruption to service. An explanation of the need for the interruption will be
provided and expected benefits or consequences articulated. Homeward staff will notify
Partner Agencies via e-mail that service has resumed.

5.5 Unplanned Interruption to Service
Policy: Homeward shall notify each Partner Agency of unplanned interruption to service
in a timely manner.
Partner Agencies may or may not be notified in advance of unplanned interruption to
service. Partner Agencies will be notified of unforeseen interruption to service that are
expected to exceed two (2) hours. When an event occurs that makes the system
inaccessible, Homeward staff and Wellsky may make a determination to switch service to
the secondary server. At this point, users will be able to resume operation. The procedure
will be as follows:
(a) Event is detected;
(b) Analyzed;
(c) Repair the problem within two (2) hours or switch to secondary server;
(d) Resume operation at Partner Agency.
When production server becomes available:
(a) During the next full backup process, production server will be restored with latest
data from secondary server;
(b) Homeward staff will notify via e-mail that service has resumed;
(c) Return to normal operation.

Section 6: HUD Resources
6.1 HUD Data and Technical Standards
HUD publishes data and technical standards to ensure that data that is required to fulfill
HUD reporting requirements is collected in a consistent manner and that privacy and
security of client information is protected. Currently applicable standards are:
• The July 2004 Data and Technical Standards Final Notice (FR 4848-N-02 –
available at
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•
•

https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/2004HUDDataandTechnicalS
tandards.pdf.)
The March 2010 Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) Data
Standards – Revised Notice (available at http://www.hudhre.info/documents/
FinalHMISDataStandards_March2010.pdf)
The August 2014 HMIS Data Standards Manual (available at
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HMIS-Data-StandardsManual.pdf.)

In addition, the HMIS proposed rule (available at https://www.onecpd.info/resources/
documents/HEARTH_HMISRequirementsProposedRule.pdf) published in December 2011 is
currently under revision and is not currently in effect. Basically, the proposed rule
includes 1) uniform technical requirements of HMIS; 2) proper collection of data and
maintenance of the database; and 3) confidentiality of the information in the database.

For 2017, the 2017 HMIS Data Standards Manual was issued, effective October 1,
2017, and available here: https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HMISData-Standards-Manual-2017.pdf.
For 2016, critical changes were incorporated into the 2014 HMIS Data Standards
Manual available here: https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/3824/hmis-datadictionary/.
For 2015, critical changes were announced and described here:
https://www.hudexchange.info/news/hud-releases-critical-changes-to-the-2014-hmisdata-standards/; however the link to the data manual does not currently work (as of
July 7, 2017).

Appendix I: Service Point Access Matrix
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ServicePoint

®

User Roles

Version 5.11 September 5, 2014

Resource
Case
Case
Specialist
Manager
Manager I
II
II

Case
Manager
III

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Agency
System
Read Only III
Admin
Admin I

System
Admin II

ClientPoint
View client record

X

X

View inactive client record

X
X

Modify client record
Delete client record
Delete any client record

X

Ability to modify static client security

X

X

X

X

X

X

Ability to modify dynamic client security

^

^

^

^

^

X

View client releases of information

X

X

X

X

X

X

Modify / delete client releases of information

X

X

X

X

X

X

View case managers

X

X

X

X

X

X

Modify / delete case managers

X

X

X

X

X

X

View Assessments Tab

X

X

X

X

X

X

Add/Edit client answers In Assessment Tab

X

X

X

X

X

X

View Case Plans Tab

X

X

X

X

X

X

Add/Edit goals, case notes, action steps Case Plans

X

X

X

X

X

X

View client incidents

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Modify / delete client incidents

X
X
X
X
X

View client needs/services/referrals

X

X

X

X

X

Modify / delete client needs/services/referrals

X

X

X

X

View client entry/exits

X

X

X

X

Modify / delete client entry/exits

X

X

X

X

View client file attachments

X

X

X

X

Modify / delete client file attachments

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Delete Households

X

Delete Households (with restrictions)*

ResourcePoint
ShelterPoint
CommunityPoint

X

Global Action given to users in order to disable/hide admin
areas which should not be accessible

X
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ServicePoint

®

User Roles

Resource
Case
Case
Specialist
Manager
Manager I
II
II

Case
Manager
III

Modify Call Records

X

X

X

X

X

X

View Call Records

X

X

X

X

X

X

Version 5.11 September 5, 2014

Agency
System
Read Only III
Admin
Admin I

System
Admin II

CallPoint

View Inactive Call Records

X

Reports
Ability to view the reports tab and run reports

X

X

X

X

X

X

Enable the ability to generate system-wide reports

X

Enable ability to delete subordinate or parent provider
ReportWriter reports

X

Audit Reports
Audit Report

X

X

X

User information

X

X

X

User Login

X

X

X

Audit Access Report

X

Provider Reports
AHAR Report

X

X

X

X

Call Record Report

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Client Served Report

X

X

X

X

X

X

&

X

X

X

X

Client Intake Report
Daily Unit Report

X
X

X

X

X

Duplicate Client Report

X
X

X

Entry/Exit Report

X

X

X

X

X

X

&

ESG Caper Report

X

X

X

X

X

X

&

PATH Report

X

X

X

X

X

X

&

Referrals Report

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Service Transaction Report

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Needs Report

X

X

X

X

X

X

&

Report/Writer

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

FundManager
Modify the Provider Preferences controlling FundManager
Fund/Vendor creation
Full control in the FundManager module

X

Create/modify legacy-style, limited Funds based on the
legacy Funding Sources Picklist
Access to FundManager module, even if User is not a
Review Agent or Fund Administrator

X
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ServicePoint® User Roles
Version 5.11 September 5, 2014

Resource
Case
Case
Specialist
Manager
Manager I
II
II

Case
Manager
III

Agency
System
Read Only III
Admin
Admin I

System
Admin II

Administration
Add / edit / delete users

@

X

X

View users

@

X

X

X

X

View Inactive Users
Reset bad login attempts for users

@

X

X

Reset Passwords

@

X

X

Able to assign resource groups to users

@

X

X

X

X

Add Provider
Edit Provider

#

#

X

X

Delete Provider

%

%

X

X

X

X

X

View inactive providers

X

Modify Provider Visibility information
Modify Provider Services in Provider Admin

@

X

X

X

Modify Provider Profile information

X

X

X

X

View Provider Maintenance information

X

X

X

X

Modify Provider Maintenance information

X

X

X

X

Add Subordinate Providers

X

X

X

X

Modify Provider Configuration information

X

X

X

X

View Provider Configuration information

X

X

X

X

View Provider Display Settings

X

X

X

X

Modify Provider Display Settings

X

X

X

X

Add / edit / remove agency news

X

X

X

X

Add / edit / remove system news

X

X

Access to Create / Read / Update / Delete assessment
information. User can change settings

X

X

Access to AIRS Taxonomy Admin

X

X

View Picklists

X

X

Modify Picklists

X

X

Purchase licenses

X

X

X

X

X

Allocate and assign licenses

X

X

X

Shadow Mode

X

X

X

View resource groups

X

X

Add / edit / delete resource groups

X

X

View reporting groups

X

X

X

Add / edit / delete reporting groups

X

X

X

View visibility groups

X

X

X

Add / edit / delete only local visibility groups

X

X

View EDA groups

X

X

X

Add / edit / delete EDA groups

X

X

X

X

X

X

View System Preferences

X

X

Modify System Preferences

X

X

Access to Measurements Admin

X

X

Access to review records in Provider Approval Bin

X

X

X

X

Add / edit / delete all visibility groups

Send system emails (using Email Admin)

X

X

Other
Export of Providers
Provider Admin sections disabled when the provider is
outside the current provider's tree
Bypass Security For the current tree (same as agencyadmin bypass in SP v3&4)

X

X

Bypass Security

X
X

Bypass Release of Info

X
X

Delete any assessment data system-wide

X

Enter Data As other users
Enable Backdate Mode

X

^

Backdate Release of Info

X

X

X

X

X

^

^

^

^

^

^

X

X

X

X

X

X

System Support
Generate XML Exports

X

X: Users have access to this section of ServicePoint or @: Users have access to this section for only their provider or EDA provider.

* A) when household is NOT used by the providers outside of the user's provider or providers in the user's Enter Data As (EDA) list*, and the household does NOT contain clients

B) When the household IS used but only by the user's provider or providers in the user's EDA list*, and the household does NOT contain clients which are not visible to the use
%: Users can neither delete the Provider they belong to, nor any of their Parent Providers.
#: Users cannot edit their Parent Provider, they may edit their own provider or their Subordinate Providers Only.
^: Action can be done only If allowed in the user permissions
&: Users can run the report for Provider Groups.
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Appendix II: Data Quality and Monitoring Plan
Homeward worked with representatives from the CoCs that are a part of its multi-site
HMIS implementation to develop appropriate data quality standards. As a part of this
process, staff reviewed HUD guidelines and data quality recommendations, as well as
plans from other communities.
This plan details the minimum data quality standards, as well as a monitoring plan that
describes how data quality will be assessed on a quarterly basis.
Data Quality Plan
Components of a data quality plan should include timeliness; completeness of data,
clients served, and bed utilization; accuracy and consistency; monitoring; and incentives
and enforcement (HUD HMIS TA Initiative, 2009). These components are addressed
below.
Timeliness

Policy: All universal data elements should be collected on all clients at intake. Information
should be entered into HCIS within an appropriate number of days (by program type).
Complete and accurate data for the quarter must be entered into HCIS by the 15 th of the
following month (i.e., April 15 for Q1, July 15 for Q2, October 15 for Q3, and January 15
for Q4).

Purpose: Data in HCIS needs to be up to date in order to ensure timely and accurate
reporting. Minimizing the amount of time between intake/data collection and data entry
increases accuracy and provides opportunities for follow up if additional information is
needed.

Proposed standards: The table below describes standards for entering client records.
Note that there may be other standards required by funders (e.g., recertifications of
information). Note that data timeliness standards differ depending on which CoC you are
located in.
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Program type
Coordinated assessment
Day shelter
Emergency shelter
Street outreach
Permanent housing (housing
only, housing with services,
and permanent supportive
housing)
Homelessness prevention
Permanent housing – rapid
rehousing
Safe Haven
Services only
Transitional housing
Other

# days for entering client records
VA-513 and VA-521
VA-500 and VA-514
3 days
Same day
1 week
3 days
1 week
3 days
1 week
3 days
1 weeks
3 days

1 week
1 week

3 days
3 days

1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3

week
week
week
week

days
days
days
days

Monitoring: Initially, average time between entry date and entry of the client record in
HCIS will be monitored on a quarterly basis.
Completeness: Data

Policy: Information entered into HCIS should be truthful, accurate, and complete.
Purpose: Data that accurately describes the characteristics and needs of clients helps
ensure that appropriate services and programs exist in the community. Missing data can
negatively impact a provider’s ability to provide appropriate services. Additionally,
complete information is important for reporting purposes (including the NoFA and the
AHAR) and can affect funding for the CoC and its providers.

Standard: The table below describes, by program type, the amount of allowable missing
data. Note that in spite of the idea that some amount of missing data is allowed,
providers will be asked to fix as much missing data as they are able to in order to
facilitate accurate and complete reporting.
Overall, less than 2% missing data in any universal data element or program-specific data
element field is suggested, with an exception made for outreach programs, which are
expected to try to get good data from clients over time. Also note that due to the nature
of Social Security Numbers, up to 5% don’t know/refused is acceptable.
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Program type

% allowable
missing

Coordinated assessment
Day shelter
Emergency shelter
Street outreach
Permanent housing (housing only,
housing with services, and permanent
supportive housing)
Homelessness prevention
Permanent housing – rapid rehousing
Safe Haven
Services only
Transitional housing
Other
*Social Security Numbers may have higher

2%
2%
2%
10%
2%

*% allowable
don’t
know/refused
3%
3%
3%
10%
3%

2%
3%
2%
3%
2%
3%
2%
3%
2%
3%
2%
3%
rates of don’t know/refused – up to 5%.

Monitoring: On a quarterly basis, data completeness reports will be generated for all
programs that use HCIS.
Completeness: Clients Served and Bed Utilization

Policy: Accurate information should be entered in HCIS on all clients who access the
homeless services system. The expectation is that all clients who receive services from a
program that uses HCIS will have a corresponding record in the system.

Purpose: Not entering or exiting clients can result in inaccurate estimates of the number
of clients served during a time period. In addition to ensuring that the appropriate data
elements are entered, programs that serve clients in residential settings (e.g., emergency
shelter, permanent housing, permanent supportive housing, Safe Haven, and transitional
housing) need to keep their entry/exits up to date. High or low utilization rates can be a
sign that there are problems that need to be addressed with data entry or that there are
programmatic changes that need to be reflected in the system (e.g., a change in the
number of available beds).

Standard: All clients should be entered into HCIS, and their records should be closed
shortly upon their leaving the program.

Monitoring: On a quarterly basis, utilization rates will be provided to residential programs
and open entries reports provided to other program types.
Accuracy/Consistency

Policy: Accurate information that utilizes consistent definitions is entered into HCIS.
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Purpose: To ensure that data elements have a common meaning among users so that
data has a consistent meaning.

Standard: All data in HCIS shall be collected and entered in a common and consistent
manner across all programs. All users of the system must complete an initial training
before accessing the live system. All users must recertify their knowledge of consistency
practices on an annual basis. A basic intake form that collects data in a consistent manner
will be available to all programs, which they can alter to meet their additional needs,
provided the base document does not change.
Current HMIS Data Standards are posted on Homeward’s website.
Data Quality Process/Monitoring

Policy: Programs and agencies should receive information about data quality on a
quarterly basis and use this information to identify and resolve any issues.

Purpose: To ensure that the standards for timeliness, completeness, and accuracy are
met and that data quality issues are identified and resolved.

Standard:
•
•
•
•

Agencies and CoC coordinators provide timely updates to HCIS staff regarding any
changes to programs (e.g., program closings, new programs, capacity).
HCIS or CoC staff will run data quality reports on at least a quarterly basis and
provide them to the agencies to review.
Program providers will review their data and make necessary corrections to meet
the above data standards.
HCIS staff will assist providers in correcting data and updating program
information as needed.

Incentives/Enforcement
Incentives and enforcement policies will be developed on a CoC level. In the Greater
Richmond CoC, incentives and enforcement will be addressed as a part of the
Performance Improvement committee.
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VA-514 Fredericksburg Regional CoC
FY21 VHSP Application
Attachment 8: Job Descriptions

EMPOWERHOUSE HOUSING ADVOCATE
The Housing Advocate is responsible for providing advocacy to survivors of domestic violence as they
seek, enter, and remain in independent permanent housing.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES:
I.

Advocacy for housing program - survivors of domestic violence.
A. Promote the safety and well-being of victims of domestic violence with risk assessments
and safety plans and support their efforts to relocate to housing with all of the supports
mutually identified in their written safety plan.
B. Assist clients with on-going goals prioritizing safety and stabilization in permanent housing
and minimizing unnecessary and burdensome regulations not essential to safety. Utilize
client contracts for service when needed. Provide all services within a voluntary services
model using a mobile advocacy and trauma informed approach.
C. Recruit from existing volunteer pool, provide special training, and supervise volunteer
housing mentors.
D. Work in a team with the Empowerhouse Housing Case Manager, the RGI Employment
Specialist, volunteer mentors, and other Empowerhouse advocates.
E. Work in collaborative partnership with CoC organizations.
F. Assess all survivors of domestic violence requesting housing for housing barriers and help
them pursue their individual housing plan. Work with other homelessness providers using
central intake forms appropriate for victims of domestic violence.
G. Participate in assessing and qualifying applicants for domestic violence Empowerhouse
and rapid re-housing rental subsidy units. Place at least two victims and their families in
housing units per month. Connect all willing victims with the RGI Employment Specialist
to assist them in retaining or obtaining employment.
H. Counsel clients by phone, in person, one on one, or in groups.
I. Transport, accompany, and meet participants at the office and in the community for
housing appointments, court, magistrate, or other agencies to obtain safety, housing,
employment, medical, financial, physical, legal, or other needs related to the housing
program goals helping them to achieve economic stability and housing stabilization.
J. Perform data entry (Grant, VAData, etc.) and reporting for all contacts and community
outreach. Maintain confidential filing system for all applicants and participants. Prepare all
reports as required by supervisor and Grants Manager.
K. Provide on-going follow up, telephone and face to face, with housing clients.
L. Responsible for collecting recommendations and drafting program participant
expectations, application, and program compliance factors promoting safety and Office on
Violence Against Women standards and in line with other funding sources.

II.

Work cooperatively with the housing locator, PD 16 landlords, vendors, and charitable
individuals and groups.
A. Develop and maintain a rapport with new supporters promoting the safety, housing, and
financial stability goals of the survivors and program.
B. Assist survivors in obtaining resources for their permanent housing units including but not
limited to leases, furniture, security, payments, re-location, storage, transportation, etc.
C. Provide education, outreach, promotion of the program, and stewardship to supporters of
housing program survivors.

OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES:
III.
IV.

Supervise any assigned personnel (Volunteer mentors, interns, and/or volunteers).
Work cooperatively with other advocates, ensuring proper program development and success.

V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Work cooperatively with the Executive Director in the areas of public relations, fund raising,
and community education.
Provide assistance in other areas of client assistance as needed.
Attend in-service training, National OVW training, DHCD training, staff meetings, and other
training as appropriate or needed.
Perform other duties as needed, such as answering phones, documentation, and other duties
to maintain agency programs.

QUALIFICATIONS:
Bachelor’s degree in psychology, sociology, or related field or combination of academic study and
relevant experience required. Ability to relate easily to individuals from diverse backgrounds. Must
have own transportation with adequate insurance. Must be willing to work flexible hours including
some nights and weekends. Must be willing to perform after hours back-up advocacy assistance
related to housing clients as needed.
SUPERVISION:
The Housing Advocate will be supervised by the Assistant Director. Performance evaluations will be
done on a yearly basis by the Assistant Director.
WORK SCHEDULE:
This position is classified as non-exempt full-time salaried 40 hours per week. The regular work-day
hours are from 9 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. With supervisor’s direction and approval, a flexible schedule may
be necessary to perform job duties including client appointments and assistance outreach.

SHELTER DIRECTOR
The Shelter Director is responsible for the coordinated advocacy for the residents of the domestic violence
shelter, for the delivery of shelter services, and for management of the facility and the overall shelter program.

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES:
Client advocacy.
I.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

G.
II.

Counsel clients by phone, one on one, or in groups using a trauma informed and voluntary
services model.
Assist residents in achieving the goals they set.
Provide information and referrals, as needed or requested by residents.
Coordinate and provide emergency assistance and transport and/or accompany residents to
shelter, magistrate, or other places to obtain housing, physical, or employment needs.
Help residents to address immediate and crisis needs including safety, medical, and food
first and move as quickly as possible to focus on their housing plans
Coordinate in house programs such as support and/or educational groups.
Create housing plans with the heads of household.

Shelter services management.
H. Maintain resident files with appropriate documentation and forms. Update forms as
needed. Collect needed information and do data entry necessary for VAdata.
I.
Supervise and schedule all shelter staff, maintaining ongoing contact and communication
regarding the residents, ensuring that job duties are being performed, and performing
annual evaluations.
J.
Ensure the ongoing maintenance, supplies, and upkeep of the shelter building and reporting
all maintenance and supply needs to administration.

OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES:
III.
IV.

Supervise all shelter staff and any other assigned interns or volunteers.
Maintain contact with CoC housing partners and other local agencies participating with community
and regional meetings, when held.
V.
Work cooperatively with the Executive Director in the areas of public relations, fund
raising, and community education.
VI. Attend in-service training, staff meetings, and other training as appropriate or needed.
VII. Perform other administrative duties such as answering telephones, data entry, on-call shifts and
other duties as needed to maintain shelter and agency programs.

QUALIFICATIONS:
Bachelor's degree in psychology, sociology, or related field. Ability to relate easily to individuals from
diverse background. Must have own transportation with adequate insurance. Must be willing to work
flexible hours including some nights and weekends. Must be willing to be on call for back-up shelter or
hotline assistance.

SUPERVISION:
The Shelter Director will be supervised by the Assistant Director. Performance evaluations will be done
on a yearly basis by the Assistant Director.

WORK SCHEDULE:
This position is classified as exempt full-time salaried, and usually will require more than 40 hours
of work per week. The office work-day hours are generally from 6:30 AM to 2:30 PM.

Housing Locator (Lead)
Micah Ecumenical Ministries
Position Summary:
The Housing Locator is a shared community position responsible for working collaboratively with local shelter,
rapid rehousing, permanent supportive housing, and prevention case management staff to identify housing
opportunities for clients experiencing or at imminent risk of homelessness. The Housing Locator works across
community agencies, specifically Empowerhouse, Loisann’s Hope House, Micah Ecumenical Ministries, and
Thurman Brisben Center. This position is required to actively seek out and maintain relationships with local
landlords and property managers. The Housing Locator provides training to staff and clients on housing
opportunities and tenant/landlord roles and responsibilities. The Housing Locator is an integral member of the
CoC’s Homeless Response System.
Responsibilities:
• Proactively seek out new housing opportunities and resources to assist clients with obtaining housing.
• Maintain a Housing Directory to include information on available units (location, rent, bedrooms, baths,
pet policies, etc.) and documentation of all contacts with landlords and property managers. Provide
consistent updates on housing availability.
• Maintain ongoing relationships with landlords and property managers, including acting as a liaison
between landlord and clients as needed.
• Maintain close working relationships with CoC case management staff and engage in frequent
communication with partner agencies.
• Meet with clients and case managers to establish housing needs and understand client barriers to
housing. Show clients potential units in collaboration with case managers.
• Conduct housing quality inspections and complete associated paperwork per grant guidelines. Advise
and advocate for clients with regard to quality standards.
• Confirm that all rental properties are rent reasonable and complete associated paperwork per grant
guidelines.
• Facilitate agency payment of application/holding fees for identified units.
• Review and negotiate leases on behalf of clients in collaboration with case managers and clients. Ensure
leases meet fair housing and legal requirements. Assist clients in understanding their leases. Attend lease
signings.
• In collaboration with case managers, mediate client/landlord conflicts as needed.
• Develop and facilitate training and workshops for clients and case management staff including tenant
rights and responsibilities, housing discrimination, finding and securing rental housing, communications
with landlords, and fair housing.
• Maintain understanding of grant guidelines and housing/homelessness best practices.
• Enter required data into the local Homeless Management Information System.
Team Participation
• Participates in staff meetings and other group activities essential for the operation of an effective service.
• Participates in team discussions regarding client progress and lack of progress, with possible solutions to
ensure best support for the client’s success.
• Promotes good community relations and utilizes community services and resources.
• Attends scheduled training programs for professional development that includes, at a minimum,
trainings required by Micah and by regulatory and accrediting bodies.
• Assumes on-call responsibility as assigned.
• Performs other duties as assigned.

Minimum Qualifications
• Bachelor’s degree or combination of academic study and relevant experience required.
• Ability to work with diverse populations and persons experiencing a housing crisis.
• Strong interpersonal and communication skills.
• Exceptional problem solving skills. Ability to provide creative solutions.
• Ability to make independent decisions when circumstances warrant such actions.
• Flexibility and adaptability to changing needs.
• Ability to work in a fast-paced environment.
• Personal integrity and confidentiality.
• Proficiency in Microsoft Office Suite.
Preferred Qualifications
• A minimum of 3 years of experience in property management, housing management, and/or real estate
preferred.
• Experience working with vulnerable populations (homeless, substance abuse, mental health, etc.)
• Experience in conducting group training preferred.
Supervision:
The Housing Locator will be supervised by the Home Development Leader. Performance evaluations will be
completed by the Home Development Leader on an annual basis and Continuum of Care Coordinator and the
CoC’s Pursuit of Housing Partners on a biannual basis.
Work Schedule:
This position is classified as program staff, full-time exempt. A flexible schedule will be necessary to perform
job duties including client appointments. Position will require night and weekend work.
_____________________________________________

______________________________________

Employee Signature

Supervisor

Health Care Navigator
Micah Ecumenical Ministries
The Health Care Navigator is responsible to the Residential Recovery Navigator as the primary case manager
for the Residential Recovery Program. He/she receives referrals, supports guests in implementation of their
goals and managing day-to-day operational needs of the eight-bed licensed group home. The end goal for the
health care navigator is expeditiously connecting new guests to services and supports that put them on a path to
healing, housing stabilization and lasting impact.
Responsibilities:
Manage Residential Recovery Program Activities
• Assist with program referrals, intakes, assessments and success planning.
• Address immediate health and safety concerns of guests, including appropriate support for ADLs.
• Facilitate daily goal setting and accountability meetings, through individual and group settings.
• Engage guests, at the earliest point possible, in dialogue about housing opportunities.
• Leverage support of Micah’s ministries and community resources when supplemental assistance is
determined more appropriate for a guest’s needs.
• Transport or arrange transportation for guests who need warm hand offs to community resources.
• Manage operational duties of the ministry in the absence of the Residential Recovery Navigator
• Coordinate with the Residential Recovery Navigator to facilitate appropriate discharge plans, with
attention to health and housing sustainability.
Community Engagement
• Assisting guests in navigating community supports, including doctor’s appointments, housing referrals,
job connections, mental health services and other benefits, including assisting with the SOAR process.
• Build relationship with community-based partners, including referral sites.
• Develop educational opportunities, such as budgeting, meal planning, etc., that further guest
stabilization.
Administration
• Overseeing quality assurance of respite guest files, including case notes, intake paperwork and ongoing
progress reports.
• Manage data collection and reporting related to Residential Recovery Program services
• Monitor appropriate administration of medication.
Team Participation
• Participates in staff meetings and other group activities essential for operations
• Leads team discussions on client progress, including non-compliance and lack of progress, and helps to
develop possible solutions to ensure best support for the client’s success.
• Promotes good community relations and utilizes community services and resources.
• Attends scheduled training programs for professional development that includes, at a minimum,
trainings required by Micah and by regulatory and accrediting bodies.
• Assumes on-call responsibility as assigned.
• Performs other duties as assigned.
Core Competencies
• Decision Quality
• Resourcefulness
• Situational Adaptability

• Ensures Accountability
• Interpersonal Savvy
Knowledge and Skills:
Knowledge of the principles, practices and techniques of instruction and behavior management practices
for persons with mental illness and in emotional crisis; Knowledge of effective supportive counseling
practices and techniques; Ability to prepare accurate records; ability to establish rapport with the guests,
their friends/family and visitors; Ability to communicate effectively, orally and in writing. Ability to
establish and maintain effective working relationships with other staff. Good physical condition,
including the ability to physically assist participants who may be of limited mobility; ability to function
calmly in stressful situations; ability to observe, assess and record individual behaviors and functioning;
Ability to follow directions, work independently and respond to crisis situations both behavioral and
medical.
Qualifications and Skills
Minimum Bachelor’s Degree in a human service with at least one year working with a special needs
population (i.e. homeless, mentally ill, substance use, etc.) or commensurate experience or training.
Demonstrated knowledge of skills in behavioral health, success planning, community rehabilitation and
case management. Must have an understanding of relationship-based service models and be comfortable
working alongside volunteers. Must be a self-initiator and be able to problem solve various life issues.
Medication Management, Ther-ops and CPR certification required at hiring.
_____________________________________________
Employee Signature

_____________________________________________
Supervisor

Hospitality Navigator
Micah Ecumenical Ministries
The Hospitality Navigator is responsible to the Executive Servant-Leader for supporting those living on the
street in addressing basic needs and accessing the resources necessary to regain permanent housing. While the
Hospitality Navigator is the primary case manager for those experiencing street homelessness, responsibilities
may be accomplished directly or through volunteers. The end goal for this position is building relationships
with those living in places not meant for human habitation, engaging them in meaningful activities, and
connecting them with appropriate supports so that housing instability can be addressed as quickly as possible
through self-resolution or community housing programs.
Responsibilities include:
Oversee Hospitality Ministries
• Manage daily operations at the hospitality center, including donations, journey, community partners
and survival assistance.
• Promote community relations related to Micah’s hospitality ministries, including monitoring foot
traffic around the day center and responding to community concerns.
• Provide training and support for volunteers carrying out hospitality activities, including maintenance of
relevant handbooks and resource tools.
• Serve as the primary contact for other hospitality-related ministries, as assigned (i.e. furniture bank,
community dinners, transportation, etc.)
Build relationships
• Collaborate with volunteers in order to build relationships with those frequenting the hospitality center.
• Conduct outreach in places not meant for human habitation, as necessary for people who do not
connect regularly with the hospitality center.
• Collect information on any unmet needs and suggest or design new responses in collaboration with
staff/community partners.
• Serve as an active resource for shelter and housing-related needs of hospitality center guests, including
triage through the community’s coordinated assessment system.
• Know guests well enough to advise housing team on possible shared housing matches.
Engage guests in meaningful activity
• Support volunteers in engaging guests in service opportunities (give back/trial work), including
issuance of incentives.
• Advise housing and income teams on guest’s needs, based on their level of participation in available
activities (i.e. give back, groups, on site community services).
• Coach guests, as appropriate, in employment readiness needs, such as hygiene, dress, identification,
transportation, attitude, scheduling, and other support for their barriers to substantial gainful activity.
Connect guests to appropriate supports
• Support volunteers in addressing immediate health and safety concerns of hospitality guests.
• Support volunteers in orientating new guests to the services available through Micah and the
community.
• Facilitate warm hand offs to appropriate resources (i.e. Job help center, SOAR, moss clinic) to enhance
housing stabilization opportunities.
• Troubleshooting needs of hospitality guests when needs exceed volunteer capabilities.
• Monitor hospitality center guest list, and ensure that program participant data is updated as appropriate.
Street Case Management

• Work with staff and volunteers to identify most vulnerable street homeless for targeted case
management.
• Establish and implement housing-focused goals with those identified as most vulnerable.
• Meet with street case management guests as often as possible to assess needs and progress on goals.
• Assist street case management guests with transportation to goal-related appointments, as necessary.
• Track and document progress of street case management guests in HMIS.
• Represents Micah at community by-name list meetings.
Team Participation
• Participates in staff meetings and other group activities essential for operations
• Participates in team discussions on guess progress and lack of progress, and helps to develop possible
solutions to ensure best support for the client’s success.
• Promotes good community relations and utilizes community services and resources.
• Attends scheduled training programs for professional development that includes, at a minimum,
trainings required by Micah and by regulatory and accrediting bodies.
• Assumes on-call responsibility as assigned.
• Performs other duties as assigned.
Core Competencies
• Nimble Learning
• Situational Adaptability
• Interpersonal Savvy
• Resourcefulness
• Strategic Mindset
Knowledge and Skills
Understanding of community resources; experience in office management; basic computer skills; good written
and verbal communication skills; ability to develop relationships with clients and assist them through clear
processes; familiarity and comfort working with volunteers. Must be a self-initiator, have organization skills
and be able to problem-solve. Interest in serving the homeless population is of paramount importance. Must be
capable of supporting and utilizing volunteers for the tasks at hand.
Qualifications
Minimum Bachelor’s degree in a human service, with one year working with a special needs population (i.e.
homeless, mentally ill, substance use, etc.) . Demonstrated knowledge of skills in behavioral health, community
rehabilitation, case management and resource acquisition, including entitlement programs. Works
independently with strong sense of focus, task-oriented, non-judgment. Willingness to transport guests, as
needed. Ability to work in a variety of settings and to be culturally sensitive and appropriate.

____________________________________
Employee
Date

____________________________________
Supervisor
Date

Housing Stabilization Navigator
Micah Ecumenical Ministries
The Housing Stabilization Navigator is responsible to the Re-housing Navigator for assisting chronically homeless Micah
guests in moving from homelessness into permanent housing. The end goal for the Housing Stabilization Navigator is to
ensure that Micah guests, once re-housed have all the tools and resources necessary to remain in permanent housing. The
Housing Stabilization Navigator’s role in the stabilization process begins when the guest signs their lease and is driven by
client need. Housing Stabilization Navigators are expected to work with a caseload of formerly homeless clients, some of
which will need more intensive services than others.

Responsibilities:
Case Management
• Meet with participants in their homes, at least monthly and more often as appropriate, to assess needs specifically
related to housing, noting other issues that could impede housing stabilization.
• Schedule and conduct meetings with participants to review their budget and work on longer-term stabilization
goals which address employment/income, money management strategies, family/parenting, interpersonal
relationships, self development, vocational/educational needs.
• Refer participants to other community resources to gain support for goals and follow up to ensure referrals were
completed. A referral may include providing or setting up transportation for a client to access the resource
effectively. It may also mean accompanying them and/or setting up an advocate to attend a meeting with the
participant. Resources may be external to the organization or internal (SOAR, PATH, Step Forward).
• Track and document client progress.
• Hold clients accountable for achieving goals and objectives as identified on their initial stabilization plan.
Documentation & Processing of Financial Assistance (subsidies, other)
• Report appropriate financial assistance needs, including rental and utility subsides, by required deadlines.
• Document and maintain up to date information on services provided and funds expended in the HMIS
• Place and maintain up to date grant mandated documentation in client hard copy file
Team Participation
• Participates in staff meetings and other group activities essential for the operation of an effective service.
• Participates in team discussions regarding client progress and lack of progress, with possible solutions to ensure
best support for the client’s success.
• Promotes good community relations and utilizes community services and resources.
• Attends scheduled training programs for professional development that includes, at a minimum, trainings required
by Micah and by regulatory and accrediting bodies.
• Assumes on-call responsibility as assigned.
• Performs other duties as assigned.
Qualifications and Skills
Minimum Bachelor’s Degree in a human service with at least three to five years working with a special needs population
(i.e. homeless, mentally ill, substance use, etc.) or commensurate experience or training. Demonstrated knowledge of
homelessness, behavioral health, success planning, community rehabilitation and case management. Able to be flexible
and appropriately handle stressful situations. Excellent communication skills, including the ability to network with
landlords and develop relationships with community service providers. Must have an understanding of relationship-based
service models and be comfortable working alongside volunteers. Must be a self-initiator and be able to problem solve
various life issues.

_____________________________________________
Employee Signature

______________________________________
Supervisor

Housing Locator (Support)
Micah Ecumenical Ministries
The Housing Locator is a shared community position responsible for working collaboratively with local shelter,
rapid rehousing, permanent supportive housing, and prevention case management staff to identify housing
opportunities for clients experiencing or at imminent risk of homelessness. The Housing Locator works across
community agencies, specifically Empowerhouse, Loisann’s Hope House, Micah Ecumenical Ministries, and
Thurman Brisben Center. This position is required to actively seek out and maintain relationships with local
landlords and property managers. The Housing Locator provides training to staff and clients on housing
opportunities and tenant/landlord roles and responsibilities. The Housing Locator is an integral member of the
CoC’s Homeless Response System.
Responsibilities:
● Maintain ongoing relationships with landlords and property managers, including acting as a liaison
between landlord and clients as needed. Set up meetings to discuss program, and act as a seller alongside
Lead Housing Locator to bring in new landlords.
● Maintain a Housing Directory to include information on available units (location, rent, bedrooms, baths,
pet policies, etc.) and documentation of all contacts with landlords and property managers. Provide
consistent updates to Housing Locator on housing availability.
● Review and negotiate leases on behalf of clients in collaboration with case managers and clients. Ensure
leases meet fair housing and legal requirements. Assist clients in understanding their leases. Attend lease
signings as needed.
● Maintain understanding of grant guidelines and housing/homelessness best practices.
● Proactively communicate with current supporting landlords to update available properties and upcoming
lease end dates that are currently occupied by our tenants with in 60 days of lease end date.
● Assist Lead Housing Locator when needed to develop and facilitate training and workshops for clients
and case management staff including tenant rights and responsibilities, housing discrimination, finding
and securing rental housing, communications with landlords, and fair housing.
Team Participation
● Participates in staff meetings and other group activities essential for the operation of an effective service.
● Participates in team discussions regarding client progress and lack of progress, with possible solutions to
ensure best support for the client’s success.
● Promotes good community relations and utilizes community services and resources.
● Attends scheduled training programs for professional development that includes, at a minimum,
trainings required by Micah and by regulatory and accrediting bodies.
● Assumes on-call responsibility as assigned.
● Performs other duties as assigned.
Minimum Qualifications
● Bachelor’s degree or combination of academic study and relevant experience required.
● Ability to work with diverse populations and persons experiencing a housing crisis.
● Strong interpersonal and communication skills.
● Exceptional problem solving skills. Ability to provide creative solutions.
● Ability to make independent decisions when circumstances warrant such actions.
● Flexibility and adaptability to changing needs.
● Ability to work in a fast-paced environment.
● Personal integrity and confidentiality.
● Proficiency in Microsoft Office Suite.

Preferred Qualifications
● A minimum of 3 years of experience in property management, housing management, and/or real estate
preferred.
● Experience working with vulnerable populations (homeless, substance abuse, mental health, etc.)
Supervision:
The Housing Locator (Support) will be supervised by the Housing Locator (Lead). Performance evaluations
will be completed by the Housing Locator on an annual basis.
Work Schedule:
This position is classified as program staff, part-time non-exempt, 20-25 hours per week. A flexible schedule
will be necessary to perform job duties including client appointments. Position may require night and weekend
work.
_____________________________________________

______________________________________

Employee Signature

Supervisor
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Empowerhouse
Board of Directors
Laura Thessin, President
Lori Canova, Immediate Past President
Teresa Davis, Vice President
Tracy Mallory, Treasurer
Patricia Jackson, Co-Secretary
Chrishelle Eugene, Co-Secretary
Paul Eakin
Denny Fallon
Byron Glaser
Kathy Harrigan
Melanie Rice
Chris Rooney
Rob Sikora

George Washington Regional Commission (GWRC) Board of Commissioners Listing
Each county and city governing body appoints two elected officials to sit on the GWRC Board. The
Commissioners serve a term that is coincident with their elected term of office.
Caroline County
The Honorable Jeffrey S. Black, Second Vice Chairman
Board of Supervisors, Western Caroline District
The Honorable Nancy Long
Board of Supervisors, Port Royal District
City of Fredericksburg
The Honorable Matthew J. Kelly, Treasurer
City Council, At-Large
The Honorable William C. Withers, Jr.
City Council, Vice Mayor, Ward 2
King George County
The Honorable Cathy Binder, First Vice Chairman
Board of Supervisors, Shiloh District
The Honorable Ann C. Cupka
Board of Supervisors, At-Large
Spotsylvania County
The Honorable Timothy J. McLaughlin, Chairman
Board of Supervisors, Chancellor District
The Honorable Chris Yakabouski
Board of Supervisors, Battlefield District
The Honorable David Ross (Alternate)
Board of Supervisors, Courtland District
Stafford County
The Honorable Meg Bohmke, Secretary
Board of Supervisors, Falmouth District
The Honorable Tom Coen
Board of Supervisors, George Washington District
The Honorable Cindy Shelton (Alternate)
Board of Supervisors, Aquia District
The Honorable Crystal Vanuch (Alternate)
Board of Supervisors, Rock Hill District

Micah Ecumenical Ministries, Inc.
Affiliation
Name
Phone Term
At Large

Occup.

Rick Caporali
Treasurer
Josh Hagstrom
Mary Jane
O’Neill

373-6401

2022

540-373-9021
540-842-0806
540-899-6543

Annual
2021

Fredericksburg
Baptist
Trinity Episcopal

Fred Rankin

741-1414

2019

Anne JonesMartin

540-373-5087

Annual

Retired MWH,
CEO
Clergy

Christ Lutheran

Lew Doggett

2020

Counselor

The Presbyterian
Church

Jan Erkert

540-371-7793
703-628-3010
412-5360
273-7474

2022

Fredericksburg
UMC
St. Mary’s Roman
Catholic
Trinity Episcopal

Judy Steadman

540-479-7767

2021

Spangler Erkert +
Public Relations
Counselor
Volunteer

Dick Delio

508 740-7733

Annual

Clergy

Tom Williams
Secretary

373-3172

2020

Shiloh (old site)

Ritta Armstead

540-710-2504
540-220-0550

2020

Shiloh (new site)

VACANT

St. Mary’s Catholic
Church

Joanie Alberto

540-903-0485

Executive ServantLeader

Meghann Cotter

479-4116 x13

FUMC
St. George’s
Episcopal

St. Bernadette
Finance Director
Clergy
Property Manager

Board Contact List-2020
Committee
E-Mail
Finance-Chair

rcaporali@stmaryfred.org

Personnel
Community
Relations,
Personnel-Chair
Chair (ex-officio
on all)
Community
Relations,
Ministry-Chair
Governance,
Ministry
Community
Relations-Chair

pastorjosh@fumcva.org
mjpon@aol.com
fred.rankin@cox.net
anne@christ-lutheran-church.org
lewislew3388@netzero.net

JanErkert@SpanglerErkert.com

Governance,
Ministry
Finance

Steadmanpartyof5@comcast.net

Franklin Williams
& Cowan
Attorney
Information
Technology,
MWH

GovernanceChair,
Personnel
Personnel,
Ministry

twilliams.fwc@vacoxmail.com

Volunteer

Community
Relations

jba0403@gmail.com

ddelio@yahoo.com

rmahiu89@verizon.net

2021
2022

meghann@dolovewalk.net
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FY20 Project Performance Standards
Overview

Setting performance as a priority has become standard for most of homeless services over the
past few years. Federal, state, and local level funders have increasingly put more emphasis on
ensuring that CoCs are continuously striving to be high performing communities by funding in
high performing projects. Increased reporting and benchmarks have become a norm in the
homelessness field. It is the expectation of federal and state funders that CoCs use the national
performance targets as benchmarks for which the entire CoC, as a coordinated system, should
aspire to achieve, while setting local targets that account for the unique needs of the homeless
population and subpopulations and other circumstances within their communities. The
Fredericksburg Regional CoC has developed the following project performance standards as a
way to meet this expectation.
The Project Performance Standards are used to monitor and evaluate the Fredericksburg
Regional Homeless Response System projects. Each project, as well as the system as a whole,
will be evaluated using approved standards that are drawn from federal, state, and local
standards. The results of this evaluation will be used to make decisions on how to best improve
system functioning and identify strengths and gaps in services. Overall, the evaluation process
will guide how the homelessness service providers create and implement the homeless
response system in a way that helps to move the needle on preventing and ending
homelessness for all populations across the region. Ultimately, the results of the evaluation and
monitoring process will also help to guide funding decisions to ensure that the CoC is funding
high performing projects, projects that address gaps in services, and the region as a whole is
staying competitive for funding.

Implementation

The use of the project performance standards will be implemented in an incremental basis. This
phased approach to integrating the project performance measures into the evaluation and
funding process will allow for transparency and support for all providers throughout the
process. Throughout the implementation process, CoC staff, as well as members of the Funding

Project Performance Standards
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and Performance Committee and CoC Board will be discussing progress and seeking feedback
from service providers affected by this process to ensure that any issues are addressed and
providers are supported in their progress.
The following timeline lays out the suggested implementation phases of the project
performance standards:
•

Phase One: FY20. Phase one will focus on acclimating the community and its partners
to the routine practice of collecting and analyzing data on a regular basis. CoC staff will
work with partners and will provide training on how to collect and analyze data on a
regular basis. Data collected during Phase 1 will be analyzed to identify programming
concerns and improvement needs. Partners will work with CoC staff to receive technical
assistance targeting improvements around system and project performance measures.
Project performance measures will not be used when considering funding applications
during this time, though other data elements will be used as provided in the past to
show past performance on a project.

•

Phase Two: FY21. Phase two will focus on enhancing data collection and analysis
techniques. Training and technical assistance will continue to be provided by CoC staff
and providers will work to establish program goals based on improving project
standards, and therefore, project performance. Data will become an integral component
of system level performance evaluation and will become a part of standard operations.
Applicants applying for funding during Phase 2 will be evaluated on their level of
participation in the data collection/ analysis training and technical assistance with CoC
staffing. Previous year’s (July 2019-Jun 2020) project performance standards will not be
used when considering funding applications during this time, though other data
elements will be used as provided in the past to show past performance on a project.

•

Phase Three: FY22. Phase three will focus on preparing partners to assume the lead
responsibility on maintaining the project performance standards in accordance with CoC
policy. CoC staff will continue to provide ongoing technical assistance to providers on
programming needs and gaps, but partners will have the lead responsibility of
collecting, reporting, and evaluating data against established standards. These reports
will be submitted to the CoC according to a schedule to help with supporting the work
being done at the project level. Previous year’s (July 20-June 21) project performance
standards will be used when considering funding applications during this time.

Project Performance Standards
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Project Performance Standards
Homelessness Prevention (HP)
Overall Objective: Prevent episodes of homelessness for individuals and households seeking shelter who are currently housed, but at imminent risk of
homelessness
Indicator
Baseline
Goal
How Calculated
Source
Exits to or Retention of
At least XX% of participants will (number of participants whose
HUD System Performance
Permanent Housing
exit to a permanent housing
exit is a permanent housing
Measures (7)
destination.
destination / number of all
project leavers) X 100
Prevention of
Homelessness

Returns to Services

At least XX% of households
exiting to permanent housing
will not become homeless
within 12 months of exiting the
project.
At least XX% of households
exiting to permanent housing
will not return to prevention
services within 12 months of
exiting the project.

(number of households who
returned to ES, SH, TH, or SO
within 12 months of exit/
number of all leavers to
permanent housing) X 100
(number of households who
returned to prevention services
within 12 months of exit/
number of all leavers to
permanent housing) X 100

Street Outreach (SO)
Overall Objective: Connect unsheltered individuals and families to emergency shelter, housing, or critical services
Indicator
Baseline
Goal
How Calculated
Successful Placements
At least XX% of participants will (number of participants who
from Street Outreach
exit to temporary or
exit to a temporary or
permanent housing.
permanent housing destination
/ number of all project leavers)
X 100
Exits to Permanent
At least XX% of participants will (number of participants whose
Housing
exit to a permanent housing
exit is permanent housing
destination.
destination / number of all
project leavers) X 100

Project Performance Standards FINAL

HUD System Performance
Measures (2)

Source
HUD System Performance
Measures (7)

HUD System Performance
Measures (7)
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Emergency Shelter (ES)
Overall Objective: Provide low-barrier, housing –focused, temporary shelter for individuals and households experiencing homelessness to quickly obtain
permanent housing.
Indicator
Baseline
Goal
How Calculated
Source
Length of Stay in Project
Average participant lengths of
Average length of stay for all
HUD System Performance
stay will be XX days or less.
project leavers
Measures (1)
Exits to Permanent
At least XX% of participants will (number of participants whose
HUD System Performance
Housing (individuals)
exit to a permanent housing
exit is a permanent housing
Measures (7)
destination.
destination / number of all
project leavers) X 100
Exits to Permanent
At least XX% of participants will (number of participants whose
HUD System Performance
Housing (families)
exit to a permanent housing
exit is a permanent housing
Measures (7)
destination.
destination / number of all
project leavers) X 100
Exits to Permanent
At least XX% of participants will (number of participants whose
HUD System Performance
Housing (DV)
exit to a permanent housing
exit is a permanent housing
Measures (7)
destination.
destination / number of all
project leavers) X 100
Exits to Unknown

Participant exits to an
unknown destination will be
XX% or less.

Returns to Homelessness

At least XX% of households
exiting to a permanent housing
destination that was not RRH
or PSH will not return to
homelessness within 12
months of exiting the project.
At least XX% of households
exiting to temporary housing
will not return to homelessness
within 12 months of exiting the
project.

Returns to Homelessness

Project Performance Standards FINAL

(number of project participants
whose exit to an unknown
destination/ number of all
project leavers) X 100
(number of adults who returned
to ES, SH, TH, or SO within 12
months of exit/ number of all
leavers to permanent housing)
X 100

HUD System Performance
Measures (2)

(number of adults who returned
to ES, SH, TH, or SO within 12
months of exit/ number of all
leavers to temporary housing) X
100
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Rapid Re-Housing (RRH)
Overall Objective: Provide short-term assistance for literally homeless households to quickly exit homelessness and return to permanent housing.
Indicator
Baseline
Goal
How Calculated
Source
Rapid Placement into
Average participant length of
Average number of days
NAEH RRH Benchmarks and
Housing
time to housing will be XX days between leavers’ RRH entry
Standards
or less.
date and Residential Move-in
Date
Exits to Permanent
At least XX% of participants will (number of participants whose
NAEH RRH Benchmarks and
Housing (families)
exit to a permanent housing
exit is a permanent housing
Standards
destination.
destination / number of all
project leavers) X 100
Exits to Permanent
At least XX% of participants will (number of participants whose
NAEH RRH Benchmarks and
Housing (individuals)
exit to a permanent housing
exit is a permanent housing
Standards
destination.
destination / number of all
project leavers) X 100
Returns to Homelessness
At least XX% of households
(number of adults who returned NAEH RRH Benchmarks and
exiting to permanent housing
to ES, SH, TH, or SO within 12
Standards/ HUD System
will not return to homelessness months of exit/ number of all
Performance Measures
within 12 months of exiting the leavers to permanent housing)
project.
X 100
Employment and Income
At least XX% of adult project
((number of adults who
HUD System Performance
Growth
participants will increase
increased earned income +
Measures (4)
employment or nonnumber of adults who increased
employment cash income at
non-employment cash income)
project exit.
/ number of adults served by
the project) X 100
Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH)
Overall Objective: Provide long-term, intensive assistance for literally homeless households to quickly exit homelessness and return to permanent housing.
Indicator
Baseline
Goal
How Calculated
Source
Rapid Placement into
Average participant length of
Average number of days
NAEH RRH Benchmarks and
Permanent Housing
time to permanent housing will between leavers’ RRH entry
Standards
be XX days or less.
date and Residential Move-in
Date

Project Performance Standards FINAL
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Exits to Permanent
Housing (families)

At least XX% of participants will
exit to a permanent housing
destination.

Exits to Permanent
Housing (individuals)

At least XX% of participants will
exit to a permanent housing
destination.

Returns to Homelessness

At least XX% of households
exiting to permanent housing
will not return to homelessness
within 12 months of exiting the
project.
At least XX% of adult project
participants will increase
employment or nonemployment cash income at
project exit.

Employment and Income
Growth

Project Performance Standards FINAL

(number of participants whose
exit is a permanent housing
destination / number of all
project leavers) X 100
(number of participants whose
exit is a permanent housing
destination / number of all
project leavers) X 100
(number of adults who returned
to ES, SH, TH, or SO within 12
months of exit/ number of all
leavers to permanent housing)
X 100
((number of adults who
increased earned income +
number of adults who increased
non-employment cash income)
/ number of adults served by
the project) X 100

HUD System Performance
Measures (7)

HUD System Performance
Measures (7)

HUD System Performance
Measures (2)

HUD System Performance
Measures (4)
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Note: Funding Documents include the following:
• Funding Policies and Procedures, which were recently updated and
approved as of February 6, 2020.
• 2019 Policy Priorities
• FY21 Fredericksburg Regional CoC Local Notice of Funding Availability
• CoC Project Applications
• CoC Scoring Sheets
• FRCoC Ranking Sheet
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I.

Policy Intent

This policy governs the process for the Fredericksburg Regional Continuum of Care’s (CoC) funding
decisions, including the review and approval of applications submitted by the Lead Agency on behalf of
the CoC; the solicitation, review, selection, and ranking of projects for collaborative applications; the
solicitation, review, and selection of projects subgranted by the Lead Agency; and the review of requests
for letters of support or CoC endorsement of a project application. All CoC funding decisions will be
handled in the following manner to ensure an objective and transparent funding process.

II.

Key Documents

Policy Priorities – Annually developed and adopted by the CoC Board, this document will establish
funding priorities and guide funding decisions.
Project Performance Standards – Annually developed by the Funding & Performance Committee, with
staff support, and adopted by the CoC Board, this document will establish project performance
standards, by project type.
Local Notices of Funding Availability (NOFAs) – Developed by CoC staff for each funding process, local
NOFAs will contain information on funding procedure and timeline, estimated funding available,
applicant eligibility and requirements, and project requirements.
Local Application Forms – Developed by the Funding & Performance Committee, with staff support, and
adopted by the CoC Board for each funding process, local application forms will be used either on their
own or in conjunction with application forms required by the funding source to gather information from
project applicants.
Scoring Sheets – Developed by the Funding & Performance Committee, with staff support, and adopted
by the CoC Board for each funding process, scoring sheets will be used by the Funding & Performance
Committee to review and score project applications.

III.

Policy Priorities & Project Performance Standards

Each January, the CoC Board will begin to adopt policy priorities and review project performance
standards for the upcoming fiscal year (July - June). In order to finalize the documents in April, draft
priorities and standards will be developed and posted for public comment in the first quarter of the
calendar year.
Policy priorities will be developed by the CoC Board, with staff support, based on local data, full CoC
membership input, consumer input, and state and federal priorities. Project performance standards will
be developed by the Funding & Performance Committee, with staff support, for each project type
(outreach, homelessness prevention, emergency shelter, rapid re-housing, permanent supportive
housing, and housing location) based on local data and federal, state, and local priorities and plans.
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Draft policy priorities and project performance standards will be opened to the full CoC membership and
community for public comment prior to final approval. Priorities and standards will be amended as
necessary before receiving final approval from the CoC Board.
Final policy priorities and project performance standards will be posted on the CoC website.
Policy priorities and project performance standards will be used in making all CoC funding decisions.
Project outcomes from the previous year will be compared to that year’s project performance
standards.

IV.Process for Lead Agency to Apply for Funding on Behalf of CoC
The CoC Board will review and approve all applications for funding submitted by the CoC Lead Agency on
behalf of the CoC. CoC staff will alert the CoC Board of the funding opportunity as soon as possible and
obtain approval from the CoC Board to pursue the funding opportunity. CoC staff will submit the funding
announcement and the completed application to the CoC Board for review and approval. The CoC Board
will review the application for community need and compliance with the CoC’s 10-Year Strategic Plan
and the Federal Strategic Plan to Prevent and End Homelessness.

V. Process for Collaborative Applications and Projects Subgranted by
the Lead Agency
A. Applicant Requirements
Applicant Threshold Requirements
Applicants requesting funds through any CoC funding process must meet the following conditions:
1. Be a member of the Fredericksburg Regional CoC as defined in the Bylaws.
2. Agree to adhere to the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Policies & Procedures, including the following
requirements of that document:
a. Follow the Housing First model
b. Participate in the CoC’s coordinated entry process
c. Adhere to established project standards
d. Collect data through HMIS or a comparable database
3. Meet the eligibility requirements of the funding agency.

Organizational Review
In the last quarter of each calendar year, the CoC will perform organizational review for grantees that
anticipate applying for funding through a CoC funding process in the upcoming calendar year in order to
monitor compliance with threshold requirements and financial integrity and stability. Grantees will be
required to submit the following for review by the Funding & Performance Committee:
Approved by CoC Board 2/6/2020
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Board of Directors Listing
Organizational Chart
IRS Form 990 (if applicable)
Profit and Loss Statement (prior year audited statements and most recent YTD)
Spending Plan
Program Policies and Procedures

Pursuant of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), the Rappahannock United Way will assist in
sharing documents submitted by organizations through their funding process with the CoC to avoid
duplication.

B. Funding Process
The funding process for collaborative applications and projects subgranted by the Lead Agency will
follow these steps:
1. The Funding & Performance Committee will develop local application forms and scoring sheets,
which will be approved by the CoC Board.
2. CoC staff will develop a local NOFA for the funding process.
3. CoC staff will post the local NOFA, local application forms, and scoring sheets to the CoC website
and distribute to the full CoC membership to solicit project applications at least 15 days before
the project application deadline. Note: Time allowed for soliciting applications may be altered
based on the timeline of funding opportunity.
4. Project applications will be submitted to CoC staff by the established deadline.
5. CoC staff will submit system needs data, project performance data, past funding expenditures,
and all project applications to the Funding & Performance Committee for review.
6. The Funding & Performance Committee will review and score each application using Boardapproved scoring sheets.
7. The Funding & Performance Committee will either reject or accept each project application. The
Funding & Performance Committee can also choose to reduce the amount of an accepted
project application.
8. For collaborative applications, the Funding & Performance Committee will rank accepted
projects.
9. CoC staff will notify each applicant in writing of the Funding & Performance Committee’s
recommendation to accept and rank (if applicable), reject, or reduce their project application(s),
and will share the completed scoring sheet for each project application with the project
applicant. CoC staff will also include specific instructions regarding the point of contact and
deadline for appeals.
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10. If applicable, project applicants will have the opportunity to make changes to project
applications based on feedback from the Funding & Performance Committee.
11. If applicable, any appeals will be handled according to the appeals process outlined in this
document.
12. After the appeals process has concluded, if applicable, the Funding & Performance Committee
will submit its recommendation to the CoC Board for final approval. If the CoC Board does not
agree with the Funding & Performance Committee recommendation, the two groups will meet
to make a final determination. If the two groups are not able to agree, the full CoC membership
will vote on a final determination.
13. CoC staff will notify each applicant in writing of the CoC Board’s determination to accept and
rank (if applicable), reject, or reduce their project application(s).
14. For collaborative applications, the final collaborative application, project applications, and
project ranking will be posted to the CoC website and distributed to the full CoC membership for
public review before the final submission deadline. For projects subgranted by the Lead Agency,
project applications and a summary of CoC Board determinations will be posted to the CoC
website and distributed to the full CoC membership within 3 business days of the
determination.
15. For collaborative applications, CoC staff will submit the final collaborative application on behalf
of the CoC.

C. Review, Selection, & Ranking
Review
The Funding & Performance Committee will review and score project applications using Board-approved
scoring sheets. Scoring sheets may vary by project type and application type (new vs. renewal). Scoring
sheets should consider the following elements:






Eligibility and threshold requirements
Alignment with local policy priorities
Commitment to applicable state/federal policy priorities
Strength of project application
Project performance

CoC planning, HMIS, and coordinated entry projects should be reviewed by the Funding & Performance
Committee for eligibility and threshold requirements to determine whether or not they should be
accepted, but do not need to be scored if there are no projects of the same type to compare them to.
Project application scores should reflect the strength of the individual proposal as well as the relative
strength of the proposal in comparison to other proposals for the same project type. Scores should also
reflect the proposal’s ability to demonstrate strong collaboration among the network of projects within
the homelessness response system.
Approved by CoC Board 2/6/2020
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Selection
Once all projects have been scored, the Funding & Performance Committee will determine one of the
following actions for each project application:




Accept at full amount
Accept at reduced amount
Reject

To be considered for acceptance, a project must pass a threshold review. The Funding & Performance
Committee will also consider funding availability, application score, and ability of the applicant to carry
out the proposed project.

Ranking
For collaborative applications, the Funding & Performance Committee will rank all accepted projects.
Project application scores should inform the final project ranking, but the Funding & Performance
Committee should also consider other factors, such as project type, population group served by the
project, levels of unmet need, project performance, or other parameters. Renewal projects for CoC
planning, HMIS, and coordinated entry that are accepted should be placed at the top of the ranking, as
the system relies on these projects to operate. New projects for CoC planning, HMIS, and coordinated
entry should be ranked based on the needs of the system.

Process for Allocating Virginia Homeless Solutions Program (VHSP) Award
Once the CoC is notified of the final amount that the Department of Housing and Community
Development (DHCD) will award to the community, projects will be allocated funding in the order they
are ranked until all funding has been allocated. Any funding for which DHCD specifies the category will
be allocated only to projects of that category, even if they are ranked below projects that ultimately do
not receive funding.
Upon funding allocation, a project applicant can choose to reduce the amount of or eliminate a project
for any of the following reasons:
 Other funding has been secured for the project that can replace all or part of the requested
VHSP funding
 The project is partially funded and not viable at the partial amount
 The agency is no longer able to carry-out the proposed project
In the event that a project is reduced or eliminated, recaptured funding will be allocated to remaining
projects in the order they are ranked until all funding has been allocated. Any recaptured funding for
which DHCD specifies the category will be allocated only to projects of that category, even if they are
ranked below projects that ultimately do not receive funding. If there are no remaining projects of the
specified category, the CoC will solicit proposals, in accordance with the Funding Policies & Procedures,
for projects in that category. In the event that a CoC planning, HMIS, or coordinated entry project is
eliminated and results in insufficient system coverage, the CoC shall solicit proposals, in accordance with
the Funding Policies & Procedures, for projects in that category to ensure sufficient system coverage.
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D. Reallocation
The CoC is permitted to reallocate funds among projects to better achieve federal, state, and CoC goals
for addressing homelessness. Reallocation can present an opportunity for CoCs to move funding from
projects that are underutilized, not cost effective, underperforming, or obsolete.
The CoC will reallocate funds granted through the CoC funding process, as needed, to more effectively
support those projects that align with approved Policy Priorities and meet and/or exceed approved CoC
Project Performance Standards. Reallocation will be based on the adopted annual CoC Policy Priorities,
10-Year Strategic Plan, federal and state strategic goals, and project performance. Project funds may be
reallocated through either the funding process or the voluntary return of funds.

Reallocation through the Funding Process
During a funding process, the Funding & Performance Committee may recommend that it is necessary
to reallocate funds from a renewal project, in part or in whole, to another project based on the factors
described above. Additionally, the Funding & Performance Committee will consider the capacity of other
project(s) to receive additional funding and their performance. The Funding & Performance Committee
will reallocate funds by reducing or rejecting a renewal project and accepting a new project for the
reallocated amount.
Grantees will be notified in writing of the Funding & Performance Committee’s reallocation
recommendation and justification. Grantees will also be provided specific instructions regarding the
point of contact and deadline for appeals. In the event of an appeal, grantees will be notified of the
decision in writing within 24 hours of the decision. At the end of the appeal period, the Funding &
Performance Committee will provide the reallocation recommendation to the CoC Board as part of the
ranking recommendation.

Reallocation through the Voluntary Return of Funds
Grantees may voluntarily return funds at any time during the grant operating year by providing a written
request to the CoC Lead Agency. Any funds that are not able to be utilized without changing the intent
of the grant funding should be voluntarily returned. A grantee seeking to return funds through the
voluntary process must do so in accordance with federal and state requirements. The Funding &
Performance Committee will review the request and make a recommendation to the CoC Board for
reallocation of the funds within 7 days of receiving the request. During the review process, the Funding
& Performance Committee will consider the following factors in determining how to reallocate funds:




CoC Policy Priorities
Application score and/or ranking
Capacity and performance of other grantees and their project(s)

The CoC Board will review the reallocation recommendation of the Funding & Performance Committee
and vote to approve or disapprove within three days of receiving the recommendation. The grantee will
be notified of the CoC Board’s decision in writing within 24 hours of the decision.
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E. Appeals
Appeals can be made by applicants who have specific concerns regarding the review and scoring of their
applications or by CoC members who feel that they were unfairly left out of the funding process.
Applicant appeals will only be considered in cases where applicants have material concerns specific to
the review and scoring of their application. Applicant appeals specific to ranking or funding allocation
recommendations will not be considered. (See “Eligible Appeals” below.) All notices of appeal must be
based on the information submitted by the application due date. No new or additional information will
be considered. Omissions to the application by the applicant cannot be appealed.
Upon receipt of a notice of appeal, an Appeals Committee, composed of three members of the CoC
Board and one member of the Funding & Performance Committee (non-voting), will be formed. The
voting members of the Appeals Committee will not have reviewed the project application seeking
appeal review or have a conflict of interest with any of the agencies applying for the applicable funding.
The Appeals Committee will review each appeal to determine whether the appeal meets the eligibility
criteria stated below. The Appeals Committee will review only those areas of the application that are
being appealed. The recommendation of the Appeals Committee will be final.

Eligible Appeals
Applicants may appeal if they can:
 Prove their score is not reflective of the application information provided; or
 Describe bias or unfairness in the process, which warrants the appeal; or
 Document a compelling organizational necessity not specifically described elsewhere in this
document.
CoC members may appeal if they can:
 Demonstrate that they were unfairly left out of the funding process

Appeals Process
1. The appeals process and deadline will be included in the local NOFA and posted on the CoC
website.
2. CoC staff will notify each applicant in writing of the Funding & Performance Committee’s
recommendation to accept and rank, reject, or reduce their project application(s), and will share
the completed scoring sheet for each project application with the project applicant. CoC staff
will also include specific instructions regarding the point of contact and deadline for appeals.
3. All notices of appeal must be submitted to the point of contact by the publicized deadline for
appeals. Receipt of the notice of appeal will be confirmed in writing within 24 hours.
4. The notice of appeal must include a written statement specifying in detail all grounds asserted
for the appeal. The appeal must be submitted by an individual authorized to represent the
agency and must include the specific sections of the application on which the appeal is based.
The appealing agency must specify facts and evidence sufficient for the Appeals Committee to
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determine the validity of the appeal. That is, the notice of appeal must have attached the
specific areas of the application being appealed and must also clearly explain why the
information provided was adequate to gain additional points.
5. The Appeals Committee will review and evaluate all notices of appeal and determine whether or
not each appeal meets the CoC requirements to make an appeal.
6. All eligible appeals will be read, reviewed, and evaluated by the Appeals Committee within 48
hours of the deadline for appeals.
7. The Appeals Committee will provide a determination on the appeal, and a written summary of
the determination will be provided to the appealing applicant and the Funding & Performance
Committee within 24 hours of the decision. The recommendation of the Appeals Committee will
be final.

VI.

Process for Community Partner to Request a Letter of Support or
CoC Endorsement of Project Application

CoC members are able to request letters of support or letters of endorsement from the CoC as needed
for funding opportunities. Letters of support are provided to showcase past work with the CoC and that
the requested funding supports the CoC’s 10 year plan to end homelessness. Letters of Endorsement are
provided in instances in which the CoC will play a larger role in the administration of funding or
programming and the funding sought directly impacts CoC’s Coordinated Entry System or has the
potential to be sought by numerous CoC members.

A. Letter of Support
CoC members may request a letter of support for a funding application from the CoC via email to the
CoC Coordinator. Requests should be submitted no less than 10 days prior to the application due date.
Requests must include a copy of the funding announcement, draft application, and draft letter of
support.
The process for requesting a letter of support from the CoC will follow these steps:
1. Upon receipt of the request, the information will be reviewed by CoC staff. Additional
information will be requested if necessary.
2. The CoC Board will review the request and vote whether or not to approve the request for a
letter of support.
3. CoC staff will notify the requestor in writing of the CoC Board’s determination.
4. If approved, CoC staff will provide a letter signed by the CoC Board Chair to the requestor within
3 days of the determination.
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B. Letter of Endorsement
CoC members may request CoC endorsement of a project application via email to the CoC Coordinator.
Requests should be submitted no less than 30 days prior to the application due date. Requests must
include a copy of the funding announcement as well as a brief description of the project that includes, at
a minimum, the following information in no more than 2 pages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Brief summary of project proposal
Need addressed by project
Target population and eligibility requirements
Experience working with target population
Expected number served/outcomes

The process for requesting CoC endorsement of a project application will follow these steps:
1. Upon receipt of the request, the information will be reviewed by CoC staff. Additional
information will be requested if necessary.
2. The request will be forwarded to the Funding & Performance Committee for review. The
Funding & Performance Committee will make a recommendation to the CoC Board on whether
or not to endorse the project application. CoC staff will notify the requestor in writing of the
Funding & Performance Committee’s recommendation.
3. The CoC Board will review the request and vote whether or not to endorse the project
application.
4. CoC staff will notify the requestor in writing of the CoC Board’s determination.
5. If approved, CoC staff will provide a letter signed by the CoC Board Chair to the requestor within
3 days of the determination.
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2019 Policy Priorities
Each year, the FRCoC will adopt a set of policy priorities to guide funding decisions for projects funded through
collaborative applications, including those for Continuum of Care Program and Virginia Homeless Solutions
Program funding. Policy priorities established by a funder for a specific collaborative application should also be
considered when making funding decisions for that specific funding source.
The 2019 FRCoC policy priorities below are taken from the NOFA for the FY2018 Continuum of Care Program
Competition.
1. Ending homelessness for all persons. To end homelessness, the CoC will identify, engage, and effectively
serve all persons experiencing homelessness. The CoC will measure their performance based on local data that
take into account the challenges faced by all subpopulations experiencing homelessness in the geographic area
(e.g., veterans, youth, families, or those experiencing chronic homelessness). The CoC will have a comprehensive
outreach strategy in place to identify and continuously engage all unsheltered individuals and families.
Additionally, the CoC will use local data to determine the characteristics of individuals and families with the
highest needs and longest experiences of homelessness to develop housing and supportive services tailored to
their needs. Finally, the CoC will use the reallocation process to create new projects that improve their overall
performance and better respond to their needs.
2. Creating a systemic response to homelessness. The CoC will be using system performance measures such as
the average length of homeless episodes, rates of return to homelessness, and rates of exit to permanent
housing destinations to determine how effectively they are serving people experiencing homelessness.
Additionally, the CoC will be using their Coordinated Entry process to promote participant choice, coordinate
homeless assistance and mainstream housing and services to ensure people experiencing homelessness receive
assistance quickly, and make homelessness assistance open, inclusive, and transparent.
3. Strategically allocating and using resources. Using cost, performance, and outcome data, the CoC will
improve how resources are utilized to end homelessness. The CoC will review project quality, performance, and
cost effectiveness. The CoC will maximize the use of mainstream and other community-based resources when
serving persons experiencing homelessness. Finally, the CoC will review all projects eligible for renewal to
determine their effectiveness in serving people experiencing homelessness as well as their cost effectiveness.
4. Using a Housing First approach. Housing First prioritizes rapid placement and stabilization in permanent
housing and does not have service participation requirements or preconditions. Projects will help individuals and
families move quickly into permanent housing, and the CoC will measure and help projects reduce the length of
time people experience homelessness. Additionally, the CoC will engage landlords and property owners, remove
barriers to entry, and adopt client-centered service methods.
Approved by CoC Board 2/28/2019

Fredericksburg Regional CoC
2020 VHSP Local Notice of Funding Availability
The Fredericksburg Regional Continuum of Care (CoC) is soliciting project applications for inclusion in its
collaborative application for FY21 & FY22 Virginia Homeless Solutions Program (VHSP) funding.
VHSP is a state- and federally-funded program funded by the State General Fund and the federal
Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) to support the development and implementation of localized
emergency crisis response systems with housing-focused, coordinated community-based activities.
These activities are designed to reduce the overall length of homelessness in the community, the
number of households becoming homeless and the overall rate of formerly homeless households
returning to homelessness.
Please visit the VHSP page of the Virginia Department of Housing & Community Development (DHCD)
website for more information about this program.
Applicant Eligibility & Requirements
Per the Fredericksburg Regional CoC Funding Policies & Procedures, applicants requesting funds through
any CoC funding process must meet the following conditions:
1. Be a member of the Fredericksburg Regional CoC as defined in the Bylaws.
2. Agree to adhere to the Fredericksburg Regional CoC Coordinated Entry Policies & Procedures,
including the following requirements of that document:
a. Follow the Housing First model
b. Participate in the CoC’s coordinated entry process
c. Adhere to established project standards
d. Collect data through HMIS or a comparable database
3. Meet the eligibility requirements of the funding agency.
VHSP applicants must be non-profits that are current on 990 filings, housing authorities, planning district
commissions, or units of local government. Planning district commissions and housing authorities are
not eligible to receive funding for shelter operations or rapid re-housing activities.
VHSP applicants must also meet all requirements contained in the Virginia Homeless and Special Needs
Housing Funding Guidelines 2020-2022.
Project Requirements
There are eight categories of eligible VHSP activities:
• Centralized or Coordinated Assessment/Entry System
• Outreach
• Emergency Shelter Operations
• Rapid Re-Housing (including Housing Location)
• Targeted Prevention (including Housing Location)
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CoC Planning
HMIS
Administrative Costs

Projects must meet all requirements contained in the Virginia Homeless and Special Needs Housing
Funding Guidelines 2020-2022.
Estimated Funding Available
The CoC currently receives the following amount of VHSP funding:
Category
Centralized or Coordinated Assessment/Entry System
Outreach
Emergency Shelter Operations
Rapid Re-Housing
Targeted Prevention
CoC Planning
HMIS
Administrative Costs
Total

Current Funding
$72,788
$0
$156,057
$519,318
$160,040
$40,000
$36,983
$18,904
$1,004,090

The CoC is not limited in the amount of funding it can request through the VHSP collaborative
application. Approximately $15.4 million in VHSP funding is anticipated to be available statewide each
year for FY21 & FY22, which represents a 1% increase from FY19 & FY20 funding levels.
Funding Process & Timeline
The Fredericksburg Regional CoC Funding Policies & Procedures governs the process for CoC funding
decisions, including the solicitation, review, selection, and ranking of projects for collaborative
applications, to ensure an objective and transparent funding process. The collaborative application
process for FY21 & FY22 Virginia Homeless Solutions Program funding will adhere to this policy. The
timeline for this funding process is included below:
Deadline
Action
2/6/20 Application forms and scoring sheets approved by CoC Board
Application forms, attachment templates, and scoring sheets sent to CoC members and
2/7/20 posted to CoC website.
2/13/20 Informational Session
2/28/20 Project applications due to GWRC by noon
3/9/20 Project applications reviewed and scored by Funding & Performance Committee
Project applicants notified of application scores, funding recommendation, and appeals
3/9/20 process
3/11/20 Appeals due to GWRC by noon
3/13/20 Appeals reviewed and determined by Appeals Committee
3/13/20 Appealing agencies notified of Appeals Committee determinations
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3/19/20
3/19/20
3/19/20
3/20/20

VHSP Year Two Request and collaborative application approved by CoC Board
Project applicants notified of CoC Board determination
Collaborative application sent to CoC members and posted to CoC website
Collaborative application due to DHCD

Application Submission
Each project application will consist of two components:
• Cover Letter and Project Application Form; and
• Agency and Project Level Attachments
Cover Letter & Project Application Form
Each project’s cover letter and completed application form must be submitted as a single PDF.
Application forms and the cover letter template are available on the Funding page of the CoC website. A
separate application must be submitted for each project, each with its own cover letter.
Project application types include:
• Coordinated Assessment/Entry
• Outreach
• Emergency Shelter Operations
• Rapid Re-Housing
• Targeted Prevention
• Housing Location
• CoC Planning (Only the CoC Lead Agency is eligible to apply for CoC Planning VHSP funding.)
Attachments
Each applicant must submit the following, each as a single PDF except for the Spending Plan (once per
applicant, even if applicant submits multiple project applications):
• Board of Director Listing
• Organizational Chart
• 990 (if applicable)
• Profit and Loss Statement (prior year and most recent YTD)
• Spending Plan (template provided, please submit in Excel format)
• Organizational Certification and Assurances (template provided)
For each project application submitted, except for CoC Planning projects, applicants are required to
submit the following, each as a single PDF:
• Project Policies and Procedures
• Project Job Descriptions (must be housing-focused)
• MOU(s) (if applicable)
• For DV Renewal Projects ONLY: CoC Data Sheet (template provided)
CoC Planning projects are required to submit the following, each as a single PDF:
• CoC Bylaws
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HMIS Policies & Procedures
CoC-Level Policies & Procedures/Service Standards
Homelessness Response System Flow Chart
CoC Strategic Plan
CoC Certification and Assurances
Project Job Descriptions

Any attachment templates provided are available on the Funding page of the CoC website. Each
attachment must be submitted as a single PDF, except for the Spending Plan, which should be submitted
in Excel format. Each attachment should be labeled with the agency name and the name of the
attachment, matching the requested information. (Example: AgencyA_Organizational_Chart.pdf)
Scoring Sheets
Scoring sheets for each project type are available on the Funding page of the CoC website.
Please note that information on drawdowns, resolution of monitoring findings, and performance of
current VHSP projects will be provided by staff to the Funding & Performance Committee. Grantees will
be given the opportunity to address any concerns raised by these items.
Important Application Dates
An informational session to review this funding process with potential applicants will be held on
February 13, 2020 at 9 AM at the George Washington Regional Commission, 406 Princess Anne Street,
Fredericksburg, VA 22041. All applicants for this funding are encouraged to attend.
Project applications, cover sheets, and required attachments must be submitted via email to Sam
Shoukas at shoukas@gwregion.org by February 28, 2020 at noon.
Appeals Process
Appeals will adhere to the appeals process outlined in the Fredericksburg Regional CoC Funding Policies
& Procedures. A summary of the appeals process for this solicitation is also available on the Funding
page of the CoC website.
Appeals must be submitted via email to Sam Shoukas at shoukas@gwregion.org by March 11, 2020 at
noon.
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2020 FRCoC Application for VHSP Funding
CoC Planning
Only the CoC Lead Agency is eligible to apply for CoC Planning VHSP funding.
Project Name:

Line-Item Budget
Please complete line-item budget below. Budget amounts should reflect the VHSP request only.
Note: Renewal projects can apply for renewal HMIS and Administration amounts up to the
grantee’s total FY20 HMIS and Administration amounts regardless of 5% and 3% caps. HMIS and
Administration amounts across all of the CoC’s FY21 project applications shall not exceed total
allowable HMIS and Administration amounts.
Expansion projects can apply for an HMIS expansion up to the amount where the combined
renewal/expansion HMIS request is 5% of the combined renewal/expansion project subtotal and
an Administration expansion up to the amount where the combined renewal/expansion
Administration request is 3% of the combined renewal/expansion project subtotal.
New projects can apply for an HMIS amount up to 5% of the project subtotal and an
Administration amount up to 3% of the project subtotal.
CoC Planning (up to 7% of Community
Base Request)
Salaries
Other (specify)
Other (specify)
Subtotal
HMIS (up to 5% of subtotal)
Computer Costs
Fees and Licenses
HMIS Staffing
Training
Other (specify)
Administration (up to 3% of subtotal)
Administration
Total

Renewal Amount

Expansion Amount

Match
Please indicate sources of match. Match must equal 25% of requested amount and must be used to meet
the goals of VHSP, but does not need to be of the same VHSP Category as the request. Match must be
from local or private sources, must be received and expended within the grant year, and may not be used
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to meet multiple match requirements. If the project is requesting partial or full waiver of the match
requirement, please explain. (See Pages 18-19 of the Virginia Homeless and Special Needs Housing
Funding Guidelines 2020-2022 for full explanation of the match requirement.)
Type
Choose an item.
Choose an item.
Choose an item.

Source

VHSP Category
Choose an item.
Choose an item.
Choose an item.

Amount

Narrative Responses
1. Provide a description that addresses the entire scope of the proposed project, and how the CoC
Lead Agency will use grant funds to comply with the provisions of 24 CFR 578.7. (Character Limit:
3,000)
2. If renewal funding is being requested, explain how the project continues to meet a community
need. If new/expansion funding is being requested, explain how the additional funds will increase
system capacity and justify the community need for additional capacity. Be sure to use data to
support the demonstrated need. (Character Limit: 3,000)
3. Explain how the requested funds will improve the CoC's ability to evaluate the outcome of CoC
and ESG projects. (Character Limit: 3,000)
4. Provide a description of project staff capacity to include experience and training. Include a list of
the applicable certificates of training for direct program staff. If any staff dedicated to the project
are also dedicated to other projects, explain the breakdown of hours by project. If any portion of
the funding request is to pay for a new staff position, how will the agency ensure position is filled
in a timely manner? (Character Limit: 3,000)
5. Provide evidence of organizational capacity to administer the requested funding and implement
VHSP-funded activities, to include governance, leadership, experience, and financial management.
Will project activities be ready to begin on July 1, 2020? (Character Limit: 3,000)
6. Are there any unresolved monitoring or audit findings for any grants operated by the applicant or
potential subrecipients? If yes, please explain. (Character Limit: 1,000)
☐ Yes

☐ No

Attachments

CoC Bylaws
HMIS Policies & Procedures
CoC-Level Policies & Procedures/Service Standards
Homelessness Response System Flow Chart
CoC Strategic Plan
CoC Certification and Assurances
Project Job Descriptions
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Attachments (once per agency)

Board of Director Listing
Organizational Chart
990 (if applicable)
Profit and Loss Statement (prior year and most recent YTD)
Spending Plan (template provided, please submit in Excel format)
Organizational Certification and Assurances (template provided)
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2020 FRCoC Application for VHSP Funding
Coordinated Assessment/Entry
Project Name:

Line-Item Budget
Please complete line-item budget below. Budget amounts should reflect the VHSP request only.
Note: Renewal projects can apply for renewal HMIS and Administration amounts up to the
grantee’s total FY20 HMIS and Administration amounts regardless of 5% and 3% caps. HMIS and
Administration amounts across all of the CoC’s FY21 project applications shall not exceed total
allowable HMIS and Administration amounts.
Expansion projects can apply for an HMIS expansion up to the amount where the combined
renewal/expansion HMIS request is 5% of the combined renewal/expansion project subtotal and
an Administration expansion up to the amount where the combined renewal/expansion
Administration request is 3% of the combined renewal/expansion project subtotal.
New projects can apply for an HMIS amount up to 5% of the project subtotal and an
Administration amount up to 3% of the project subtotal.
Renewal Amount

Expansion Amount

Coordinated Entry/Assessment
Hardware/Software
Maintenance
Occupancy Costs
Salaries
Supplies
Travel
Utilities
Other (specify)
Subtotal
HMIS (up to 5% of subtotal)
Computer Costs
Fees and Licenses
HMIS Staffing
Training
Other (specify)
Administration (up to 3% of subtotal)
Administration
Total
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Match
Please indicate sources of match. Match must equal 25% of requested amount and must be used to meet
the goals of VHSP, but does not need to be of the same VHSP Category as the request. Match must be
from local or private sources, must be received and expended within the grant year, and may not be used
to meet multiple match requirements. If the project is requesting partial or full waiver of the match
requirement, please explain. (See Pages 18-19 of the Virginia Homeless and Special Needs Housing
Funding Guidelines 2020-2022 for full explanation of the match requirement.)
Type
Choose an item.
Choose an item.
Choose an item.

Source

VHSP Category
Choose an item.
Choose an item.
Choose an item.

Amount

Narrative Responses
1. Provide a description that addresses the entire scope of the proposed project. Specifically,
describe how the project will staff and operate a coordinated assessment process that aligns with
the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Policies & Procedures (Character Limit: 3,000)
2. If renewal funding is being requested, explain how the project continues to meet a community
need. If new/expansion funding is being requested, explain how the additional funds will increase
system capacity and justify the community need for additional capacity. Be sure to use data to
justify your response. (Character Limit: 3,000)
3. Explain how the project will ensure 24-hour access to the coordinated assessment process. Attach
MOUs for any partnerships assisting in providing 24-hour access. (Character Limit: 3,000)
4. Describe the specific strategies used to ensure that persons accessing the homelessness response
system are diverted whenever ever possible. (Character Limit: 3,000)
5. Describe how the project leverages mainstream resources to support client’s immediate housing
crisis. Provide project and community level examples. (Character Limit: 3,000)
6. Describe how this project ensures that participants are not screened out based on severity of
needs and vulnerabilities (including having too little or little income; active or history of substance
abuse; having a criminal record with exceptions for state-mandated restrictions; history of
domestic violence). (Character Limit: 3,000)
7. Provide a description of project staff capacity to include experience and training. Include a list of
the applicable certificates of training for direct program staff. If any staff dedicated to the project
are also dedicated to other projects, explain the breakdown of hours by project. If any portion of
the funding request is to pay for a new staff position, how will the agency ensure position is filled
in a timely manner? (Character Limit: 3,000)
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8. Provide evidence of organizational capacity to administer the requested funding and implement
VHSP-funded activities, to include governance, leadership, experience, and financial management.
Will project activities be ready to begin on July 1, 2020? (Character Limit: 3,000)
9. Are there any unresolved monitoring or audit findings for any grants operated by the applicant or
potential subrecipients? If yes, please explain. (Character Limit: 1,000)
☐ Yes

☐ No

Attachments (each project)
Project Policies and Procedures
Project Job Descriptions (must be housing-focused)
MOU(s) (if applicable)
For DV Renewal Projects ONLY: FRCoC Data Sheet (template provided)

Attachments (once per agency)
Board of Director Listing
Organizational Chart
990 (if applicable)
Profit and Loss Statement (prior year and most recent YTD)
Spending Plan (template provided, please submit in Excel format)
Organizational Certification and Assurances (template provided)
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2020 FRCoC Application for VHSP Funding
Outreach; Emergency Shelter Operations; Rapid Re-Housing; Targeted
Prevention
Please complete a separate application form for each outreach, emergency shelter operations, rapid rehousing, and targeted prevention project.
Project Name:

Line-Item Budget
Please complete line-item budget below. Budget amounts should reflect the VHSP request only.
Note: Renewal projects can apply for renewal HMIS and Administration amounts up to the
grantee’s total FY20 HMIS and Administration amounts regardless of 5% and 3% caps. HMIS and
Administration amounts across all of the CoC’s FY21 project applications shall not exceed total
allowable HMIS and Administration amounts.
Expansion projects can apply for an HMIS expansion up to the amount where the combined
renewal/expansion HMIS request is 5% of the combined renewal/expansion project subtotal and
an Administration expansion up to the amount where the combined renewal/expansion
Administration request is 3% of the combined renewal/expansion project subtotal.
Outreach
Case Management
Limited Support Services
Other (specify)
Subtotal
HMIS (up to 5% of subtotal)
Computer Costs
Fees and Licenses
HMIS Staffing
Training
Other (specify)
Administration (up to 3% of subtotal)
Administration
Total
Emergency Shelter Operations
Case Management
Limited Support Services
Maintenance
Rent
Security

Renewal Amount

Expansion Amount

Renewal Amount

Expansion Amount
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Supplies
Utilities
Other (specify)
Subtotal
HMIS (up to 5% of subtotal)
Computer Costs
Fees and Licenses
HMIS Staffing
Training
Other (specify)
Administration (up to 3% of subtotal)
Administration
Total
Rapid Re-Housing
Housing Search & Placement
Housing Stabilization Case
Management
Housing Stabilization Financial
Assistance
Housing Stabilization Services
Rent Arrears
Rent Assistance
Service Location Costs
Veteran Housing Stabilization
Financial Assistance
Veteran Rent Arrears
Veteran Rent Assistance
Subtotal
HMIS (up to 5% of subtotal)
Computer Costs
Fees and Licenses
HMIS Staffing
Training
Other (specify)
Administration (up to 3% of subtotal)
Administration
Total
Targeted Prevention
Housing Search & Placement
Housing Stabilization Case
Management
Housing Stabilization Financial

Renewal Amount

Expansion Amount

Renewal Amount

Expansion Amount
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Assistance
Housing Stabilization Services
Rent Arrears
Rent Assistance
Service Location Costs
Subtotal
HMIS (up to 5% of subtotal)
Computer Costs
Fees and Licenses
HMIS Staffing
Training
Other (specify)
Administration (up to 3% of subtotal)
Administration
Total

Match
Please indicate sources of match. Match must equal 25% of requested amount and must be used to meet
the goals of VHSP, but does not need to be of the same VHSP Category as the request. Match must be
from local or private sources, must be received and expended within the grant year, and may not be used
to meet multiple match requirements. If the project is requesting partial or full waiver of the match
requirement, please explain. (See Pages 18-19 of the Virginia Homeless and Special Needs Housing
Funding Guidelines 2020-2022 for full explanation of the match requirement.)
Type
Choose an item.
Choose an item.
Choose an item.

Source

VHSP Category
Choose an item.
Choose an item.
Choose an item.

Amount

Narrative Responses
1. Provide a description that addresses the entire scope of the proposed project. (Character Limit:
3,000)
2. If renewal funding is being requested, explain how the project continues to meet a community
need. If new/expansion funding is being requested, explain how the additional funds will increase
system capacity and justify the community need for additional capacity. Be sure to use data to
support the demonstrated need. (Character Limit: 3,000)
3. Please indicate the breakdown of household types targeted by this project:
Households with Children
Households without Children
Total

Renewal
%
%
100%

Expansion
%
%
100%
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4. Certify that the project will adhere to the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Policies & Procedures,
including the following requirements of the document:
☐ Follow the Housing First model
☐ Participate in the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Process and/or the Victim Service Coordinated
Entry Process (including coordinated assessment for shelter/prevention and prioritization for
rapid re-housing)
☐ Adhere to established project standards (including FRCoC Rapid Re-Housing Policies &
Procedures)
☐ Collect data through HMIS or a comparable database
5. What percentage of households will be served through the Victim Service Coordinated Entry
Process (including coordinated assessment for shelter/prevention and prioritization for rapid rehousing)?
Households Served through Victim Service Coordinated Entry Process

Renewal
%

Expansion
%

6. Describe in detail how your organization implements a Housing First approach. Include specific
examples such as organizational or programmatic policies, procedures, guidelines, etc. (Character
Limit: 3,000)
7. Describe the systems in place to ensure that households experiencing homelessness are moved
quickly to permanent housing and remain stably housed. Be sure to use data demonstrating the
outcomes of these systems. (Character Limit: 3,000)
8. Describe the specific strategies used to assist participants with both increasing their employment
and/or income and maximizing their ability to live independently. Be sure to include data
demonstrating the outcomes of these strategies. (RRH/Prevention Only; Character Limit: 3,000)
9. Describe how the project leverages mainstream resources to support clients as they prepare to
move on from project involvement. Provide project and community level examples. (Character
Limit: 3,000)
10. Describe how the project leverages partnerships within the homelessness response system to
limit duplication. (Character Limit: 3,000)
11. Describe if/how the project identifies harder-to-serve individuals/households, including sex
offenders, large families, persons who are medically fragile, persons identifying as LGBTQ+,
unaccompanied youth, households with accessibility concerns (including language and mobility),
and households with limited or no personal phone or internet access. (Character Limit: 3,000)
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12. Describe efforts made by the project to serve those individuals/households identified as being
harder-to-serve (as defined in Question 11), including strategies employed, staff training, and/or
partnerships with other organizations, either within or outside of the homelessness response
system.
13. Does either the organization as a whole or this project have any rules or requirements for
assistance that could act as a barrier to services (i.e. birth certificate or photo ID, residency
requirement, service participation requirement, etc.)? Please list each requirement, describe the
purpose of the requirement(s), and describe the efforts the organization makes to assist
households in need of services that do not or cannot meet the requirement(s). (Character Limit:
3,000)
14. Provide the following data. These numbers will be used to calculate anticipated number of
households served by the project.
Renewal
New/Expansion
Number of FTE Case Managers Dedicated to Project (could be fraction)
Ideal Caseload for 1 FTE Case Manager
Average Length of Stay for Project Participants
Average Financial Assistance Cost per Household (RRH/Prevention Only)
Shelter Beds for Households without Children (Shelter Operations Only)
Shelter Beds for Households with Children (Shelter Operations Only)
Shelter Units for Households with Children (Shelter Operations Only)
15. Provide a description of project staff capacity to include experience and training. Include a list of
the applicable certificates of training for direct program staff. If any staff dedicated to the project
are also dedicated to other projects, explain the breakdown of hours by project. If any portion of
the funding request is to pay for a new staff position, how will the agency ensure position is filled
in a timely manner? (Character Limit: 3,000)
16. Provide evidence of organizational capacity to administer the requested funding and implement
VHSP-funded activities, to include governance, leadership, experience, and financial management.
Will project activities be ready to begin on July 1, 2020? (Character Limit: 3,000)
17. Are there any unresolved monitoring or audit findings for any grants operated by the applicant or
potential subrecipients? If yes, please explain. (Character Limit: 1,000)
☐ Yes

☐ No

Attachments (each project)

Project Policies and Procedures
Project Job Descriptions (must be housing-focused)
MOU(s) (if applicable)
For DV Renewal Projects ONLY: FRCoC Data Sheet (template provided)
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Attachments (once per agency)

Board of Director Listing
Organizational Chart
990 (if applicable)
Profit and Loss Statement (prior year and most recent YTD)
Spending Plan (template provided, please submit in Excel format)
Organizational Certification and Assurances (template provided)
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2020 FRCoC Application for VHSP Funding
Housing Location
Project Name:

Line-Item Budget
Please complete line-item budget below. Budget amounts should reflect the VHSP request only.
Note: Renewal projects can apply for renewal HMIS and Administration amounts up to the
grantee’s total FY20 HMIS and Administration amounts regardless of 5% and 3% caps. HMIS and
Administration amounts across all of the CoC’s FY21 project applications shall not exceed total
allowable HMIS and Administration amounts.
Expansion projects can apply for an HMIS expansion up to the amount where the combined
renewal/expansion HMIS request is 5% of the combined renewal/expansion project subtotal and
an Administration expansion up to the amount where the combined renewal/expansion
Administration request is 3% of the combined renewal/expansion project subtotal.
New projects can apply for an HMIS amount up to 5% of the project subtotal and an
Administration amount up to 3% of the project subtotal.
Housing Location
Rapid Re-Housing
Targeted Prevention
Subtotal
HMIS (up to 5% of subtotal)
Computer Costs
Fees and Licenses
HMIS Staffing
Training
Other (specify)
Administration (up to 3% of subtotal)
Administration
Total

Renewal Amount

Expansion Amount

Match
Please indicate sources of match. Match must equal 25% of requested amount and must be used to meet
the goals of VHSP, but does not need to be of the same VHSP Category as the request. Match must be
from local or private sources, must be received and expended within the grant year, and may not be used
to meet multiple match requirements. If the project is requesting partial or full waiver of the match
requirement, please explain. (See Pages 18-19 of the Virginia Homeless and Special Needs Housing
Funding Guidelines 2020-2022 for full explanation of the match requirement.)
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Type
Choose an item.
Choose an item.
Choose an item.

Source

VHSP Category
Choose an item.
Choose an item.
Choose an item.

Amount

Narrative Responses
1. Provide a description that addresses the entire scope of the proposed project. (Character Limit:
3,000)
2. If renewal funding is being requested, explain how the project continues to meet a community
need. If new/expansion funding is being requested, explain how the additional funds will increase
system capacity and justify the community need for additional capacity. Be sure to use data to
support the demonstrated need. (Character Limit: 3,000)
3. Certify that the project will adhere to the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Policies & Procedures,
including the following requirements of the document:
☐ Follow the Housing First model
☐ Participate in the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Process and/or the Victim Service Coordinated
Entry Process (including coordinated assessment for shelter/prevention and prioritization for
rapid re-housing)
☐ Adhere to established project standards (including FRCoC Rapid Re-Housing Policies &
Procedures)
☐ Collect data through HMIS or a comparable database
4. Describe the systems in place to ensure that households experiencing homelessness are moved
quickly to permanent housing. Be sure to use data demonstrating the outcomes of these systems.
(Character Limit: 3,000)
5. Describe how the project leverages partnerships within the homelessness response system and
with local landlords. Describe the process for engaging and maintaining relationships with
landlords. (Character Limit: 3,000)
6. Describe how the project receives referrals, determines eligibility, and prioritizes clients, including
how the project ensures that potential participants are not screened out based on severity of
needs and vulnerabilities (including having too little or little income; active or history of substance
abuse; having a criminal record with exceptions for state-mandated restrictions; history of
domestic violence, etc.). (Character Limit: 3,000)
7. Describe how the project ensures that participants are not terminated from the project for the
following reasons: failure to participate in supportive services; failure to make progress on a
service plan; loss of income or failure to improve income; being a victim of domestic violence; any
other activity not covered in a lease agreement typically found in the project's geographic area.
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Describe any policies in place that ensure this, and describe how staff works with participants to
overcome these barriers. (Character Limit: 3,000)
8. Provide the following data. These numbers will be used to calculate anticipated number of
households served by the project.
Renewal
New/Expansion
Number of FTE Housing Locators Dedicated to Project (could be fraction)
Ideal Caseload for 1 FTE Housing Locator
Average Length of Stay for Project Participants
9. Provide a description of project staff capacity to include experience and training. Include a list of
the applicable certificates of training for direct program staff. If any staff dedicated to the project
are also dedicated to other projects, explain the breakdown of hours by project. If any portion of
the funding request is to pay for a new staff position, how will the agency ensure position is filled
in a timely manner? (Character Limit: 3,000)
10. Provide evidence of organizational capacity to administer the requested funding and implement
VHSP-funded activities, to include governance, leadership, experience, and financial management.
Will project activities be ready to begin on July 1, 2020? (Character Limit: 3,000)
11. Are there any unresolved monitoring or audit findings for any grants operated by the applicant or
potential subrecipients? If yes, please explain. (Character Limit: 1,000)
☐ Yes

☐ No

Attachments (each project)

Project Policies and Procedures
Project Job Descriptions (must be housing-focused)
MOU(s) (if applicable)
For DV Renewal Projects ONLY: FRCoC Data Sheet (template provided)

Attachments (once per agency)

Board of Director Listing
Organizational Chart
990 (if applicable)
Profit and Loss Statement (prior year and most recent YTD)
Spending Plan (template provided, please submit in Excel format)
Organizational Certification and Assurances (template provided)
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Fredericksburg Regional CoC
2020 VHSP Scoring Sheet
CoC Planning
Instructions
Project application scores should reflect the strength of the individual proposal as well as the relative strength of the proposal in comparison to other proposals
for the same project type. Scores should also reflect the proposal’s ability to demonstrate strong collaboration among the network of projects within the
homelessness response system. CoC planning and coordinated entry projects should be reviewed for eligibility and threshold requirements to determine
whether or not they should be accepted, but do not need to be scored if there are no projects of the same type to compare them to.
Project application scores should inform the final project ranking, but the Funding & Performance Committee should also consider other factors, such as project
type, population group served by the project, levels of unmet need, or other parameters.
Requests for renewal and expansion funding will be scored on one scoring sheet but in separate columns. Renewal and expansion requests may receive different
scores and will be ranked separately by the Funding & Performance Committee.

Summary
Project Name:
Applicant:
Application Type: ☐ New

☐ Renewal

☐ Renewal with Expansion

Renewal Amount Requested:
New/Expansion Amount Requested:

Threshold Review
Category

Applicant
Threshold
Requirements

Scoring Factors
Applicants requesting funds through any FRCoC collaborative
application process must meet the following conditions:
(1) Be a member of the FRCoC as defined in the Bylaws.
(2) Agree to adhere to the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Policies &
Procedures, including the following requirements of that
document:
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Available

Received
New/
Renewal
Expansion

Comments

Pass/Fail
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Additional
Requirements

Applicant
Eligibility
Match

(a) Follow the Housing First model
(b) Participate in the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Process and/or
Victim Service Coordinated Entry Process
(c) Adhere to established project standards
(d) Collect data through HMIS or a comparable database
(3) Meet the eligibility requirements of the funding agency.
Must meet all of the following criteria to be considered:
(1) Project applicants and potential subrecipients must have
satisfactory capacity, drawdowns, and performance for existing
grant(s) as evidenced by timely reimbursement of subrecipients,
regular drawdowns, and timely resolution of any monitoring
findings.
(2) For expansion projects, project applicants must articulate the
part of the project that is being expanded. Additionally, the
project applicants must clearly demonstrate that they are not
replacing other funding sources.
Applicant must be one of the following to apply for VHSP
funding: non-profit, housing authority, planning district
commission, or unit of local government.
Match equals 25% of requested amount. If project is requesting
partial or full waiver of the match requirement, compelling
reason for the waiver is given.

Pass/Fail

Scoring Factors

Available

Pass/Fail
Pass/Fail

Project Review
Category
Compliance with
24 CFR 578.7
Meets
Community
Need or Fills
Gap
CoC
Improvement

1 point: The proposed planning activities that will be carried out
by the CoC Lead Agency comply with the provisions of 24 CFR
578.7.
0 points: Proposed activities do not comply with 24 CFR 578.7.
2 points: Project continues to meet a community need and/or
fills a gap in FRCoC services.
1 point: Project somewhat meets a need and/or fills a gap.
0 points: Project does not meet a need and/or fill a gap.
1 point: Funds requested will improve the CoC’s ability to
evaluate the outcomes of both CoC Program-funded and ESGfunded projects.
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Received
New/
Renewal
Expansion

Comments

1

2
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Capacity

Prior
Experience

Findings
Spending
Rates
Total

0 points: Funds requested will not improve the CoC’s ability to
evaluate the outcomes of both CoC Program-funded and ESGfunded projects.
2 points: Staff, organizational structure and capacity, and internal
coordination are sufficient to carry out proposed activities.
1 point: Staff, organizational structure and capacity, and internal
coordination are somewhat sufficient.
0 points: Staff, organizational structure and capacity, and internal
coordination are not sufficient.
2 points: Applicant/sub recipients have previous experience in
effectively utilizing state funds and performing proposed eligible
activities AND serving proposed target population.
1 point: Applicant/sub recipients have experience with only one.
0 points: Applicant/sub recipients have experience with neither.
1 point: Applicant does not have any unresolved monitoring or
audit findings or has an adequate plan to address issues.
0 points: Applicant does have unresolved monitoring or audit
findings and does not have an adequate plan to address issues.
DEDUCT 1 point for programs that DID NOT fully expend grant
award for last full year of operation.

2

2

1
0
9

Additional Comments

Changes Needed Before Collaborative Application Submitted (if any)
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Fredericksburg Regional CoC
2020 VHSP Scoring Sheet
Coordinated Assessment/Entry
Instructions
Project application scores should reflect the strength of the individual proposal as well as the relative strength of the proposal in comparison to other proposals
for the same project type. Scores should also reflect the proposal’s ability to demonstrate strong collaboration among the network of projects within the
homelessness response system. CoC planning and coordinated entry projects should be reviewed for eligibility and threshold requirements to determine
whether or not they should be accepted, but do not need to be scored if there are no projects of the same type to compare them to.
Project application scores should inform the final project ranking, but the Funding & Performance Committee should also consider other factors, such as project
type, population group served by the project, levels of unmet need, or other parameters.
Requests for renewal and expansion funding will be scored on one scoring sheet but in separate columns. Renewal and expansion requests may receive different
scores and will be ranked separately by the Funding & Performance Committee.

Summary
Project Name:
Applicant:
Application Type: ☐ New

☐ Renewal

☐ Renewal with Expansion

Renewal Amount Requested:
New/Expansion Amount Requested:

Threshold Review
Category

Applicant
Threshold
Requirements

Scoring Factors
Applicants requesting funds through any FRCoC collaborative
application process must meet the following conditions:
(1) Be a member of the FRCoC as defined in the Bylaws.
(2) Agree to adhere to the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Policies &
Procedures, including the following requirements of that
document:
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Available

Received
New/
Renewal
Expansion

Comments

Pass/Fail
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Additional
Requirements

Applicant
Eligibility
Match

(a) Follow the Housing First model
(b) Participate in the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Process and/or
Victim Service Coordinated Entry Process
(c) Adhere to established project standards
(d) Collect data through HMIS or a comparable database
(3) Meet the eligibility requirements of the funding agency.
Must meet all of the following criteria to be considered:
(1) Project applicants and potential subrecipients must have
satisfactory capacity, drawdowns, and performance for existing
grant(s) as evidenced by timely reimbursement of subrecipients,
regular drawdowns, and timely resolution of any monitoring
findings.
(2) For expansion projects, project applicants must articulate the
part of the project that is being expanded. Additionally, the
project applicants must clearly demonstrate that they are not
replacing other funding sources.
Applicant must be one of the following to apply for VHSP
funding: non-profit, housing authority, planning district
commission, or unit of local government.
Match equals 25% of requested amount. If project is requesting
partial or full waiver of the match requirement, compelling
reason for the waiver is given.

Pass/Fail

Scoring Factors

Available

Pass/Fail
Pass/Fail

Project Review
Category
Alignment with
Coordinated
Entry Policies &
Procedures
Meets
Community
Need or Fills
Gap
24 Hour Access

1 point: Project will staff and operate a coordinated assessment
process that aligns with the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Policies &
Procedures.
0 point: Project does not align with the FRCoC Coordinated Entry
Policies & Procedures.
2 points: Project continues to meet a community need and/or
fills a gap in FRCoC services.
1 point: Project somewhat meets a need and/or fills a gap.
0 points: Project does not meet a need and/or fill a gap.
1 point: Project will provide or partner with other providers to
provide 24-hour access to coordinated assessment.
0 points: Project is not able to provide 24-hour access.
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Received
New/
Renewal
Expansion

Comments

1

2

1
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Diversion

Leveraging
System
Partnerships

Low
Barrier

Capacity

Prior
Experience

Findings
Spending
Rates
Total

1 point: Project will work to divert all persons accessing
coordinated assessment whenever possible.
0 point: Project will not work to divert all persons accessing
coordinated assessment whenever possible.
2 points: Project fully leverages partnerships within the
homelessness response system to limit duplication.
1 point: Project somewhat leverages partnerships within the
homelessness response system to limit duplication.
0 points: Project does not leverage partnerships within the
homelessness response system to limit duplication.
2 points: Project has no barriers to entry or continued services
(does not screen people out based on severity of needs and
vulnerabilities and does not terminate project participants for
activities not covered in a typical lease agreement).
1 point: Project has some barriers to entry or continued services.
0 points: Project has many barriers to entry or continued
services.
2 points: Staff, organizational structure and capacity, and internal
coordination are sufficient to carry out proposed activities.
1 point: Staff, organizational structure and capacity, and internal
coordination are somewhat sufficient.
0 points: Staff, organizational structure and capacity, and internal
coordination are not sufficient.
2 points: Applicant/sub recipients have previous experience in
effectively utilizing state funds and performing proposed eligible
activities AND serving proposed target population.
1 point: Applicant/sub recipients have experience with only one.
0 points: Applicant/sub recipients have experience with neither.
1 point: Applicant does not have any unresolved monitoring or
audit findings or has an adequate plan to address issues.
0 points: Applicant does have unresolved monitoring or audit
findings and does not have an adequate plan to address issues.
DEDUCT 1 point for programs that DID NOT fully expend grant
award for last full year of operation.
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2

2

2

2

1
0
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Additional Comments

Changes Needed Before Collaborative Application Submitted (if any)
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Fredericksburg Regional CoC
2020 VHSP Scoring Sheet
Outreach; Emergency Shelter Operations; Rapid Re-Housing; Targeted Prevention
Instructions
Project application scores should reflect the strength of the individual proposal as well as the relative strength of the proposal in comparison to other proposals
for the same project type. Scores should also reflect the proposal’s ability to demonstrate strong collaboration among the network of projects within the
homelessness response system.
Project application scores should inform the final project ranking, but the Funding & Performance Committee should also consider other factors, such as project
type, population group served by the project, levels of unmet need, or other parameters.
Requests for renewal and expansion funding will be scored on one scoring sheet but in separate columns. Renewal and expansion requests may receive different
scores and will be ranked separately by the Funding & Performance Committee.

Summary
Project Name:
Applicant:
Project Type: ☐ Outreach
Application Type: ☐ New

☐ Emergency Shelter Operations
☐ Rapid Re-Housing
☐ Renewal
☐ Renewal with Expansion

☐ Targeted Prevention

Renewal Amount Requested:
New/Expansion Amount Requested:
Proposed # Households with Children Served:
Proposed # Households without Children Served:
Proposed % Households Served through Victim Service Coordinated Entry Process:

Threshold Review
Category
Applicant
Threshold

Scoring Factors
Applicants requesting funds through any FRCoC collaborative
application process must meet the following conditions:
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Available

Received
New/
Renewal
Expansion

Comments

Pass/Fail
Approved by CoC Board 2/6/2020

Requirements

Additional
Requirements

Applicant
Eligibility
Match

(1) Be a member of the FRCoC as defined in the Bylaws.
(2) Agree to adhere to the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Policies &
Procedures, including the following requirements of that
document:
(a) Follow the Housing First model
(b) Participate in the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Process and/or
Victim Service Coordinated Entry Process
(c) Adhere to established project standards
(d) Collect data through HMIS or a comparable database
(3) Meet the eligibility requirements of the funding agency.
Must meet all of the following criteria to be considered:
(1) Project applicants and potential subrecipients must have
satisfactory capacity, drawdowns, and performance for existing
grant(s) as evidenced by timely reimbursement of subrecipients,
regular drawdowns, and timely resolution of any monitoring
findings.
(2) For expansion projects, project applicants must articulate the
part of the project that is being expanded. Additionally, the
project applicants must clearly demonstrate that they are not
replacing other funding sources.
Applicant must be one of the following to apply for VHSP
funding: non-profit, housing authority, planning district
commission, or unit of local government.
Match equals 25% of requested amount. If project is requesting
partial or full waiver of the match requirement, compelling
reason for the waiver is given.

Pass/Fail

Pass/Fail
Pass/Fail

Project Review
Category

Scoring Factors

Meets
Community
Need or Fills
Gap

2 points: Project continues to meet a community need and/or
fills a gap in FRCoC services.
1 point: Project somewhat meets a need and/or fills a gap.
0 points: Project does not meet a need and/or fill a gap.
2 points: Organization fully implements a Housing First approach.
1 point: Organization partially implements a Housing First
approach.

Housing First
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Available

Received
New/
Renewal
Expansion

Comments

2

2
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Permanent
Housing Systems

Employment and
Income Growth
(RRH and
Prevention Only)

Leveraging
Mainstream
Resources

Leveraging
System
Partnerships

Harder-to-Serve
Populations

Barriers to
Services

0 points: Organization does not implement a Housing First
approach.
2 points: Thorough systems are in place to ensure households
experiencing homelessness are moved quickly to permanent
housing and remain stably housed.
1 point: These systems are somewhat in place.
0 points: These systems are not in place.
2 points: Project fully assists participants to increase their
employment and/or income and to maximize their ability to live
independently.
1 point: Project somewhat assists with employment/income and
living independently.
0 points: Project does not assist with employment/income and
living independently.
2 points: Project fully leverages mainstream resources including
employment, mental health, social security, TANF, etc. and
demonstrates outcomes or improved processes as a result of
these connections.
1 point: Project somewhat leverages mainstream resources.
0 points: Project does not leverage mainstream resources.
2 points: Project fully leverages partnerships within the
homelessness response system to limit duplication.
1 point: Project somewhat leverages partnerships within the
homelessness response system to limit duplication.
0 points: Project does not leverage partnerships within the
homelessness response system to limit duplication.
2 points: Project fully makes efforts to serve harder-to-serve
populations.
1 point: Project partially makes efforts to serve harder-to-serve
populations.
0 points: Project does not make efforts to serve harder-to-serve
populations.
2 points: Organization or project does not have rules or
requirements for assistance that could act as a barrier to
services.
1 point: Organization or project has rules or requirements for
assistance that could act as a barrier to services but does make
an effort to assist households that do not or cannot meet the
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Capacity

Prior
Experience

Findings
Spending
Rates
Job
Descriptions
Total

requirement(s).
0 points: Organization or project has rules or requirements for
assistance that could act as a barrier to services and does not
make an effort to assist households that do not or cannot meet
the requirement(s).
2 points: Staff, organizational structure and capacity, and internal
coordination are sufficient to carry out proposed activities.
1 point: Staff, organizational structure and capacity, and internal
coordination are somewhat sufficient.
0 points: Staff, organizational structure and capacity, and internal
coordination are not sufficient.
2 points: Applicant/sub recipients have previous experience in
effectively utilizing state funds and performing proposed eligible
activities AND serving proposed target population.
1 point: Applicant/sub recipients have experience with only one.
0 points: Applicant/sub recipients have experience with neither.
1 point: Applicant does not have any unresolved monitoring or
audit findings or has an adequate plan to address issues.
0 points: Applicant does have unresolved monitoring or audit
findings and does not have an adequate plan to address issues.
DEDUCT 1 point for programs that DID NOT fully expend grant
award for last full year of operation.
1 point: Job descriptions are housing-focused.
0 points: Job descriptions are not housing-focused.

2

2

1
0
1
22

Additional Comments

Changes Needed Before Collaborative Application Submitted (if any)
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Fredericksburg Regional CoC
2020 VHSP Scoring Sheet
Housing Location
Instructions
Project application scores should reflect the strength of the individual proposal as well as the relative strength of the proposal in comparison to other proposals
for the same project type. Scores should also reflect the proposal’s ability to demonstrate strong collaboration among the network of projects within the
homelessness response system.
Project application scores should inform the final project ranking, but the Funding & Performance Committee should also consider other factors, such as project
type, population group served by the project, levels of unmet need, or other parameters.
Requests for renewal and expansion funding will be scored on one scoring sheet but in separate columns. Renewal and expansion requests may receive different
scores and will be ranked separately by the Funding & Performance Committee.

Summary
Project Name:
Applicant:
Application Type: ☐ New

☐ Renewal

☐ Renewal with Expansion

Renewal Amount Requested:
New/Expansion Amount Requested:

Threshold Review
Category

Applicant
Threshold
Requirements

Scoring Factors
Applicants requesting funds through any FRCoC collaborative
application process must meet the following conditions:
(1) Be a member of the FRCoC as defined in the Bylaws.
(2) Agree to adhere to the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Policies &
Procedures, including the following requirements of that
document:
(a) Follow the Housing First model
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Available

Received
New/
Renewal
Expansion

Comments

Pass/Fail
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Additional
Requirements

Applicant
Eligibility
Match

(b) Participate in the FRCoC Coordinated Entry Process and/or
Victim Service Coordinated Entry Process
(c) Adhere to established project standards
(d) Collect data through HMIS or a comparable database
(3) Meet the eligibility requirements of the funding agency.
Must meet all of the following criteria to be considered:
(1) Project applicants and potential subrecipients must have
satisfactory capacity, drawdowns, and performance for existing
grant(s) as evidenced by timely reimbursement of subrecipients,
regular drawdowns, and timely resolution of any monitoring
findings.
(2) For expansion projects, project applicants must articulate the
part of the project that is being expanded. Additionally, the
project applicants must clearly demonstrate that they are not
replacing other funding sources.
Applicant must be one of the following to apply for VHSP
funding: non-profit, housing authority, planning district
commission, or unit of local government.
Match equals 25% of requested amount. If project is requesting
partial or full waiver of the match requirement, compelling
reason for the waiver is given.

Pass/Fail

Pass/Fail
Pass/Fail

Project Review
Category
Meets
Community
Need or Fills
Gap
Permanent
Housing Systems
Leveraging
System
Partnerships

Scoring Factors
2 points: Project continues to meet a community need and/or
fills a gap in FRCoC services.
1 point: Project somewhat meets a need and/or fills a gap.
0 points: Project does not meet a need and/or fill a gap.
2 points: Thorough systems are in place to ensure households
experiencing homelessness are moved quickly to permanent
housing.
1 point: These systems are somewhat in place.
0 points: These systems are not in place.
2 points: Project fully leverages partnerships within the
homelessness response system and with local landlords.
1 point: Project somewhat leverages partnerships within the
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Available

Received
New/
Renewal
Expansion

Comments
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Eligibility and
Prioritization

Low
Barrier

Capacity

Prior
Experience

Findings
Spending
Rates
Job
Descriptions
Total

homelessness response system and with local landlords.
0 points: Project does not leverage partnerships within the
homelessness response system and with local landlords.
2 points: Project has a well-documented process for receiving
referrals, determining eligibility, and prioritizing clients in a way
that ensures participants are not screened out or terminated
from the project based on severity of needs.
1 point: This process is not well-documented.
0 points: This process in not documented.
2 points: Project has no barriers to entry or continued services
(does not screen people out based on severity of needs and
vulnerabilities and does not terminate project participants for
activities not covered in a typical lease agreement).
1 point: Project has some barriers to entry or continued services.
0 points: Project has many barriers to entry or continued
services.
2 points: Staff, organizational structure and capacity, and internal
coordination are sufficient to carry out proposed activities.
1 point: Staff, organizational structure and capacity, and internal
coordination are somewhat sufficient.
0 points: Staff, organizational structure and capacity, and internal
coordination are not sufficient.
2 points: Applicant/sub recipients have previous experience in
effectively utilizing state funds and performing proposed eligible
activities AND serving proposed target population.
1 point: Applicant/sub recipients have experience with only one.
0 points: Applicant/sub recipients have experience with neither.
1 point: Applicant does not have any unresolved monitoring or
audit findings or has an adequate plan to address issues.
0 points: Applicant does have unresolved monitoring or audit
findings and does not have an adequate plan to address issues.
DEDUCT 1 point for programs that DID NOT fully expend grant
award for last full year of operation.
1 point: Job descriptions are housing-focused.
0 points: Job descriptions are not housing-focused.
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Additional Comments

Changes Needed Before Collaborative Application Submitted (if any)
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Fredericksburg Regional CoC (VA-514) - 2020 VHSP Ranking Sheet
Determination Ranking Agency
Accepted - Full Amount
1
George Washington Regional Commission
Accepted - Full Amount
2
George Washington Regional Commission
Accepted - Full Amount
3
Loisann's Hope House
Accepted - Full Amount
4
Micah Ecumenical Ministries
Accepted - Full Amount
5
Empowerhouse
Accepted - Full Amount
6
Micah Ecumenical Ministries
Accepted - Full Amount
7
Loisann's Hope House
Accepted - Reduced Amount
8
Loisann's Hope House
Accepted - Full Amount
9
Loisann's Hope House
Accepted - Full Amount
10 Empowerhouse
Accepted - Full Amount
11 Micah Ecumenical Ministries
Accepted - Full Amount
12 Loisann's Hope House
Accepted - Full Amount
13 Micah Ecumenical Ministries
Accepted - Reduced Amount
14 Loisann's Hope House
Accepted - Full Amount
15 Micah Ecumenical Ministries
Rejected
N/A Micah Ecumenical Ministries
Total

Requested
Accepted
Type of Application Type of Project
Project Amount HMIS Amount Admin Amount Total
Project Amount
HMIS Amount
Admin Amount Total
CoC Planning
$10,000.00
$50,000.00
$10,000.00
$50,000.00
Renewal
$40,000.00
$0.00
$40,000.00
$0.00
CoC Planning
$0.00
$20,000.00
$0.00
$20,000.00
Expansion
$18,252.00
$1,748.00
$18,252.00
$1,748.00
Coordinated Assessment
$2,928.00
$75,716.00
$2,928.00
$75,716.00
Renewal
$72,788.00
$0.00
$72,788.00
$0.00
Housing Location
$0.00
$50,000.00
$0.00
$50,000.00
Renewal
$50,000.00
$0.00
$50,000.00
$0.00
Emergency Shelter
$0.00
$44,076.00
$0.00
$44,076.00
Renewal
$44,076.00
$0.00
$44,076.00
$0.00
Emergency Shelter (Respite) $27,115.00
$0.00
$27,115.00
$0.00
$27,115.00
Renewal
$0.00
$27,115.00
$0.00
Prevention
$7,802.00
$172,643.00
$7,802.00
$172,643.00
Renewal
$160,040.00
$4,801.00
$160,040.00
$4,801.00
Prevention
$9,002.00
$34,403.00
$1,200.00
$21,800.00
Expansion
$20,000.00
$5,401.00
$20,000.00
$600.00
Rapid Re-housing
$4,728.00
$114,574.00
$4,728.00
$114,574.00
Renewal
$104,846.00
$5,000.00
$104,846.00
$5,000.00
Rapid Re-housing
$0.00
$120,141.00
$0.00
$120,141.00
Renewal
$115,414.00
$4,727.00
$115,414.00
$4,727.00
Rapid Re-housing
$6,881.00
$258,439.00
$6,881.00
$258,439.00
Renewal
$249,058.00
$2,500.00
$249,058.00
$2,500.00
Emergency Shelter
$4,000.00
$86,400.00
$4,000.00
$86,400.00
New
$80,000.00
$2,400.00
$80,000.00
$2,400.00
Emergency Shelter
$0.00
$18,885.00
$0.00
$18,885.00
Expansion
$18,885.00
$0.00
$18,885.00
$0.00
Rapid Re-housing
$1,771.30
$38,259.30
$1,771.00
$37,197.00
Expansion
$35,426.00
$1,062.00
$35,426.00
$0.00
Street Outreach
$0.00
$31,200.00
$0.00
$31,200.00
New
$31,200.00
$0.00
$31,200.00
$0.00
Emergency Shelter
$0.00
$60,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
New
$60,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$1,127,100.00
$47,112.30
$27,639.00 $1,201,851.30
$1,067,100.00
$39,310.00
$21,776.00
$1,128,186.00
4.18%

LHH Prevention Expansion in HMIS: Applied for $9,002 but only eligible for $1,200
LHH Prevention Expansion in Admin: Applied for $5,401.20 but only eligible for $600.20
LHH RRH Expansion in Admin: Applied for $1,062.78, but is not eligible for expanion in admin at current project level requests.

2.45%

3.90%

2.16%

5.77%

VA-514 Fredericksburg Regional CoC
FY21 VHSP Application
Attachment 15: FRCoC Racial Disparity
Summary

Racial Disparity Analysis Summary
Overview
Recent national research and analysis has demonstrated racial disproportionality among people
experiencing homelessness. This disproportionality is heavily influenced by historical and structural
racism, including systems like criminal justice and child welfare. Disproportionality is particularly acute
with respect to African Americans and Native Americans. People who work in the homelessness system
can and should contribute to efforts to address this disproportionality. Homelessness programs and
systems have a significant and direct responsibility to ensure that they are not, themselves, having a
disparate impact on people based on their race or ethnicity. The first step in doing so is to look at the
impact of programming through a racial and ethnic lens by collecting, analyzing, and acting on data.
The Fredericksburg Regional Continuum of Care (CoC) analyzed racial and ethnic disparities among
homelessness within Planning District 16 (including the City of Fredericksburg and the counties of
Caroline, King George, Stafford, and Spotsylvania) and examined the differences in the prevalence of
homelessness, access to homeless services, and housing success rate. Identifying differences in racial
and ethnic distribution in the context of both the general population and the population living in poverty
demonstrates that the racial and ethnic disparities seen in homelessness are not due to poverty alone.
There are clear racial disparities in the prevalence of homelessness between the White and African
American populations. African Americans are overrepresented in the population experiencing
homelessness as compared to the population in poverty as well as the total population of the region,
while Whites are underrepresented. However, the distributions of race and ethnicity for people
experiencing homelessness, accessing homeless services, and experiencing positive outcomes from
homeless services programs are largely similar. This analysis demonstrates that while racial and ethnic
inequity is strongly apparent in homelessness itself, it is not a significant factor in the provision of
homeless services within the CoC.

Methodology
The CoC utilized two data analysis tools in completing this analysis: HUD CoC Racial Equity Analysis Tool
and National Alliance to End Homelessness (NAEH)’s Racial Equity Tool.
The CoC Racial Equity Analysis Tool was developed by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) in January 2019 to help communities understand who is experiencing homelessness
and how race affects this. The tool draws on Point-In-Time (PIT) Count and American Community Survey

data to facilitate analysis of racial disparities among people experiencing homelessness. Data from
American Community Survey 2011-2015 5-year estimates examines regional racial composition of the
general population and of those living in poverty. Data from the CoC’s 2019 PIT Count examines a deduplicated one-night estimate of sheltered and unsheltered homeless populations conducted during the
last week of January.
The Racial Equity Tool was developed by the National Alliance to End Homelessness (NAEH) to evaluate
access to homeless services as well as housing outcomes by race. De-duplicated HMIS data for FY19 (July
2018 to June 2019) was used to examine the racial and ethnic representation in access to homeless
services and exits to permanent housing.

Limitations
This analysis is limited in two aspects of the data used: (1) the high prevalence of indeterminate exits
and (2) the possible inaccuracy of racial categories. There is a significant amount (about one third) of
indeterminate exits where program outcomes by race cannot be evaluated. These indeterminate exits
are largely in part to the large number of unknown exits/disappearances of those staying in emergency
shelter; 30% of exits from emergency shelter are unknown. The proportion of indeterminate exits
reduces the sample sizes available for evaluating racial disparities in program outcomes. In addition, the
racial and ethnic categories used in this analysis may not be accurate representations of the selfidentification and lived experience of the populations studied. The American Community Survey racial
estimates of individuals in families with children are based on the race of the householder and,
therefore, may not accurately represent the racial identity of all members of the household. The HMIS
data used in this analysis evaluated both primary and secondary race data elements to formulate a final
racial estimate. Therefore, this category was not a self-identification by participants.

Results
Prevalence of Homelessness
Results of the HUD CoC Racial Equity Analysis Tool show several racial disparities in the homeless
population as compared to both the total population and the population living in poverty within the
region, with people identifying as White being underrepresented in experiencing homelessness in
comparison with the population living in poverty and those identifying as African-American and multiple
races being overrepresented. The Native American and Asian/Pacific Islander populations in the area are
too small to provide clear evaluations of the racial disparities in representation in poverty and homeless
populations. There were no ethnic disparities seen in the comparison between Hispanic and nonHispanic populations.

Table 1. Distribution of Race in Poverty and Homelessness.

All People

All

In Poverty (ACS)

58%

Experiencing
Homelessness (PIT)

25%

43%

Experiencing Unsheltered
Homelessness (PIT)

0%
2%

41%

61%

1%
0%

19%

13%

15%

6% 3%

11%

In Families with Children
Experiencing
Homelessness (PIT)

21%

57%

0%

21%

Experiencing Unsheltered
0%
Homelessness (PIT)

While the African-American (AA) population represents only 18% of the general population and 25% of
those living in poverty, AAs comprise 41% of the total homeless population and 57% of all persons in
families with homelessness experiencing homelessness. Compared to their population representation,
AAs are greatly overrepresented in the homeless population, about twice as likely to be homeless in
relation to their proportion in the general population. In comparison, those identifying as White
represent 71% of the general population and 58% of those living in poverty, but only 43% of the total
homelessness population and 21% of homeless families with children. Also, those identifying as Multiracial represent 7% of the general population of the region, but represent 13% of those living in poverty
and 15% of those experiencing homelessness.

Access to Homeless Services
Results of the NAEH Racial Equity Tool confirm the racial and ethnic disparities seen between the
general homeless population when comparing racial representation between the general population
and those who are accessing homeless services. While people identifying as African-American and
multiple races are overrepresented in the composition of those accessing homeless services, those
identifying as White are underrepresented. However, there are a few racial disparities when comparing
who was identified as homeless during the 2019 PIT count compared to those who actually accessed
homeless services.
Table 2. Distribution of Race in Homelessness and Services Access.

Experiencing Homelessness (PIT)

Accessing Services (HMIS)

White

African American

43%

41%

49%

Native

1%
0% 15%

41%

Asian/Pacific Islander

0%
1% 9%

Other/Multi-racial

Those identifying as White represent 43% of those experiencing homelessness, but are slightly more
represented in those accessing services at 49%. Those identifying as African American represented 41%
in both of those experiencing homelessness and accessing services. However, those identifying as
multiple races represented 15% of those experiencing homelessness, but only 9% of those accessing
services. The proportions of ethnic categories were similar in both populations, with the Hispanic
population representing 10% of the population experiencing homelessness and 5% of the population
accessing services, and the Non-Hispanic population representing 90% and 95%, respectively.

Homeless Services Outcomes
Results of the NAEH Racial Equity Tool showed no significant racial or ethnic disparities in housing
outcomes. The representation of racial and ethnic categories in the total population accessing homeless
services and those exiting to permanent housing are similar. Of the clients exiting to permanent housing
from homeless services programs in FY19, 47% were White (compared to 49% of those accessing
services), 42% were African American (compared to 41% of those accessing services), and 10% were
Multi-racial (compared to 9% of those accessing services).

2019 Policy Priorities
Each year, the FRCoC will adopt a set of policy priorities to guide funding decisions for projects funded through
collaborative applications, including those for Continuum of Care Program and Virginia Homeless Solutions
Program funding. Policy priorities established by a funder for a specific collaborative application should also be
considered when making funding decisions for that specific funding source.
The 2019 FRCoC policy priorities below are taken from the NOFA for the FY2018 Continuum of Care Program
Competition.
1. Ending homelessness for all persons. To end homelessness, the CoC will identify, engage, and effectively
serve all persons experiencing homelessness. The CoC will measure their performance based on local data that
take into account the challenges faced by all subpopulations experiencing homelessness in the geographic area
(e.g., veterans, youth, families, or those experiencing chronic homelessness). The CoC will have a comprehensive
outreach strategy in place to identify and continuously engage all unsheltered individuals and families.
Additionally, the CoC will use local data to determine the characteristics of individuals and families with the
highest needs and longest experiences of homelessness to develop housing and supportive services tailored to
their needs. Finally, the CoC will use the reallocation process to create new projects that improve their overall
performance and better respond to their needs.
2. Creating a systemic response to homelessness. The CoC will be using system performance measures such as
the average length of homeless episodes, rates of return to homelessness, and rates of exit to permanent
housing destinations to determine how effectively they are serving people experiencing homelessness.
Additionally, the CoC will be using their Coordinated Entry process to promote participant choice, coordinate
homeless assistance and mainstream housing and services to ensure people experiencing homelessness receive
assistance quickly, and make homelessness assistance open, inclusive, and transparent.
3. Strategically allocating and using resources. Using cost, performance, and outcome data, the CoC will
improve how resources are utilized to end homelessness. The CoC will review project quality, performance, and
cost effectiveness. The CoC will maximize the use of mainstream and other community-based resources when
serving persons experiencing homelessness. Finally, the CoC will review all projects eligible for renewal to
determine their effectiveness in serving people experiencing homelessness as well as their cost effectiveness.
4. Using a Housing First approach. Housing First prioritizes rapid placement and stabilization in permanent
housing and does not have service participation requirements or preconditions. Projects will help individuals and
families move quickly into permanent housing, and the CoC will measure and help projects reduce the length of
time people experience homelessness. Additionally, the CoC will engage landlords and property owners, remove
barriers to entry, and adopt client-centered service methods.
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